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TeacherNOTE TO THE

Welcome to Inventions + Ideas! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool, I wanted to take a few moments to 
explain the philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

WHo am I? 
My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, and I have no certificates 

of qualification lining my walls. I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a 
second-generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have 
lived and breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my 
kids were (probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full 
curriculum prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and 

sputtered and made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I 
had ever imagined: there were so many kids and so many curriculum options to choose 

from. Slowly but surely my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks 
faded into the realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewed curriculum and 

bounced from one thing to the next (sorry, kids). Eventually, my little blog grew and I began traveling, speaking, 
and writing books, and I even wrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to continue with 
the direction I was in—review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed in early 2019. 

It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was suiting 
my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to child like a 
Ping-Pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of learning to keep my 
sanity. No one was winning; this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying and asking God, “What 
now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the question was bounced back at 
me: “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when Jesus said He came to bring life and life 
abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder 
and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and 
adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes and He cares about our relationships with one another. With 
that one question and with my pencil poised, the entire vision for Gather 'Round Homeschool was born. 

One unit ThAt Ties in alL youR subjEcts fOr all yOur kids, TAIlOred, customized, Easy, A lAunchPad fOr 

advEntuRE anD leARniNg, kindlE fOr The fire, And abOve ALl ElsE: ALl abOut Him and ALl fOr Him.

Within one month, we were taking preorders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now launch 
a brand-new unit every single month.



We also have mini units, a team of writers and designers and illustrators and proofreaders, and an entire 
community of over 10,000 families standing with us. This is not just a mom making this—this is an entire 
community creating a curriculum that is working for a vast variety of homeschoolers with a huge scope of styles 
and needs. And you have just taken the first step in seeing what taking the pressure off and letting 
love of learning back into your homeschool can do! 

        WHaT is THE gAthEr ‘ROunD dIffErEncE? 
I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you there is nothing 
like this to even compare to. The closest model or style that comes close to explaining Gather ‘Round is a unit study. 
We take one topic and we tie all subjects into that topic. We cover nine or more subjects in every unit. Even a single 
page can cross over into two to three subjects: including science, geography, history, social studies, spelling, writing, 
Bible, art, grammar, and more! However, unlike any other unit study out there, instead of merely adapting for older 
or younger students, we created six student notebooks to go with each Teacher’s Guide. These student notebooks 
span the ages from preschool all the way up to high school and blend in targeted, leveled, and age-appropriate 
lessons and projects that meet individual  needs. We do not put ages on the notebooks to give you discretion to 
place your child where you feel they fit best. The levels and their recommended age ranges are as follows: 

• Pre-reader: 3–5 years old (any student not yet reading) 

• Early Reader: 6–8 years old 

• Early Elementary: 8–10 years old 

• Upper Elementary: 10–12 years old 

• Middle school: 12–15 years old 

• High school: 16–18 years old

We bring in Charlotte Mason elements such as a feast of education, narration, art, summation and memory work 
and—best of all—no busywork! We also heavily bring in unschooling principles with child-directed learning based on 
themes or topics that interest them and tie in connections. But for moms with lots of kiddos, we also bring in a core 
principle to make the one-room schoolhouse flow more smoothly and help your kids work more independently, and I 
call this the Gather 'Round difference. Let’s see it in action with a typical day! 

a DAy With gAthEr ‘ROunD HOmEscHoOL 
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (10–20 minutes)  
Call all your children, young and old, to gather around and listen to today’s lesson. The lessons are engaging and 
full of bright pictures and activity breaks to help hold interest. If you want, you can have your students color their 
picture or take notes in their notebooking page while they listen. The more rabbit trails and discussions you have, the 
longer this time can take. But remember, you’re snuggled on the couch in your pjs, sipping tea or coffee, so everyone 
is relaxed and chill. 

Have your students work in their student notebooks (30–60 minutes) 
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, each student will pull open their student notebook and work on the 
lessons. Each notebook has about five pages per day. 



Notebooking  
A great way to write written narrations about what they learned, 
draw pictures, or take notes while they listen. These sometimes include 
geography or art projects, as well. 

THesE WIlL iNcLude PAges like . . .  

Science  
Science pages might include some reading and questions, a visual 
science experiment, or a research and discovery page to learn more 
about an animal or process. 

Social Studies  
Social studies pages could be about trade and economy, 
cultures, people groups, immigration, music, missionaries,  
or anything else that can be tied in to the lesson! 

History 
History lessons might include reading about a historical  
figure or time period and discussing it and how it impacts  
us today. 

SEATWORK  
Every week has a seatwork page that gives options for 
scripture copywork, spelling lists, habit trackers, and 
more! This page is removable so it can be pulled out of 
the student book and referenced all week!



Grammar 
Grammar in a unit will often focus on one key concept and bring in 
multiple rules (for example, comma rules or capitalization rules). 
This mastery approach is repeated in other units and built on 
through the progression of levels. 

Writing Project   
From writing postcards to learning how to write an essay or story 
to making a travel journal or comic book, we bring in monthly 
projects that will help grow your budding writers, no matter 
their levels, without overwhelming them! Inventions and Ideas 
focuses on creating their own invention: from prototype to patent 
application to advertisement to an invention presentation.

Bible 
Bible pages are throughout our units. There might be a 
missionary story or Bible story that connects to the lesson that 
day, and there are even some personal reflection questions 
throughout the unit for older students. 

Art 
Coloring, painting, shading, sketching, doodling, and more! 
We try to give the framework and leave space for you to take 
these art lessons as far as you want, depending on your child’s 
interests. 

geography 
Geography is built into the lessons wherever possible. From 
identifying and coloring in the younger levels, to labeling and 
researching in the upper ones, geography is constantly reviewed in 
all our units.



FAceBOOK PAgE:  www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool  
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sO hOw lOng DOEs IT TAkE?
How long this takes depends on you and your kids. If time is short, you can easily finish all your subjects in 1 1/2–2 
hours. Just add math and you’re finished! If you have the time, you can use this as a jumping point to go deeper, 
to research, to go on field trips and adventures, and to find videos and have rich discussions, and do this all day! 
There are accompanying resources to help facilitate this, from our cookbooks to our cursive writing notebooks, with 
additional resources yet to come! There is also a Facebook group where we post resources for each unit into a file. 
You can find this at http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool, ask your questions, and get help from other 
users of the curriculum. 

suPplIEs 
Supplies include an atlas or globe, a pencil, colored pencils, watercolors or paint (optional), a Bible, resources for 
research (books, Internet, etc.), and blank pieces of paper for older students (or a computer for paragraphs, articles, 
and essays). Middle and high schoolers will need a separate journal for their prayer journal or written summaries, as 
well. 

a n d  t h a t ’ s  i t !

is THis EnOUGH? 
Obviously, I believe in this or I wouldn’t be creating it and selling it. But ultimately, you have to decide that for yourself 
based on your goals and expectations. It takes trust. Trust that love of learning will accomplish more than  
force-feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more to your kids than individual 
subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of their minds. Rest in the fact that the less pressure you have and 
the more time you have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your fancy and do those things you’ve always 
wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment. Lay down the comparison for one month, and let’s just bring 
it back to the family couch. Gather 'Round, kids—this month is going to change everything.

May God bless your homeschooling this month. May the creator of creativity inspire you and give you fresh vision 
and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer to gather as a family and spark deep 
conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His to draw you and your kids even closer to Him. 

Love,
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scOPe + sequEnce
tEacHeR’s guide

scIEnce                                         
• Inventions
• Prototypes
• Satellites
• Magnets
• Poles
• Birds
• Air currents
• Air density
• Elasticity
• Heredity 
• Electricity 
• Deflection
• Ocean exploration
• Water pressure
• Oxygen absorption
• Ocean pollution
• Suction
• Vacuum
• Play-Doh™
• Etch A Sketch
• Super Soaker
• Friction
• Dehydration
• Water contamination
• Steam
• Pressure
• Transmission
• Switchboards
• Storms
• Matter
• Atoms
• Protons
• Neutrons
• Electrons
• Nuclear fission
• Nuclear waste
• Radiation
• Bacteria
• Infection
• Mold
• Antibiotics
• Adhesives

• Microspheres
• Radio waves
• Electromagnetic waves
• Visible spectrum
• Magnification
• Astronomy
• Cells 

sOcial studiEs                                   
• Inventors
• Patents
• Explorers
• Navigation
• Road maps
• Compass rose
• Cardinal directions
• Communication styles
• Mass production
• Egocentricity 
• Importation
• Developed country
• Developing country
• Honorary degree
• Land transport
• Air transport
• Industrial Revolution
• Elocution
• Evolution of ideas 
• Nuclear warfare 
• Hippocratic Oath
• Trade
• Architecture  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LANguAge arts                               
• Metaphor 

mATh                                          
• Place value
• Numerals
• Hindu-Arabic numeral system
• Hieroglyphic numerals
• Computation
• Calculation
• Imperial measuring system
• Metric system
• Parallel
• Perpendicular 

hisTOry                                        
• History of flight
• John Damian
• Persian postal system
• Carrier pigeons
• History of armor
• Turtle submarine
• Roman hygiene
• Titanic
• Founding Fathers
• Bombing of Hiroshima
• Fukushima Daiichi disaster
• Ancient medical practices
• Hippocrates 
• Ancient numeral systems
• Nicolaus Copernicus 

biBle cONcEpts                                              
• Perseverance 
• Wisdom
• Quick to listen, slow to speak
• Armor of God
• Spiritual darkness
• Creation
• God is light
• Peace
• God is our fortress
• Cubit and Noah’s Ark



Bible PAssages                                              
• Proverbs 19:20
• James 1:19
• Ephesians 6:10–18
• Genesis 1:3
• John 8:12
• John 4:26
• 1 John 1:5–7
•  Philipians 4:6
• 1 Peter 5:7
• Psalm 18:12 

art                                               
• Concept design
• Samuel Morse + portraits
• Architecture  

InvEntiOns                                              
• Dishwasher
• Cat’s eye
• Wireless TV remote
• Compass
• Sextant
• GPS
• Hot air balloon
• Glider
• Airplane
• Parachute
• Roller coaster
• Bungee
• Postal service
• Telegraph
• Morse code
• Printing press
• Leather armor
• Chainmail armor
• Plate armor
• Armored vehicles
• Kevlar®
• Torches
• Oil lamps
• Lightbulb
• SCUBA
• Submarines
• Underwater ROV
• Seabin
• Vacuum
• Mouthwash
• Toothbrush
• Matches
• Life jacket

• LifeStraw
• Steam locomotive
• Bicycle
• Automobile
• Litter
• Telephone
• Cell Phone
• Lightning rod
• Gunpowder
• Fireworks
• Nuclear power
• Nuclear weapons
• Band-Aid™
• Penicillin 
• Post-it® notes
• Radio
• Internet
• Wi-Fi
• Router
• Tape measure
• Wrench
• Monkey wrench
• Level
• Telescope
• Microscope 

InvEntORs                                              
• Josephine Cochran
• Percy Shaw
• Gladys West
• Roger L. Easton
• Bradford Parkinson
• Ivan Getting
• Montgolfier Brothers
• George Cayley
• Otto Lilenthal
• Orville + Wilbur Wright
• Faust Vrancic
• Leonardo da Vinci
• Louis-Sebastien Lenormand
• Jean Pierre Blanchard
• La Marcus Thompson
• Charles Alcoke
• Phillip Hinkle
• David Kirke
• AJ Hackett
• Samuel Morse
• Stephanie Kwolek
• Aimé Argand
• Thomas Edison
• Joseph Swan

• David Bushnell
• Augustus Siebe 
• Aristotle 
• Benoît Rouquayrol 
• Auguste Denayrouze
• Jacques Cousteau 
• Dimitri Rebikoff
• Hubert Cecil Booth
• James Spangler
• Andrew Turton 
• Pete Ceglinski
•  William Addis
• Cleo McVicker 
• Joseph McVicker
• Lonnie Johnson
• André Cassagnes
• George Washington Carver
• John Walker
• Captain Ward
• Karl von Drais
• Richard Trevithick 
• Denis Papin
• Martin Cooper
• Alexander Graham Bell
• Benjamin Franklin
• Enrico Fermi
• J. Robert Oppenheimer
• Earle Dickson
• Alexander Fleming
• Spencer Silver
• Art Fry
• Hedy Lamar
• Nikola Tesla
• Melchisedech Thévenot
• Solymon Merrick
• Charles Moncky 
• James Chesterman
• Alvin Fellows
• Hans Lipperhey
• Galileo Galilei
• Antony van Leeuwenhoek
• Louis Pasteur 



scOPe + sequEnce
eARly rEAder

scIEnce                                         
• Building upon prior ideas
• Reasons for inventions
• Reflection + refraction
• Magnetizing a sewing needle
• Make a compass
• Flapping + gliding
• Propellers
• Rotors
• Make a parachute
• Make a rotor
• Make a paper airplane
• Elements of a roller coaster: gravity, 

speed, + loops
• Inertia
• Inertia experiment
• Make your own gravity road
• The internet: IP addresses, 

downloading + uploading, servers, 
data, + fiber optic

• Armor buoyancy experiment
• Parts of a lightbulb + how it works
• Incandescent vs. LED bulbs
• Air pressure experiment
• Building a prototype
• Chemistry of slime
• Make your own slime
• Clean water experiment
• Water filtration
• Traffic light
• Ground rod
• Static electricity experiment
• Bicycle chain + gears
• Sound waves experiment
• Nuclear power benefits + dangers
• States of matter
• Platelets
• White blood cells
• Antibodies
• Fever
• Tools: hammer, saw, drill, + 

screwdriver

• Levers + torque
• Nuts + bolts
• Lens
• Nearsighted
• Farsighted
• Earth revolves around the sun
• Plant cells 

sOcial studiEs                                   
• Navigating relationships
• History of flight
• How air travel has changed the world
• Disclosure
• Purpose of street lights
• Ocean clean-up
• Cleanliness + hygiene
• Useful vs. dangerous fire
• Survival needs
• Needs vs. wants
• Clean water
• Pros + cons of phones
• Ethical advertising 

LANguAge arts                               
• Sharing ideas
• Brainstorming
• Advertisements
• Slogans
• What is a pronoun?
• Body language
• Communication
• Miscommunication
• Communication game
• Singular pronouns
• Note of thanks to people who serve
• Exaggeration in the media
• Being a good listener
• Freewriting
• Plural pronouns
• Write a biography of Benjamin 

Franklin
• Filling out a form
• Messages in music

•  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Messaging + emotions
• Possessive pronouns 
• Fear messages
• Creating an advertisement or 

commercial
• Learning through reading
• Reading comprehension
• Time management
• Organizing
• The Lion, the Witch and the 

Wardrobe quote
• Write a poem
• Presentation
• Self-reflection on final project
• Oral narration 

geogRAPhy                                  
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Mapping + navigating with 

coordinates
• Japan 

mATh                                          
• Early versions of measurement: foot, 

yard, + cubit
• Length + height 



hisTOry                                        
• Bungee jumping
• Gravity carts
• Gravity road
• History of communication
• Horse postal service
• Mail
• Tim Berners-Lee
• Evolution of the internet: dial-up, 

copper cables, satellite, + fiber optic
• Early scuba diving
• First submarines
• Titanic excavation
• Early forms of cleaning 

hisTOry cONTinUed                                        
• Early forms of hygiene
• Toys of the past vs. toys of today
• Ada Blackjack
• Gama
• Jaio
• Sedan chair
• Letica
• Impact of trains
• Elisha Gray
• Race to invent the telephone
• Switchboard
• Operator
• Rotary dial
• Wireless phones
• Chinese fireworks
• Atomic bombs dropped in Japan
• Guglielmo Marconi
• Heinrich Hertz
• Improvement of tool
• Mysteries before telescopes + 

microscopes were invented  

biBle cONcEpts                                              
• Words are powerful
• Anger does not lead to a righteous 

life
• Do what the Bible says
• Follow God’s laws
• God is creative
• God is the original inventor
• Helpful + hurtful words
• God can use the difficult things to 

launch us into new things

• Jesus is the light of the world
• Discernment
• Conviction
• Thankfulness
• Trusting what the Bible says
• Taking every thought captive
• God created our bodies to heal
• Reasons to believe the Bible
• Sword of the Spirit
• God is omniscient
• Speaking out loud to battle sin, evil, 

+ temptation
• Spiritual battles
• Confessing our sins 

Bible PAssages                                              
• James 1:19–27
• Ephesians 4:29
• Proverbs 12:18
• Proverbs 18:13
• Ephesians 1:4
• Psalm 139:14
• 2 Corinthians 10:5
• 2 Timothy 1:7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:21
• Ephesians 6:17
• Matthew 4:3–4
• Psalm 4:4
• Deuteronomy 31:8
• 1 Corinthians 13:4
• Matthew 5:4
• Ephesians 6:12 

sPelLinG fOcus                                           
• ee words
• ai words
• ay words
• oa words
• oo words 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

vOcABulary                                              
• Inventors
• Compass
• Glide
• Parachute
• Communication
• Armor
• Submarine
• Clutter
• Artifact
• Survival
• Protect
• Steam
• Transmit
• Immortal
• Oath
• Quantity
• Transmit
• Architecture
• Magnify 

art                                             
• Sketch a flying machine
• Gallery of the Louvre
• Paper lantern craft
• Bell Rock Lighthouse
• Studying a painting
• Draw, paint, or construct flames
• Painting fireworks



scOPe + sequEnce
eARly ElemEntAry

scIEnce                                         
• Building upon prior ideas
• Reasons for inventions
• Reflection + refraction
• Magnetizing a sewing needle
• Make a compass
• Flapping + gliding
• Propellers
• Rotors
• Make a parachute
• Make a rotor
• Make a paper airplane
• Elements of thrill of a roller coaster
• Inertia
• Inertia experiment
• Make your own gravity road
• The internet: IP addresses, 

downloading + uploading, servers, 
data, + fiber optic

• Armor buoyancy experiment
• Porous fruit
• Parts of a lightbulb + how it works
• Incandescent vs. LED bulbs
• Air pressure experiment
• Building a prototype
• Chemistry of slime
• Make your own slime
• Clean water experiment
• Water filtration
• Ground rod
• Traffic light
• Static electricity experiment
• Bicycle chain + gears
• Sound waves experiment
• How the cochlea works
• Nuclear power benefits + dangers
• States of matter
• Platelets
• White blood cells
• Antibodies
• Fever
• Car antennas

• Items that use 
radio waves

• Levers + torque
• Nuts + bolts
• Lens
• Nearsighted
• Farsighted 

sOcial studiEs                                   
• Navigating 

relationships
• History of flight
• How air travel has changed the world
• Disclosure
• Purpose of street lights
• Ocean clean-up
• Cleanliness + hygiene
• Useful vs. dangerous fire
• Survival needs
• Needs vs. wants
• Clean water
• Pros + cons of phones
• Ethical advertising 

LANguAge arts                               
• Sharing ideas
• Brainstorming
• Advertisements
• Slogans
• What is a pronoun?
• Body language
• Communication
• Miscommunication
• Communication game
• Singular pronouns
• Note of thanks to people who serve
• Exaggeration in the media
• Being a good listener
• Freewriting
• Plural pronouns
• Write a biography of Benjamin 

Franklin
• Filling out a form

• Messages in music
• Messaging + emotions
• Possessive pronouns 
• Fear messages
• Creating an advertisement or 

commercial
• Learning through reading
• Reading comprehension
• Time management
• Organizing
• Antecedents
• Presentation
• Self-reflection on final project
• Oral narration 

geogRAPhy                                  
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Mapping + navigating with 

coordinates
• Japan: location + flag
• Equator separates Northern + 

Southern Hemispheres 

mATh                                          
• Early versions of measurement: foot, 

yard, + cubit
• Length, height, + depth 

 
 
 



hisTOry                                        
• Bungee jumping
• Gravity carts
• Gravity road
• History of communication
• Tim Berners-Lee
• Evolution of the internet: dial-up, 

copper cables, satellite, + fiber optic
• Early scuba diving
• Titanic excavation
• Early forms of cleaning
• Early forms of hygiene
• Toys of the past vs. toys of today
• Ada Blackjack
• Model-T
• Hobby horse
• Penny farthing
• Impact of trains
• Elisha Gray
• Race to invent the telephone
• Operator
• Rotary dial
• Wireless phones
• Chinese fireworks
• Atomic bombs dropped in Japan
• Guglielmo Marconi
• Heinrich Hertz
• Improvement of tools
• Mysteries before telescopes + 

microscopes were invented 

biBle cONcEpts                                              
• Words are powerful
• Anger does not lead to a righteous 

life
• Do what the Bible says
• Follow God’s laws
• God is creative
• God is the original inventor
• Helpful + hurtful words
• God can use the difficult things to 

launch us into new things
• Jesus is the light of the world
• Discernment
• Conviction
• Thankfulness
• Trusting what the Bible says
• Taking every thought captive
• God created our bodies to heal

• Reasons to believe the Bible
• Sword of the Spirit
• God is omniscient
• Speaking out loud to battle sin, evil, 

+ temptation
• Spiritual battles
• Confessing our sins 

Bible PAssages                                              
• James 1:19–27
• Ephesians 4:29
• Proverbs 12:18
• Proverbs 18:13
• James 1:2–4
• John 7:24
• Ephesians 1:4
• Psalm 139:14
• 2 Corinthians 10:5
• 2 Timothy 1:7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:21
• Ephesians 6:17
• Matthew 4:3–4
• Psalm 4:4
• Deuteronomy 31:8
• 1 Corinthians 13:4
• Matthew 5:4
• Ephesians 6:12 

sPelLinG fOcus                                           
• Words with silent b
• Words with silent k
• Words with silent w
• Words with silent t
• Words with silent g 

vOcABulary                                              
• Prototype
• Navigate
• Aviation
• Hereditary
• Mass-production
• Deflect
• Illuminate
• Submerge
• Import
• Archaeologist
• Purified
• Fortress
• Unstable
• Evolution
• Flammable
• Barrier
• Adhesive
• Data
• Level
• Scientific Method 

art                                             
• Sketch or paint a flying machine
• Gallery of the Louvre
• Paper lantern craft
• Bell Rock Lighthouse
• Studying a painting
• Draw, paint, or construct flames
• Painting fireworks
• Origami



scOPe + sequEnce
upPEr ELEmenTAry

scIEnce                                         
• Building upon prior ideas
• Reasons for inventions
• Reflection + refraction
• Magnetizing a sewing needle
• Make a compass
• Gliding
• Propellers
• Rotors
• Make a parachute
• Make a rotor
• Make a paper airplane
• Elements of thrill of a roller coaster
• Inertia
• Inertia experiment
• Make your own gravity road
• Improving a design
• The internet: IP addresses, 

downloading + uploading, servers, 
data, + fiber optic

• Armor buoyancy experiment
• Porous fruit
• Parts of an oil lamp
• Parts of a lightbulb + how it works
• Wattage
• Incandescent vs. LED bulbs
• Air pressure experiment
• Building a prototype
• Working prototype vs. model 

prototype
• Chemistry of slime
• Make your own slime
• Clean water experiment
• Water filtration
• Traffic light
• Static electricity experiment
• Bicycle chain + gears
• Sound waves experiment
• How the cochlea works
• Nuclear power benefits + dangers
• States of matter + how particles act 

in each

• Why bandages are important for 
open wounds

• Platelets
• White blood cells
• Antibodies
• Fever
• Car antennas
• Items that use radio waves
• Levers + torque
• Nuts + bolts
• Lens
• Retina
• Nearsighted (myopia)
• Farsighted (hyperopia) 

sOcial studiEs                                   
• Navigating relationships
• History of flight
• How air travel has changed the world
• Disclosure
• Purpose of street lights
• Ocean clean-up
• Cleanliness + hygiene
• Survival: an instinct or a skill?
• Needs vs. wants
• Clean water
• Pros + cons of phones
• Ethical advertising 

LANguAge arts                               
• Sharing ideas
• Brainstorming
• Advertisements
• Slogans
• Verbs
• Body language
• Communication
• Miscommunication
• Communication game
• Identifying verb tenses
• Note of thanks to people who serve
• Write a journal entry
• Exaggeration in the media

• Being a good listener
• Freewriting
• Adverbs
• Write a biography of Benjamin 

Franklin
• Filling out a form
• Messages in music
• Messaging + emotions
• Game of charades with adverbs
• How verbs + adverbs work together
• Emotions are clues to our thoughts 
• Fear messages
• Creating an advertisement or 

commercial
• Learning through reading
• Reading comprehension
• Time management
• Organizing
• Adverb poem
• Presentation
• Self-reflection on final project
• Oral narration 

geogRAPhy                                  
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Mapping + navigating with 

geographic coordinates
• Equator separates Northern + 

Southern Hemispheres
• 49th parallel
• Japan: Hiroshima + Nagasaki 

mATh                                          
• Horizontal vs. vertical
• Early versions of measurement
• Length, height, + depth 

hisTOry                                        
• Bungee jumping
• Gravity carts
• Gravity road
• History of communication



hisTOry cONTinUed                                        
• Tim Berners-Lee
• Evolution of the internet: dial-up, 

copper cables, satellite, + fiber optic
• Emile Gagnan
• Early scuba diving
• Titanic excavation
• Early forms of cleaning
• Early forms of hygiene
• Toys of the past vs. toys of today
• Ada Blackjack
• James Hoge
• Model-T
• Penny farthing
• Impact of trains
• Elisha Gray
• Race to invent the telephone
• Features of early telephones vs. 

modern telephones
• Chinese fireworks
• Atomic bombs dropped in Japan
• Guglielmo Marconi
• Heinrich Hertz
• Improvement of tools
• Mysteries before telescopes + 

microscopes were invented 

biBle cONcEpts                                              
• Words are powerful
• Anger does not lead to a righteous 

life
• Do what the Bible says
• Follow God’s laws
• Keep a tight rein on your tongue
• God is creative
• God is the original inventor
• Words of peace + words that cut
• God can bring good from the 

difficult things in our lives
• Jesus is the light of the world
• Discernment
• Guilt vs. conviction
• Jesus is like a lighthouse
• Thankfulness
• Do not judge others
• Trusting what the Bible says
• Taking every thought captive
• God created our bodies to heal
• Apologetics

• Sword of the Spirit
• God is omniscient
• Speaking out loud to battle sin, evil, 

+ temptation
• Spiritual battles
• Confessing our sins 

Bible PAssages                                              
• James 1:19–27
• Genesis 1:31
• Ephesians 4:29
• Proverbs 12:18
• Proverbs 18:13
• James 1:2–4
• Deuteronomy 31:8
• Matthew 11:28
• Ecclesiastes 5:2
• Matthew 5:11
• Hebrews 4:16
• Psalm 139:14
• 2 Corinthians 10:5
• 2 Timothy 1:7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:21
• Ephesians 6:17
• Matthew 4:3–4
• James 4:7
• Hebrews 2:18
• Psalm 119:11
• Psalm 4:4
• 1 Corinthians 13:4
• Matthew 5:4
• Ephesians 6:13–17
• Ephesians 6:12 

 

sPelLinG fOcus                                           
• Contractions with the /n’t/ spelling
• Contractions with the /’ll/ spelling
• Contractions with the /’s/ + /’re/ 

spelling
• Contractions with the /’ve/, /’d/, + /’s/ 

spelling
• Irregular contractions 

vOcABulary                                              
• Perseverance
• Global Positioning System (GPS)
• Density
• Bungee jumping

• Decipher
• Kevlar®
• Flammable
• SCUBA
• Dental hygiene
• Semi-permanent
• Dehydration
• Reputation
• Convenience
• Revelation
• Generate
• Antibiotic
• Calculation
• Radio waves
• Plumb
• Astronomer 

art                                             
• Sketch a flying machine
• Gallery of the Louvre
• Paper lantern craft
• Bell Rock Lighthouse
• Studying a painting
• Draw, paint, or construct flames
• Painting fireworks
• Origami



scOPe + sequEnce
miDdle scHOOl

scIEnce                                         
• Reasons for inventions
• Reflection + refraction
• Light refraction experiment
• Sextant + ship navigation
• Magnetizing a sewing needle
• Make a compass
• Gliders + bird anatomy
• Flying vs. gliding
• Aerodynamics
• Forces of flight
• Make a parachute
• Make a rotor
• Make a paper airplane
• Elements of thrill of a roller coaster
• Inertia
• Inertia experiment
• Make your own gravity road
• Criteria for a patent
• The internet: IP addresses, 

downloading + uploading, servers, 
data, + fiber optic

• Features of armored cars
• DaVinci’s armored vehicle
• Armor buoyancy experiment
• Parts of an oil lamp
• Incandescent, fluorescent, + LED 

bulbs
• Wattage
• Lumens
• Air pressure experiment
• Building a prototype
• Working prototype vs. model 

prototype
• Homemade cleaners experiment
• Make your own slime
• Water filtration + charcoal’s role
• Traffic control system
• Static electricity experiment
• Gasoline four-stroke internal 

combustion engine
• Parts of the ear

• How your ear is similar to how a 
phone works

• Health effects of cell phones
• Nuclear power benefits + dangers
• Molecules + compounds
• Nucleus
• Edible atom model
• Why bandages are important for 

open wounds
• Platelets
• White blood cells
• Antibodies
• Fever
• Superbug + antibiotics
• Car antennas
• Items that use radio waves
• Wavelength, frequency, + hertz
• Transmit your own radio waves
• Fulcrum, lever, force, + torque
• Lens
• Nearsightedness (myopia)
• Farsightedness (hyperopia) 

sOcial studiEs                                   
• Navigating relationships
• History of flight
• How air travel has changed the world
• Disclosure
• Oath of office taken by police 

officers, firefighters, + soldiers
• Purpose of street lights
• Ocean clean-up
• Cleanliness + hygiene
• Survival: an instinct or a skill?
• Needs vs. wants
• Clean water
• Pros + cons of phones
• Ethical advertising 

LANguAge arts                               
• Messages come in all forms
• Messages can be good or bad
• Brainstorming

• Advertisements
• Possessive nouns
• Being flippant
• Slogans
• Body language
• Communication + 

miscommunication
• Text messages + miscommunication
• Singular possessive nouns
• Metaphor
• Note of thanks to people who serve
• Exaggeration in the media
• Clickbait
• Being a good listener
• Freewriting
• Separate + joint ownership
• Researching a game or activity
• Write a biography of Benjamin 

Franklin
• Filling out a form
• Messages in music
• Messaging + emotions
• Plural possessive nouns
• Irregular nouns
• Emotions are clues to our thoughts 
• Write a persuasive paragraph
• Fear messages
• Writing honest headlines
• Creating an advertisement or 

commercial
• Learning through reading
• Reading comprehension
• Time management
• Organizing
• Write a short story
• Editing
• Presentation
• Self-reflection on final project
• Oral narration 

geogRAPhy                                  
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Prime Meridian
• Equator
• Mapping + navigating with 

geographic coordinates
• Japan: Hiroshima + Nagasaki 

mATh                                          
• Level + plumb 



hisTOry                                        
• Early versions + improvements of 

roller coasters
• Bungee jumping
• Gravity carts
• Gravity road
• Josiah White
• History of communication
• Tim Berners-Lee
• Evolution of the internet: dial-up, 

copper cables, satellite, fiber optic
• Emile Gagnan
• Early scuba diving
• Titanic excavation
• Early forms of cleaning
• Early forms of hygiene
• Dental hygiene in America
• Entertainment then + now
• Ada Blackjack
• James Hoge
• Hobby horse
• Penny farthing
• Impact of trains
• Race to invent the telephone
• Features of early telephones vs. 

modern telephones
• Chinese fireworks
• Race to the first nuclear weapon
• Atomic bombs dropped in Japan
• Guglielmo Marconi
• Heinrich Hertz
• Robert Hooke 

biBle cONcEpts                                              
• Words are powerful
• Anger does not lead to a righteous 

life
• Do what the Bible says
• Follow God’s laws
• Keep a tight rein on your tongue
• God is the author of creativity
• God is the original inventor
• How people misuse God’s creations
• Words can wound or heal
• Communicating God’s love
• God can bring good from the 

difficult things in our lives
• Jesus is the light of the world
• Discernment
• Guilt vs. conviction
• Jesus is like a lighthouse

• Contentment
• Thankfulness
• Do not judge others
• Taking every thought captive
• Fear is not from God
• God created our bodies to heal
• Apologetics
• Reasons to believe the Bible
• Sword of the Spirit
• God created our bodies to work 

hard
• God is omniscient
• Speaking out loud to battle sin, evil, 

+ temptation
• Spiritual battles
• Confessing our sins 

Bible PAssages                                              
• James 1:19–27
• Genesis 1:31
• 1 Peter 4:10–11
• Proverbs 12:18
• Proverbs 15:1–2
• Proverbs 16:24
• Matthew 5:14–16
• Ephesians 5:8
• Proverbs 3:5–6
• James 1:5
• Romans 12:2
• Proverbs 18:13
• Luke 12:15
• Hebrews 13:5
• John 7:37–40
• James 1:2–4
• John 7:24
• Deuteronomy 31:8
• Psalm 139:14
• 2 Corinthians 10:5
• Philippians 4:8
• 2 Timothy 1:7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:21
• Ephesians 6:17
• Matthew 4:3–4
• James 4:7
• Psalm 119:11
• John 6:63
• Psalm 4:4
• 1 Corinthians 13:4
• Matthew 5:4
• Ephesians 6:10–13
• Ephesians 6:18 

sPelLinG fOcus                                           
• Patent
• Satellites
• Elasticity
• Telegraph
• Metaphor
• Absorbent
• Egocentric
• Personal hygiene
• Crucial
• Friction
• Theory
• Litter
• Elocution
• Atom
• Resilient
• Prioritize
• Wireless
• Cubit
• Bacteria
•  

vOcABulary                                              
• Inventors
• Compass
• Glide
• Parachute
• Communication
• Armor
• Submarine
• Clutter
• Artifact
• Survival
• Protect
• Steam
• Transmit
• Immortal
• Oath
• Quantity
• Transmit
• Architecture
• Magnify 

art                                             
• Sketch a flying machine
• Gallery of the Louvre
• Paper lantern craft
• Bell Rock Lighthouse
• Studying a painting
• Draw, paint, or construct flames
• Painting fireworks



scOPe + sequEnce
High schOOl

scIEnce                                         
• Reasons for inventions
• Cost of a patent
• How to invent something new
• Reflection + refraction
• Light refraction experiment
• Sextant + ship navigation
• Magnetic field
• Magnet + paper clip activity
• Gliders + bird anatomy
• Flying vs. gliding
• Aerodynamics
• Forces of flight
• Make a parachute
• Make a rotor
• Make a paper airplane
• Special features + safety measures of 

a roller coaster
• Inertia
• Inertia experiment
• Research a roller coaster
• Criteria for a patent
• The internet: IP addresses, 

downloading + uploading, servers, 
+ data

• Risks + benefits of the internet
• Features of armored cars
• DaVinci’s armored vehicle
• Armor buoyancy experiment
• Parts of an oil lamp
• Incandescent, fluorescent, + LED 

bulbs
• Watts
• Lumens
• Air pressure experiment
• Decompression sickness, symptoms 

+ treatment
• Building a prototype
• Working prototype vs. model 

prototype
• Homemade cleaners experiment
• Make your own slime

• Molecular formulas
• Water filtration + charcoal’s role
• Traffic control system
• Static electricity experiment
• Magnets + static electricity
• Gasoline four-stroke internal 

combustion engine
• Parts of the ear
• How your ear is similar to how a 

phone works
• Cochlear implant
• Health effects of cell phones
• Nuclear power benefits + dangers
• Molecules + compounds
• Nucleus
• Atomic numbers
• Types of atoms the human body is 

made of
• Platelets
• White blood cells
• Antibodies
• Fever
• Superbug + antibiotics
• Items that use radio waves
• Wavelength, frequency, + hertz
• Fulcrum, lever, force, + torque
• Types of levers
• Lens
• Nearsightedness (myopia)
• Farsightedness (hyperopia)
• Astigmatism
• Lasik surgery 

sOcial studiEs                                   
• Navigating relationships
• History of flight
• How air travel has changed the world
• Disclosure
• Oath of office taken by police 

officers, firefighters, + soldiers
• Purpose of street lights
• Ocean clean-up
• Cleanliness + hygiene

• Survival: an instinct or a skill?
• Needs vs. wants
• Clean water
• Pros + cons of phones
• Ethical advertising 

LANguAge arts                               
• Research + write what you found
• Brainstorming
• Advertisements
• Semicolon + colon
• Reflection on social experiences
• Identifying hidden messages
• Being flippant
• Body language
• Communication + 

miscommunication
• Text messages + miscommunication
• Hyphen, en-dash, + em dash
• Metaphor
• Note of thanks to people who serve
• Exaggeration in the media
• Clickbait
• Being a good listener
• Freewriting
• Apostrophes + contractions
• Researching a game or activity
• Write a biography of Benjamin 

Franklin
• Filling out a form
• Messages in music
• Messaging + emotions
• Apostrophes + possession
• Irregular nouns 
• Write a persuasive paragraph
• Fear messages
• Creating an advertisement or 

commercial
• Reading comprehension
• Time management
• Organizing
• Proper punctuation
• Express yourself through writing



Supply
• Effective advertising
• Editing
• Presentation
• Self-reflection on final project
• Oral narration 

geogRAPhy                                  
• Latitude
• Longitude
• Prime Meridian
• Equator
• Geographical coordinates
• Longitude lines + navigating time 

zones
• Japan: Hiroshima, Nagasaki, + 

Kokura 

mATh                                          
• Level + plumb
• Engineering tools for leveling 

hisTOry                                        
• Early versions + improvements of 

roller coasters
• Bungee jumping
• Gravity carts
• Gravity road
• Josiah White
• History of communication
• Dial-up vs. fiber optic internet
• Early scuba diving
• Titanic excavation
• Early forms of cleaning
• Importance of hygiene
• Dental hygiene in America
• Boyan Slats
• Entertainment then + now
• Ada Blackjack
• James Hoge
• Early forms of transportation
• Hobby horse
• Penny farthing
• Impact of trains
• Race to invent the telephone
• Features of early telephones vs. 

modern telephones
• History of fireworks
• Race to the first nuclear weapon
• Atomic bombs dropped in Japan
• World War II
• Guglielmo Marconi
• Heinrich Hertz

biBle cONcEpts                                              
• Words are powerful
• Anger does not lead to a righteous 

life
• Do what the Bible says
• Follow God’s laws
• Keep a tight rein on your tongue
• God is the author of creativity
• God was the first inventor
• How people misuse God’s creations
• Using gifts to glorify God
• Words can wound or heal
• Communicating God’s love
• God can bring good from the 

difficult things in our lives
• Jesus is the light of the world
• Discernment
• Guilt vs. conviction
• Jesus is like a lighthouse
• Contentment
• Thankfulness
• Base your identity on who God says 

you are
• Taking every thought captive
• Fear is not from God
• God created our bodies to heal
• Apologetics
• Reasons to believe the Bible
• Sword of the Spirit
• God created you to work hard
• God is omniscient
• Speaking out loud to battle sin, evil, 

+ temptation
• Spiritual battles
• Confessing your sins 

Bible PAssages                                              
• James 1:19–27
• Genesis 1:31
• Psalm 19:1
• 1 Peter 4:10–11
• Philippians 2:4
• Proverbs 12:18
• Proverbs 15:1–2
• Proverbs 16:24
• Proverbs 25:18
• Matthew 5:14–16
• John 8:2
• Ephesians 5:8
• James 3:13–18
• 1 Thessalonians 5:5

• Proverbs 18:13
• Luke 12:15
• Hebrews 13:5
• Proverbs 11:24
• John 7:37–40
• James 1:2–4
• John 7:24
• Deuteronomy 31:8
• Psalm 139:14
• Matthew 7:1–2
• 2 Corinthians 10:3–5
• Philippians 4:8
• Romans 12:2
• 2 Timothy 1:7
• 1 Thessalonians 5:21
• Ephesians 6:17
• Matthew 4:3–4
• Hebrews 4:12
• Proverbs 30:5
• James 4:7
• Psalm 119:11
• Colossians 3:16
• 2 Timothy 3:16–17
• Psalm 119:103–105
• Ephesians 6:10–13
• Ephesians 6:18 

sPelLinG fOcus                                           
• Frequently misspelled words 

art                                             
• Draw an aircraft or create a model
• Gallery of the Louvre 
• Bell Rock Lighthouse
• Paint a lighthouse scene
• Studying a painting
• Draw, paint, or construct flames
• Greg Olson’s Cast Your Nets on the 

Right Side
• Gavin Hyde-Blake’s The Palace of 

Westminster on Fire, 1834 
• Painting fireworks
• What makes the colors in fireworks
• Origami
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Lesson Supplies
Bible
Scissors
Colored pencils, markers, crayons, etc.
Glue
Magnets

Lesson 1 (Middle + High School)
Water
3 clear cups
Red, blue, and yellow food dye

Lesson 2 
Sewing needle
Shallow lid or plastic container
Water
Permanent market
Small bar magnet (or fridge magnet)
A small piece of cork or foam (something you can push 
the pin through so it will float).
Globe or atlas

Lesson 3
Items for a flight experiment of your choice:
Paper for paper airplanes
Small toy and material to make parachute
Items to make your own flying machine

Lesson 4
A cup or jar
A coin
A small piece of paper
Items to make your own gravity road: cardboard, 
basket, wheels, etc.

Lesson 6
A large pitcher, jar, or pot full of water
2 navel oranges

Lesson 8
A clear cup or jar
A piece of paper towel
A sink full of water

Lesson 9 
Items for invention prototype

Lesson 10
Two bowls
Popsicle stick or spoon for mixing
1/2 cup liquid glue (regular white glue, clear glue, or a 
sparkly gel kind will work)
¼ cup lukewarm water
Food coloring (optional)
1/2 teaspoon of borax
1/2 cup warm water
Play-Doh®

These supplies are not required for this unit beyond basic school supplies. They are just given as suggestions.

lisT

OPtiOnAlSupply
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Lesson 11
Black paper
Tissue paper
Paint

Lesson 12
Plastic spoon
Salt
Pepper
Cloth

Lesson 14
Plastic wrap
1 Large rubber band
A medium-sized mixing bowl (glass ideally, so the 
plastic wrap will cling to it)
Small crystals of some sort (cake decorating crystals, 
coarse salt or sugar, etc.) or rice grains
A loud speaker

Lesson 15
Paintbrush
Straw
Toilet paper tube
Optional: origami paper
Optional (Middle School): edible atom

Lesson 18 (Middle + High School)
A 9-volt battery
A nickel
An old AM/FM radio 

Lesson 19
Something for measuring: a Lego® person, a piece of 
licorice, a book, a piece of paper, etc.
Optional: level
Optional: various tools
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Pre Reader: Picture Books

Early Reader: Books You Can Read Together

Early Elementary: Books for Grades 2–4

Upper Elementary: Books for Grades 4–6

Middle School: Books for Grades 7–8

High School: Books for Grades 9–12

hOW to use THis list:

These books are not required for this unit. They are just given as 
suggestions for further, age-appropriate and leveled reading. Use 
this list or find books to assign your kids on your own shelf at home! 

book + resource list

Lesson 1: Why We Invent
Elon Musk: A Kid’s Book About Inventions  by Mary Nhin 
The Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley Spires 
Have You Thanked an Inventor Today? by Pautrice McLaurin 
Mistakes that Worked: 40 Familiar Inventions & How They Came to Be by Charlotte Foltz Jones 
100 Inventions that Made History by DK 
What Color Is My World?: The Lost History of African-American Inventors by Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
Girls Think of Everything: Stories of Ingenious Inventions by Women by Catherine Thimmish 
SAM: One Robot, a Dozen Engineers, and the Race to Revolutionize the Way We Build by Jonathan 
Waldman 

Lesson 2: That Navigate
Follow That Map!: A First Book of Mapping Skills by Scot Ritchie 
Tools of Navigation by Rachel Dickinson 

Lesson 3: That Fly
Amazing Airplanes by Tony Mitton 
Maisy Goes on a Plane by Lucy Cousins  
The Little Airplane by Lois Lenski 
Flight for Freedom by Kristen Fulton 
The Glorious Flight: Across the Channel with Louis Bleriot July 25, 1909 by Alice Provenson 
Future Scientist and Engineer: How Do Airplanes Fly? by Robert Bell 
The Science of Flight by Ian Graham 
Wood, Wire, Wings: Emma Lilian Todd Invents an Airplane by Kristen W. Larson 
Fly Girls: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History by Keith O’Brien 
The Wright Brothers by David McCullough 

Lesson 4: That Thrill
Little Elliot, Big Fun by Mike Curato  
Roller Coaster by Marla Frazee 
A Royal Ride: Catherine the Great’s Great Invention  by Kristen Fulton 
How It Works: Roller Coasters by Precious McKenzie 
The Thrills and Chills of Amusement Parks by Jordan D. Brown 
A Ride to Remember: A Civil Rights Story by Sharon Langley 
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Lesson 5 & 14: That Communicate
Time For Kids: Alexander Graham Bell by Editors of TIME For Kids 
The 4-1-1 on Phones by Kama Einhorn 
The Boy Who Invented TV by Kathleen Krull  
Who is Steve Jobs by Pam Pollack  
Who is Bill Gates? by Patricia Brennan Demuth   
Who Was Ben Franklin? by Dennis Brindell Fradin 
Samuel Morse and the Telegraph by David Lee Seidman et al 
DK Adventures: The First Telephone: Alexander Graham Bell’s Amazing Invention  by DK 
Who Was Thomas Alva Edison? by Margaret Frith 
How the Internet Works for Kids: The internet explained with easy examples by Fernando Uilherme Barbosa 
de Azevedo 
Explain the Cloud Like I’m 10 by Todd Hoff 

Lesson 6: That Deflect
God’s Armor for Me! by Amelia Shearer  
Night Knight by Owen Davey   
The Armor of God by Agnes de Bezenac 
The Knight and the Dragon by Tomie dePaola 
The Knight at Dawn by Mary Pope Osborn 
Knights and Castles: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House #2: The Knight at Dawn by Mary 
Pope Osborn 
The Knight in Rusty Armor by Robert Fisher 
The Armor of God - Teen Bible Study Book by Priscilla Shirer 

Lesson 7: That Illuminate
Thomas Edison: Lighting the Way  by Lorie Haskins Houran 
A Wizard from the Start: The Incredible Boyhood and Amazing Inventions of Thomas Edison by Don 
Brown 
Lightbulbs by Joanne Mattern 
National Geographic Readers: Thomas Edison  by Barbara Kramer 
Who Was Thomas Alva Edison? by Margaret Frith 
The Story of Thomas Alva Edison by Margaret Cousins 
Thomas Edison: Inspiration and Hard Work  by Janet & Geoff Benge 
Thomas Edison: A Captivating Guide to the Life of a Genius Inventor  by Captivating History 

Lesson 8: That Dive
Pete the Cat: Scuba-Cat by James Dean 
The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau by Dan Yaccarino 
DK Readers L1: Submarines and Submersibles by Deborah Lock 
Manfish: A Story of Jacques Cousteau by Jennifer Berne 
Who Was Jacques Cousteau? by Nico Medina 
Jacques Cousteau: Conserving Underwater Worlds  by John Paul Zronik 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne 

Lesson 9: That Clean
The Picture History of Inventors by Gillian Clements 
Vacuum Cleaners (Household History Series) by Elaine Marie Alphin 
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Mr. Ferris and His Wheel by Kathryn Gibbs Davis
The Boy Who Thought Outside the Box: The Story of Video Game Inventor Ralph Baer by Marcie Wessels 
In A Submarine Exploring the Pacific by Baby Professor 

Lesson 11: For Survival
Lost in the Wild: A Choose Your Path Book by Ryan Jacobson
Survivor Kid: A Practical Guide to Wilderness Survival by Denise Long 
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Ultimate Survival Guide for Kids by Rob Colson 

Lesson 12: That Protect
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The Story of Benjamin Franklin by Shannon Anderson 
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Lesson 14: That Communicate 2
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Queen of Physics: How Wu Chien Shiung Helped Unlock the Secrets of the Atom by Teresa Robeson 
What Was the Bombing of Hiroshima? by Jess Brallier 
Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes by Eleanor Coerr * 
*This is a short read, a great family read aloud, but it is also very sad.
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Mistakes That Worked: The World’s Familiar Inventions and How They Came to Be by Charlotte Folz Jones 
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Lesson 18: That Transmit
Who Was Nikola Tesla by Jim Gigliotti    
Samuel Morse and the Telegraph by David Lee Seidman et al 
The Telegraph: A History of Morse’s Invention and Its Predecessors by Lewis Coe 

Lesson 19: That Build
Hide-and-Seek at the Construction Site: A Hidden Pictures® Lift-the-Flap book by Highlights   
Curious George Tool Time by H.A. Rey  
How a House is Built by Gail Gibbons  
Tool Book by Gail Gibbons  
Mighty, Mighty Construction Site  by Sherri Duskey Rinker 
Iggy Peck, Architect by Andrea Beaty 
Pete the Cat: Construction Destruction by James Dean 
Tools (Discover Series) by Xist Publishing 
The Ultimate Construction Site Book by Anne-Sophie Beauman 
Tools: How They Work and How to Use Them  by Charles Platt FR

Lesson 20: That Discover
The World of the Microscope  by Chris Oxlade & Corrine Stockley 
Who Was Galileo? by Patricia Brennan Demuth 
Who Was Jacques Cousteau? by Nico Medina  *
Jacques Cousteau: Conserving Underwater Worlds  by John Paul Zronik  *
Kid Scientists: True Tales of Childhood from Science Superstars by David Stabler 
* This book is also included in the Lesson 8: That Dive list

Resources
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jAmes 1:19–27 niv
19 My dear brothers and sisters, take note of this: Everyone 

should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to become 
angry, 20 because human anger does not produce the 

righteousness that God desires. 21 Therefore, get rid of all 
moral filth and the evil that is so prevalent and humbly accept 

the word planted in you, which can save you.

22 Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. 
Do what it says. 23 Anyone who listens to the word but does not 
do what it says is like someone who looks at his face in a mirror 

24 and, after looking at himself, goes away and immediately 
forgets what he looks like. 25 But whoever looks intently into 
the perfect law that gives freedom, and continues in it—not 
forgetting what they have heard, but doing it—they will be 

blessed in what they do.

26 Those who consider themselves religious and yet do not 
keep a tight rein on their tongues deceive themselves, and their 
religion is worthless. 27 Religion that God our Father accepts as 
pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in 

their distress and to keep oneself 
from being polluted by the world.

Recitation
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why we invent
Lord, thank you for an 
opportunity to dive into a 
world of discovery as we study 
inventions together. You are the 
creator and author of life, and 
it is through you that all ideas 
and inspiration flow. Thank you 
for inspiring men and women 
throughout history to create 
and share their ideas with the 
world. 

Lesson

1

Ideas are often scary to express. What if someone thinks your idea is foolish? What if you try your idea and it 
doesn’t work? Those can be intimidating thoughts. But what if your idea does work? What if it’s just the right 
idea to change the world, or at least play a small role in making the world a better place? Rebecca had an idea 
to develop a curriculum that allowed the whole family to gather ‘round and learn together. Developing that idea 
was challenging. Putting it out there for the world to see was scary! Being bold enough to express your ideas 
takes courage, but throughout history, the world-changers were those who didn’t allow a little embarrassment or 
failure stand in their way. They expressed their ideas and were often mocked, not taken seriously, or had to suffer 
the humiliation of their idea never making it off the ground. But do you know what they did next? They came up 
with another idea! This perseverance, or willingness to never give up, is an important character trait for inventors. 

Inventors are those who create new products for a specific 
purpose using the materials available to them. From the 
moment of creation, people have been developing 
ideas, tools, gadgets, and toys to make our lives 
easier, fix our problems, and accomplish new 
and exciting things. This process of creating 
innovative ideas and products is the art 
and science of invention. Humans invent 
because it is our nature to solve problems. 
It is our nature to innovate and improve our 
world. This inclination toward knowledge 
and improvement is instilled in us because God 
placed it there. He has blessed us with natural 
curiosity and problem solving abilities, and from 
the earliest moments of human existence, we have been 
putting those God-given personality traits to use, inventing new 
and exciting things. 

EveryTHIng begins wiTH An idea.
-Earl Nightingale 
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The instinct to improve our lives has led people to invent for 
three main reasons. The first is to make life more convenient. 
One example of this is the dishwasher. Long ago, people had to 
collect water from a river or lake and bring it to their homes to 
wash their dishes. Eventually pipes were invented, which brought 
the water directly into people’s homes. However, desiring a less 
time-consuming approach, the dish washing machine was 
invented in 1886 by Josephine Cochran. Frustrated by how 
long it took to clean her dishes, she invented a machine which 
allowed her to load plates and cups inside a wheel that would 
spin while soapy water cleaned the dirty dishes. It took many 
years for the dishwasher to become a common household 
item, but today, it can be found in most modern kitchens. The 
dishwasher saves time and makes the lives of those who clean 
up after meals just a little bit easier. 

The second reason we invent is to make life safer. There’s an 
expression that says, “Sometimes you have to learn the hard 
way.” This means that in life, there are moments when you have 
to make a mistake in order to learn a valuable lesson. Many 
of the world’s greatest inventions came about after some type 
of tragedy or hardship. This is because the inventor wanted to 
develop a tool or product to keep others from having to learn the lesson the hard way, too. 

A great example of an invention that makes life safer is called the cat’s eye. As the story goes, a man 
named Percy Shaw was driving home one night on a terribly dangerous stretch of dark, winding road that 
overlooked a cliff. As he rounded a bend and nearly drove off the road, the lights from his car caught the 
twinkle of two small eyes. The reflection from the eyes of a cat on the side of the road caused Percy to steer 
back into his lane and likely saved his life. At that moment, Percy decided that reflectors should line every 
roadway, so he began developing a prototype, or first design, of his invention. Over the years, the cat’s 
eye has developed further and can now be found on almost every paved roadway. This simple, reflective 
device assists drivers with staying in their lanes, and has likely prevented any number of car crashes since 
its invention in 1934. 

WHy We invEnT

1.

2.

caT’s Eye On roADwAy

PAtEnT Drawing fOr J. G. cOchRAn’s 
Dish WAshing MAchine
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3.
Finally, we invent to help us do things we have never done before. Think about the rockets that launch us 
into outer space, allowing us to explore the vast expanses of the universe. Or the invention of the camera, 
which allows us to capture a moment in time. Not only do we have a desire to make our lives easier and 
to keep each other safe, we also have a desire to explore and learn. This drive pushes us to invent new 
machines and tools which help us explore the world around us in new and exciting ways.

BecOMinG an invEnTOr
So who can be an inventor? The honest answer—anyone! 
Anyone who sees a problem and has an idea about how 
to solve it can put those ideas into action and develop an 
invention. However, you should be warned, the process 
is quite complicated. As soon as someone has an idea 
for an invention, they will likely want to write down their 
thoughts and sketch out an image of their concept. 

Once a concept is designed, the inventor must apply for 
a patent. A patent is like a government license that gives 
the inventor the rights to the product they are designing. It 
protects the inventor’s ideas from others who might try to 
copy or steal their work. It usually involves a lawyer and 
can cost anywhere from $6,000–$18,000, depending 
on the complexity of the design. It isn’t something that 
happens overnight either. In the United States, the 
general waiting period for a patent is nearly two years! 
Once a patent is received, the inventor can begin the 
process of assembling their first prototype. Depending 
on the background of the inventor, they might do this 
themselves, or they might hire a team of experts to make 
their idea come to life. Engineers, mathematicians, and 
scientists all use their skills to help inventors develop their 
concepts.

Did you know that people aren’t the only 
inventors? Some intelligent animals invent tools 

to help make their lives easier. For example, a 
chimpanzee might use a rock to crack open 

nuts, or it might strip the leaves off of sticks and 
use them to dig bugs out of the small grooves 

in the bark of trees. Some species of dolphin have been known to hold 
sea sponge in their beaks as they search the ocean floor for prey, using 
the sponge to displace the sand and reveal any tasty, bottom-dwelling 

creatures. 
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Sometimes, the development of an invention happens 
quickly. This occurs when one person comes up with an 
idea, such as Percy Shaw and the cat’s eye. However, 
more often than not, inventions are the compilation 
of many great ideas over a long period of time. One 
great idea leads to another, which leads to another. 
As technology advances, the inventions of the past are 
improved upon by future inventors. Take, for example, 
the TV remote. At one point in time, in order to change 
the channel on the TV, you had to stand up and turn 
a dial located on the TV itself. This frustrated people 
because they were comfortable on their couches and 
didn’t want to move. Therefore, in 1955, Eugene J. 
Polley invented the first wireless TV remote control, 
known as the Flash-Matic. The world already had 
a dial to change the channels, and wireless remote 
controls were not a new invention in and of themselves, but 
Polley saw a need for improvement and used the technology that was already available to solve the problem. He 
improved upon an invention, making it new and innovative. 

Throughout this unit, we will explore some of the most incredible inventions of all time and the talented inventors 
who weren’t afraid to share their ideas with the world. Some of these inventions have had a meaningful impact 
on the safety and well-being of our society, while others have opened the doors of exploration, and some are just 
plain fun! As we explore these inventions, we will also learn about the men and women who not only conceived 
the concepts, but made them come to life. Along our journey, we will be introduced to amazing scientific 
discoveries and fascinating stories from history. Using an expression that points out one of the greatest safety 
inventions ever made, “Buckle up, kids!” we’re in for a wild ride! 

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You 
will also find the answer keys 

there.
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hAPPENing?
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upper elementary

early elementary

early reader
light
circle: water, plastic, mirror

slogans
picture a: The dog walker of the 
future.
picture b: Pain-free brushing!
picture c: For the biggest bath 
bubbles . . . 

PAgE
4

PAgE
5

Original Design
good: You’re doing great! Keep 
going. Are you okay?  
 
hurtful: Saying a bad word.  
Look at her!

PAgE
3

pre-reader
Light
reflected: mirror and spoon

PAgE
2

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. You 
can look up more details and facts as 
a family and go down rabbit trails or 
just fill in or draw something shorter, 

depending on what your day looks like. 

PAgE 2 uniT PrOJEct Students will begin brainstorming their 
own invention. 

PAgE 3 science Students will learn about light reflection 
and refraction.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about messages in the 
media and what a slogan is.

PAgE 5 biblE God is the original inventor. He made 
our mouths to speak life, but we don’t always use His 
invention the way He intended it to be used. Students are 
discovering the power of our words. Ephesians 4:29 is the 
verse they are studying. 

light
1. reflective 2. non-reflective
3. reflective 4. reflective

slogans
picture a: The dog walker of the 
future.
picture b: Pain-free brushing!
picture c: For the biggest bath 
bubbles . . . 

PAgE
4

PAgE
5

Original design
good: You’re doing great! Keep 
going. Are you okay?  
 
hurtful: Saying a bad word.  
Look at her!

PAgE
3

Original Design
1. helpful words
2. hurtful words

PAgE
5

Middle School
Notebooking
box 1: convenience, safety, and to 
make something new 
box 2: The cat’s eye reflector; to 
make roads safer after he almost 
crashed
box 3: A patent is a government 
license that gives the inventor 
the right to the product they are 
designing and legally protects 
them. 

PAgE
1

light
light reflection: when you look 
around, rays of light bounce 
(reflect) off objects and into your 
eyes 
light refraction: when the light 
bends; it is the change in direction 
of the rays of light as it moves past 
a boundary
explain it: When light crosses 
through the water, it is refracted 
and sends the rays in the opposite 
direction. 

PAgE
3

original design
Genesis 1:31: Everything God 
made was very good. 
 

PAgE
5

•  A N S W E R S •

WHy WE InvEnt



High School
Notebooking
box 1: convenience, safety, and to make 
something new 
box 2: The cat’s eye reflector; to make 
roads safer after he almost crashed 
box 3: A patent is a government license 
that gives the inventor the right to the 
product they are designing and legally 
protects them. They cost anywhere from 
$6,000–$18,000.
box 4: The machine contained a copper 
boiler and was constructed of wire 
compartments for the dishes. As a motor 
turned a wheel, soap and water sprayed 
over the dishes. 

PAgE
1

light
light reflection: When you look around, rays of light bounce (reflect) off 
objects and into your eyes. 
light refraction: when the light bends; it is the change in direction of the 
rays of light as it moves past a boundary.
explain it: When light crosses through the water, it is refracted and sends 
the rays in the opposite direction. 

PAgE
3

original design
Genesis 1:31: Everything God made was very good. 
 

PAgE
5

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 1
WHy WE InvEnt cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •
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that navigate
God, you are the waymaker. 
Even when we feel lost and 
alone, you are there, drawing 
us back to you. Show us the 
way you want us to live and 
lead us down the path of 
righteousness. Direct our 
footsteps so that everything we 
do brings you glory! 

Lesson

2

Have you ever lost your way? Perhaps your family was on a long road trip, and 
the GPS seemed to think that an empty parking lot in the middle of nowhere was 
your final destination. Or maybe you got lost at the mall or on a hike. As we’ve 
learned, inventions are typically created to solve a problem or make life 
easier. Getting lost is certainly a problem, and from the dawn of time, 
we’ve developed ways to navigate, or chart out routes and paths, 
for finding our way around this vast planet we call home. Over the 
years, the tools that have been invented to help us find our way 
have improved and become more accurate and reliable. Let’s 
navigate our way through the development of these amazing 
tools! 

thE comPAss
If you were stranded in the woods and couldn’t glimpse the sun 
to determine your position, you’d be lucky if you could just reach 
in your pocket and pull out a compass. A compass is a magnetic 
navigation tool which shows direction. It’s usually a simple, round device 
that contains a small magnet (usually called a needle). This magnet 
is balanced on a pivot point which allows it to rotate freely, almost like a 
spinner from a board game. One end of the compass is often marked 
with an N for north or is colored red. The very first compasses were 
not nearly as compact or easy to read, however. Today we owe 
our directional and guiding tools not to the ancient practice of 
navigation, but to the practice of fortune-telling. Obviously, 
we don’t pull out a compass today to predict the future, but in 
221–206 BC, the ancient Chinese used magnetic rocks, called 
lodestones, to try and read their destinies. What they discovered 
instead was that the lodestone consistently pointed the same 
direction.
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Over time, the Chinese began to capitalize on this new discovery, using the lodestone to both navigate, as well 
as plot building projects. If you were to see this ancient compass, you most likely would not recognize it! The 
base of the compass was a square platform with notches and points marked along the perimeter. The lodestone 
was balanced in the center of the platform, and it looked more like an eating utensil than an official needle-like 
object. The lodestone was more like a spoon, wobbling and spinning precariously in the center of the compass. 
It’s also believed that these early compasses actually pointed south, as that was the direction the Chinese 
preferred to orient their travel around.

To understand how a 
compass works, you 

need to know a few 
things about our 
planet. Did you know 
that Earth is actually 

like a giant magnet? 
The same way that 
a magnet has two 
ends, or poles, 
the Earth does as 

well. We call these 
poles magnetic 

north and magnetic 
south. The magnetic 

field of Earth interacts 
with other magnets the 

same way that regular 
magnets interact with each 

other. When a magnet is 
placed next to another magnet, 

the similar poles will repel, or push away from, each other, while the opposite poles will attract each other. On a 
compass, the magnetic needle is drawn, or attracted, to the magnetic pull of Earth’s magnetic north pole. This 
causes the needle to always point north (or at least to magnetic north—which is not the same as true north), 
allowing the lost explorer to find their way home.

In ancient times, a type of rock was discovered in Asia Minor 
that appeared to have magnetic properties, and this is the 
rock the lodestone was eventually carved out of. We know 

today that the mineral contained in these rocks is a magnetic 
oxide, now named magnetite. If you’re interested in chemical 
properties and the periodic table, look up the chemical name 

of this material!
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The expression opposites attract is commonly used to describe relationships. For instance, if you and 
your best friend have very little in common or very different personalities, you’d be an example of 

opposites being attracted, or drawn, to each other. However, this expression is actually taken from 
magnets! The opposite poles of magnets are attracted to each other, giving us this commonly used 

expression. What do you think? Do opposite personalities get along well? 

The compass is the oldest of all navigational tools, and its long history has allowed it to be improved and 
expanded upon. Compasses have experienced subtle changes in design, such as the addition of the compass 
rose. This small card displayed underneath the arrow shows all 32 points of direction, including the cardinal 
directions of north, south, east, and west. This allows compass reading to be far more accurate. In addition, 
alterations were made as ship design changed over the years. While ships were once made of wood, modern 
ship design uses iron and steel which interferes with the magnets found in a compass. Therefore, scientists had 
to develop additional tools and devices to help compasses adjust to these changes. While compasses are still 
used around the world, other inventors have developed new navigational tools to help us explore using modern 
technology.

THe sexTant
While the compass points you in the direction you should go, the sextant helps you pinpoint where on the vast 
surface of the globe you currently are. The compass is based on magnetic pull, and the sextant observes and 
measures angles, but it also relies on latitude and longitude as a factor for its measurements. If the compass 
sounds easier to use, you might be right! However, the history and science behind the sextant 
is fascinating, and it served as the grandfather of many 
other pieces of marine navigational equipment. It’s believed 
the first sextant was not discovered on a beach or at sea, 
however, but within the Middle East by an Arab astronomer 
named Al-Khujandi.

Al-Khujandi believed the bigger the better—like most 
scientists of his time—and set out to construct a massive 
sextant that was the size of most observatories today. He 
was a renowned astronomer, and even had the support 
of the Buyid Dynasty, which ruled during his day. Fast-
forward to the 1700s—it is believed the first hand-held 
sextant was constructed based on Al-Khujandi’s findings. 
In fact, like most inventions, the sextant is attributed to the 
contributions of several different people, but the official 
credit simply goes to the person who made it popular: an 
Englishman named John Bird. Bird specialized in creating 
mathematical instruments, and like a good recipe—with a 
little of this and a little of that—combined the work, notes, 
and ideas of multiple men to create the sextant.

look it up!
Sir Isaac Newton had 
a hand in developing 
the sextant when he came 
up with the double reflection 

theory. Using this idea, inventors 
who came after Newton tinkered 

with different angles of lenses and 
mirrors to create a tool that eventually 
became the sextant. If you’re into the 
nitty-gritty behind how things work, 

look up an in-depth description of the 
double reflection theory!
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Using a sextant was referred to as shooting an object or taking a sight. No, sailors weren’t actually shooting at a 
target! Think of it this way: it was sort of like a photographer shooting, or taking, a picture; they were just aiming 
a visual in a certain direction. To take a sighting, a navigator hoped and prayed for still seas, so they could 
remain as steady as possible. This also required clear skies so that astronomical objects could be referenced. 
Naturally, you can see that this would be a difficult tool to use in stormy conditions!  

THe global POsiTiONing sysTEm (gPs)
Gone are the days of harvesting magnetic rocks, hauling around slabs of stone, and balancing precariously to 
measure objects in the distance. Computers today do most of the thinking and calculating for us (which comes 
with its upsides and downsides). A more technical concept of navigation boomed during World War II and 
the Cold War. Navigation changed from something the common person could manage with a few tools and 
morphed into an elite science. 

As you will discover throughout this unit, it’s often difficult to pinpoint one inventor to attribute to an invention, 
and the global positioning system, or GPS, is no exception. Many times, several key people develop ideas and 
concepts that build upon each other, leading to the final result. Today, we can thank at least four different people 
for their hard work to adapt the GPS and make it available to the public.

A navigator could take a sighting 
by aligning the mirror or lens 
on the sextant with a celestial 

object: an object in the sky such 
as the sun, moon, or a star. The 
bottom arm was then adjusted 
to align with the horizon. The 

measurement of the angle 
between the two arms was used 
in mathematical calculations to 

determine latitude.

To determine longitude, a navigator would align one arm of the 
sextant with one celestial object, and the other arm with a different 

celestial object (such as the moon and the north star), and 
calculate the distance between those two objects. Mathematical 

calculations were then made to figure out the longitude, which 
were combined with latitude, and this would pinpoint the 

navigator’s location on a map.

These same functions were used 
to measure the vertical height of 
objects by using the difference. 
If flipped sideways, the distance 

between two far-off objects 
could be found. 

sExTAnt
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Roger L. Easton: was a scientist from the Naval Research Laboratory. He 
was honored by the National Inventors Hall of Fame for developing specific 
working parts of the GPS.

Bradford Parkinson & Ivan Getting: Parkinson built a career dealing with 
applied physics, and Getting worked for an aerospace corporation. Both 
combined their skills, along with Easton, to pioneer the GPS for the rest of 
the world. They were recognized by the National Academy of Engineering 
for their contributions.

Dr. Gladys West: West put the finishing touches on all the work that 
came before her. She used her mathematical skills to analyze and 
program satellites to work with ground-based GPS receivers. Her 
contributions earned her a spot in the Air Force Space and Missile 
Pioneers Hall of Fame. 

What is this fancy device? A GPS pinpoints a location, measures the distance between the user and other 
locations, and charts the fastest routes to travel. The GPS relies on a strong connection with machinery 
thousands of miles away, not even located on our planet! It actually connects to orbiting computers called 
satellites that are situated in our atmosphere. Satellites are machines that orbit the Earth. They are launched into 
space and used for many different 
purposes, such as monitoring the 
weather, surveillance, and measuring 
gases. 

The purpose of the satellites is similar to that of the stars. The 
same way that ancient explorers always knew where the 
stars were located and would use their location 
to navigate, a GPS always knows where the 
satellites are supposed to be, and this helps 
the system pinpoint a location. A GPS 
and a satellite communicate back and 
forth, sending intricate readings and 
messages over vast distances in a 
matter of minutes, if not seconds. 
They are each fitted with something 
called a receiver, which is a device that 
scans the airways, searching for a signal to pick up and 
translate. From miles away—beyond the Earth’s atmosphere—your 
location on the ground can be pinpointed with precision. In fact, 
some high-tech GPS devices can find your location within a few 
inches of where you are actually located.
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Try it!
 Over the coming days, try navigating around town in several different ways. Go back to the 
time before GPS and try printing a roadmap of your area from your city’s website. Then plan 

out a route to a place you’ve never been. As you travel, use the roadmap to guide you. For 
a more modern experience, open the GPS app on your phone and find your location. 
Then take a walk or drive around town and watch as your location moves. Think 

about the satellites and ground stations that are working together to send a 
signal to your receiver. 

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You 
will also find the answer keys 

there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 2

upper elementary

early elementary

early reader
notebooking
1. sextant 2. compass 3. GPS

pronounsPAgE
3

PAgE
1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science Students will do 
an experiment to make their own 

compass and/or learn about magnets. 

PAgE 3 GrAmMAr Each student has a grammar page. Today 
there is a bit of teaching, and then they will practice what 

they’ve learned.
.
PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about navigating 
relationships through unspoken messages, tone, 
expression, and body language. 

PAgE 5 GEOGRaPHy Students will tie in their lesson about 
navigation with coordinates: identifying coordinates on a 
map, learning about latitude and longitude, and doing a 
mapping exercise.  

pronounsPAgE
3

nOTEBOOKING
GPS pinpoints location using a 
satellite, receiver, and ground 
station. It is used for navigation, 
measuring distance, and charting 
routes.

PAgE
1

navigating relationships
1. means: Give me back my toy, or 
else!  
2. means: Your dress looks silly.
3. means: I’m not okay, but I don’t 
want you to know. 

Coordinates
The latitude of the equator is 0º
 

PAgE
5

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT navigAte

notebooking
1. sextant 2. compass 3. GPS

PAgE
1

PAgE
4

Navigating relationships
1. means: Give me back my toy, 
or else! 
Mary feels: Scared or sad
2. means: Your dress is silly or 
funny.
Rachel feels: Sad or 
embarrassed
3. means: I’m sad, and I don’t 
want you to know.
Isaac feels: Sad or embarrassed

verbsPAgE
3

A verb is the word in the sentence that 
shows the action or the state of being.

PAgE
4



Middle School
Notebooking
box 1: A compass is used for 
navigation. It uses a magnet that is 
balanced to allow it to rotate.
box 2: The sextant was built by Al-
Khujandi. It was used by measuring 
angles and distance in relation to 
the stars and horizon. 
box 3: GPS is a form of navigation 
that uses satellites to pinpoint 
location.

PAgE
1

magnets
1. they repel
2. they attract
3. Yes, north and south.
4. north and south
5. Iron, nickel, cobalt

PAgE
2

Possessive nouns

 

PAgE
3

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 2
invEnTions thAT navigAte

navigating relationships
3. They are awkward or 
uncomfortable. It could mean 
they are sad, hurt, troubled, or 
distracted.
4. empathy, kindness, compassion, 
selflessness, etc.

Coordinates
Switzerland 47ºN, 8ºE
 

PAgE
5

PAgE
4

High School
Notebooking
box 1: A compass is used for navigation. It uses a magnet that 
is balanced to allow it to rotate. Opposites attract refers to the 
opposite poles of a magnet. 
box 2: The sextant was built by Al-Khujandi. It was used by 
measuring angles and distance in relation to the stars and horizon. 
box 3: GPS is a form of navigation that uses satellites to pinpoint 
location. Roger Easton, Bradford Parkinson, Ivan Getting, and Dr. 
Gladys West all contributed to its creation. 

PAgE
1

magnets
1. The area around the magnet that is created by the force between 
the two poles is a magnetic field. 
2. Magnets attract iron, nickel, and cobalt.
3. When freely suspended, the poles always align in a north-south 
direction. 
4. Magnets have two poles: north and south. They always exist in 
pairs and cannot be broken. Opposite poles attract and like poles 
repel. 

PAgE
2

semicolon PAgE
3

Coordinates
box 1: N means north of the equator, and S means south of 
the equator. Subsequently, E means anything east of the prime 
meridian, and W means anything west of the prime meridian.

box 2: Earth rotates 360 degrees each day, which works out to 15 
degrees an hour. Roughly each 15 degree section is a time zone, so 
most time zones are an hour apart.
 

PAgE
5
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that fly
Lord, following you is such an 
adventure! You help us to soar 
and to spread our wings with 
confidence, knowing that our 
hope and identity are found in 
you and you alone. Help us to 
see the gifts you have given us 
and to use those gifts boldly for 
you. 

Lesson

3

In 1507, long before modern aviation, an Italian-born scientist living in Scotland, John 
Damian de Falcius, declared that he would fly from Scotland to France. In order 

to accomplish this, he assembled a flying suit made of bird feathers. He then 
proceeded to climb to the top of King James lV’s castle, leapt into the air, 

and flapped his wings like a bird. Unfortunately, 
Damian’s bird suit did not help him fly, and 

instead, he crash landed into a large pile of 
dung, breaking his leg and bruising his ego. 

He blamed his failed attempt on the fact that 
someone included hen feathers in his bird suit, 

and since hens can only fly very short 
distances, this mistake caused him to fall 
rather than fly. Damian was certain that 

if he had only used eagle feathers, 
his bird suit and wing flapping 
surely would have succeeded. 

Do you agree with him?

Believe it or not, the story 
of modern flight begins long ago with 
men like John Damian whose trial 
and error helped to define the laws of 
aerodynamics. Kind of like the process of 
elimination, even failure can help lead us 
to success as we learn from our mistakes 

and get a little bit closer to the answer. 
Sometimes this might mean landing 

in a big pile of poop, but if no one ever 
attempted to fly while wearing a bird suit, then the 

world would never know if it was possible. Thankfully, later attempts 
at flight took into consideration the incredible science and engineering involved in the process, and 

this helped to transform modern aviation. 
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THe HOt air BAllOOn
About 250 years after John Damian’s attempt to fly, two French brothers, known as the Montgolfier brothers, 
accomplished this feat in a very different way. Using a design much different than Damian’s bird suit, the 
Montgolfier brothers succeeded in flight over the city of Paris in 1783. For quite some time, people knew that hot 
air was lighter than cold air. This concept means that hot air can actually rise above and float on top of cooler 
air. This is because hot air is less dense than cold air, meaning that the air molecules aren’t as packed together, 
making it float. The ancient Chinese experimented with this concept, developing floating lanterns thousands of 
years before humans ever took to the sky.

The reason we can’t simply flap our arms and fly like a bird is because our bodies are 
not designed for flight. However, God designed birds specifically with flight in mind. 

floATinG LAntERns, first DEvelOpeD By THe cHInEse, have bEEn AROUNd fOr ThOusands Of yEars. THe cAnDlE PlAcEd insiDE THe 
lAnTern wArms thE Air and ALlOws THe LAntERn tO floAT iNTO thE Air. it will cOntInuE FlOAtIng As LOnG as thE canDle is 

lIT. OncE THe cAnDlE burns OuT, THE aiR iNside THE lAnTern cOOls, causIng it TO rETurN TO thE grOund. 

He gave THEm vEry sTrONg cHesT muscles, 
whicH hElP TO PowEr thEir wings.

THe sTrengTH Of thEir muscles cOmbineD 
wiTh thEir ligHt DEsIgn AllOws birds TO 

spREAD TheIr wiNgs ANd fly.

in ADdiTion, THEir BOnes Are HOlloW, 
mAKinG TheIr bODiEs vERy light.
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Using the discoveries of those who came before them, the Montgolfier brothers developed the concept of the 
hot air balloon, which was basically a much larger floating lantern. The idea was that this larger model would be 
able to transport people as it flew across the sky. The first hot air balloon was made of paper and cloth, and the 
air inside the balloon was heated by a giant fire on the ground. Unlike our modern hot air balloons, there was no 
basket hanging below the balloon. Instead, a platform was built along the outside of the balloon, and the center 
was left open so the fire below could heat the air inside. 

Of course, it would be unwise to place humans in the balloon for the first flight. Afterall, the brothers knew there 
was great danger involved. Instead, the first flight went up with no living beings on board. It was a success—
flying just over a mile on its own. The next flight included a duck, a rooster, and a sheep. These animals were 
placed on board to see how the balloon would hold up with weight and movement. After that second successful 
flight, the first two human test subjects—a science teacher and a soldier—boarded the Montgolfier brothers’ 
balloon in 1783. Imagine the suspense as the fire raged below, and the balloon began to lift into the air! 
Thankfully, this experiment met with greater success than Damian’s bird suit, and the two had a pleasant flight, 
flying five miles over the streets of Paris and landing safely. 

Like most inventions, the first prototype was not the last! Over 
time, other scientists added to the concepts developed by the 
Montgolfier brothers, and the hot air balloon continued to 
improve. While the hot air balloon never developed into a true 
mode of transportation, it is used today for recreation—with 
thousands of flights going up each year around the world. 

Find some videos of hot air balloons taking off. Many 
who have been hot air ballooning say that it is a 

very peaceful experience. How would you feel about 
floating above the earth supported by a balloon full of 

fire and hot air? Is this something you would try? 

activity break

Montgolfier brothers
balloon 1783

Jacques Charles & Robert 
brothers balloon 1783

Jean-Pierre Blanchard
balloon 1784

Pilatre de Rozier
balloon 1785

Henri Giffard
balloon 1899
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THe glIdEr
While the hot air balloon was a success, it proved difficult to 
navigate and was rather slow. Scientists and inventors still desired 
to use what they knew of birds to develop a faster, more efficient 
method of flight. Many still believed that wings were the answer, 
but flapping wings didn’t seem to do the trick. Thankfully, one 
inventor soon realized that birds don’t always flap. Sometimes 
they glide! Have you ever watched a bird gliding high in the sky? 
They stretch their wings out and seem to float upon the currents 
of the wind. George Cayley decided to mimic this type of flight 
when he began designing the first glider.

Cayley, a British inventor, is considered one of the most 
important people in the development of flight. He focused on the 
science behind flight and was the first to really understand the 
forces at play. Over the course of his career, he developed many 
glider models, always focusing on the shape and positioning of 
the wings. He knew the wings needed to be slightly curved and 
tilted so that the glider would lift into the air. Finally, in 1849, he 
built his first working model. Unlike a hot air balloon, a glider 
required a pilot, so Cayley recruited the help of a 10-year boy. While the glider only flew a short distance, the 
flight was successful enough to encourage Cayley to continue investigating and developing his idea. A few 
years later, in 1853, he had a new model ready for flight. This time, Cayley convinced his personal driver to pilot 
the glider. The flight only lasted a few seconds and carried the man approximately 600 feet (182.88 m), but 
according to some accounts, he was terrified the entire time! 

The work of Cayley inspired others, and just a few decades 
later, Otto Lilenthal, a German mechanical engineer, 
developed 16 different glider models and flew them himself 
in over 2,000 flights. His study of Cayley’s work, along with 

a commitment to understand the forces at play and 
to mimic the shape and proportion of a bird’s wings, 
helped him create successful gliders. Sadly, Lilenthal 
died in a glider crash in 1896, but his discoveries would 
live on and inspire future inventors. 

From John Damian’s bird suit to the Montgolfier 
brothers’ hot air balloon to Cayley’s glider, it is easy 
to see the progression of inventions building upon 

themselves. Each generation learned from the 
one before it and used that knowledge to improve 
upon the design. In doing so, each new inventor 
was able to create something they never would 
have accomplished on their own. 

eAgle gLidinG

WHen A biRd Glides, iT strETchEs OuT its WinGs. THe 
PERfecT sHAPE, size, And POsitIOn OF TheIr wings 

alLOW THE biRd tO liFT intO THe air. THIs design is 
whaT cAylEy wAnTeD TO DuPlicAtE. 

cAylEy DEvElopEd sEvEral versiOns Of his gliDEr. EacH Time 
hE imPrOveD The dEsiGn bAsED ON The rEsUlTs OF The pREvIOus 

FligHT.
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THe WrIgHT BroTHErs
The Wright brothers developed a love of flight very early in life. From the time their father returned home from 
a trip with a tiny model helicopter, the boys were mesmerized by the idea of flying machines. Both daydreamed 
about one day designing an aircraft that could carry them across the sky. Orville and Wilbur were very close 
throughout their lives and developed many businesses together, including a local newspaper and a bicycle shop 
where they repaired and designed their own bikes. However, when aviation pioneer Otto Lilenthal died in a 
glider crash, the brothers became more inspired than ever to pursue their childhood dream of designing a flying 
machine. But they didn’t want to just glide. No! Orville and Wilbur wanted their machine to truly fly!

While gliders were proving increasingly more successful, there were still some problems with the basic concept. 
Namely, the gliders themselves had no power and were completely dependent upon the currents of the wind 
to remain in flight. The idea of attaching a motor to a glider was first explored in the late-19th century, but the 
attempts did not meet with success because the engines were too heavy. However, just a few years later, Orville 
and Wilbur decided they knew how to solve the problem of the heavy engine—they would build their own! 

In 1900, the Wright brothers moved to North Carolina and began developing their first models. There they 
studied birds closely and developed new wing designs. They also engineered a moveable rudder, giving the 
pilot better control of the plane. In addition to these developments, they accomplished their goal and built their 
own lightweight engine which they installed in their flying machine known as the Wright Flyer. After many failed 
attempts, the plane finally took flight on December 17, 1903 with Orville on board. While the plane was only 
in the air for 12 seconds and traveled 120 feet (36.57 m), the bottom line was this—the Wright brothers had 
successfully designed the very first engine-powered aircraft! 

orvillE wrIgHT wiLbUr WrigHt

thE Wright bROthERs FiRst fLigHt
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Over the next several years, the Wright brothers traveled the world, further developing their aircraft and 
improving its design. As word spread of the two American brothers and their flying machine, the concept 
of engine-powered flight took off, and the years following their first flight were filled with many incredible 
accomplishments in aviation. From the first passenger flight leaving St. Petersburg, Florida in 1914 to the first 
flight across the Atlantic Ocean by John Alcock and Arthur Brown in 1919, the development of aircraft in the early 
years after the Wright brothers’ flight was rapid. 

And of course, it didn’t stop there! Commercial airplanes developed quickly and were soon used to jet people 
across the globe. Even more remarkable than this was that, just shy of 60 years after Orville and Wilbur Wright’s 
first flight, the first astronauts were launched into space, making aviation history. The Wright brothers played a 
very important role in the development of the modern airplane, and it’s exciting to imagine where future inventors 
and aviators will take us next! 

THe 1903 “WrIgHT flyeR”

PrOPEllers

THe PlANE TOok OfF By traveling DOWn a 
rAil alOng THE GrOunD

engInE

FrONT Of FlyeR

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level and 
the answer level. You will also 

find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 3

upper elementary

early elementaryearly reader

impact of flight
people can travel faster, food 
can travel to places that cannot 
grow it, sickness can travel faster 
and farther

PAgE
3

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science Students will do an 
experiment to demonstrate flight. 

They can making a parachute, rotor, or paper 
airplane (step-by-step instructions are in the appendix).

PAgE 3 sOcIaL sTUDiEs Students will learn and think about the 

impact of flight on the world. 

PAgE 4 mEssages Rash words can cut people down, or we 
can use our words to build each other up. (Proverbs 12:18)

PAgE 5 ArT Students will design their own flying machine. 
They will draw and label it. 

nOTEBOOKINGPAgE
1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT fly

PAgE
1

PAgE
3

Words that fly
X: You look silly! My brother is so 
annoying. I never want to play 
with you again!
checkmark: You are so good at 
drawing! You hurt my feelings. 
Do you think we could talk about 
it? 

PAgE
4

notebooking
1. no one 2. sheep, duck, + rooster 
3. science teacher + soldier
circle: gliding bird.

PAgE
1

notebooking
1. no one 2. sheep, duck, + rooster 
3. science teacher + soldier
circle: gliding bird.

impact of flight
1. travel faster
2. food goes to places where it 
cannot grow.
3. sickness spreads quicker

PAgE
3

Words that fly
Hurtful: You look silly! My 
brother is so annoying. I never 
want to play with you again!
Helpful: You are so good at 
drawing! You hurt my feelings. 
Do you think we could talk about 
it? 

PAgE
4

1. included no passengers; succesfully 
flew just over one mile
2. included a sheep, duck, and roost-
er; tested how the balloon would work 
with added weight and movement
3. two human test subjects (soldier 
and science teacher); successfully 
flew five miles

impact of flight
1. Air travel allows goods to travel 
farther and faster so that people 
can buy or sell them. 
2. Air travel allows food to travel to 
places that cannot grow it. 

Middle  + High School
Notebooking
Gliding: Birds stretch their wings 
and glide on the currents of the 
wind; this requires the right shape, 
size, and position of the wings; 
wings should be slightly curved and 
tilted to provide lift. 
Hot Air Balloons: The 
Montgolifier brothers used a hot air 
balloon to fly over the city of Paris 
in 1783, using scientific knowledge 
of hot air rising over colder air. Air 
is heated inside a large balloon 
shape and lifts the balloon above 
the ground. 
Wright Brothers: Wright brothers 
created the Wright Flyer; they 
developed a rudder to solve the 
problem of steering; successfully 
launched their first flight on 
December 17, 1903 lasting 12 
seconds 

PAgE
1



Flying vs. Gliding: The difference between 
gliding and flight is the need of an engine. 
Gliders have no power and rely on wind 
currents, where as a flyer uses an attached 
motor that provides power and energy to better 
control flight. They use a rudder to help control 
direction. 

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 3
invEnTions thAT fly

flight experiments
1. Aerodynamics has to do with how things 
move through the air; they affect any object 
that is moving through a flow of air. The laws of 
aerodynamics explain how an object can sustain 
flight. 
2. The four forces of flight are thrust, drag, 
weight, and lift. 

PAgE
2

words that fly
1. Flippant means lacking proper respect or 
seriousness (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). 
2. Careless words are like a sword; wise words 
bring healing.
3. aAgentle answer makes peace, harsh words 
cause anger; wise people think before they speak, 
and fools speak without thinking. 
4. Kind words are like sweet honey and bring 
happiness and health.
5. Lying words are like hurting someone with 
physical weapons. 

PAgE
4
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that thrill
Thank you that you are a God of 
wonder and awe; you are never 
boring or dull. You created us 
with a desire for adventure and 
excitement, and you are the one 
who can meet all our needs and 
call us out into faith to walk with 
you. Help us to get excited about 
your Word and bring revelation 
to our hearts as we grow in our 
understanding of who you are. 

Lesson

4

Note to parents: In this lesson, we discuss several inventions that, if used incorrectly or without proper training, could 
cause serious bodily harm. We know that young children are often curious and want to test out what they’ve learned, so 
we ask that you please speak to your children about the importance of never trying these concepts on their own, without 
proper supervision, and/or without appropriate training. 

What comes to your mind when you hear the words roller coaster? What about skydiving? Okay . . . how about 
bungee jumping? What do you think? Do they sound fun? Do they sound scary? Do they sound crazy? Are you 
more comfortable with one or some than others? It’s almost certain that everyone in your family has a different 
opinion about them. For some, they are a rush of adrenaline that gives a momentary thrill, but for others they are 
a rush of adrenaline that sends them running the other way. However you look at it, parachutes, roller coasters, 
and bungee jumping are all inventions that are sure to thrill. 

Read the list and decide if the activities sound fun, terrifying, or maybe even a mix of the two!
You Decide!

mountain climbing 
White water rafting

bungee jumping,
paragliding, or hang gliding 

jumping out of a plane

cliff jumping 
Free climbing
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As your family discussed them, did you have any similar ideas about whether they 
sounded fun or scary? Scientists have actually found that thrill-seeking, 

seeking out thrills because you think they’re exciting or fun, is 
actually a hereditary trait. This means that it is passed on from 

generation to generation. So for those of you who dream of 
climbing the world’s tallest mountains one day, or jumping 

from an airplane as it soars through the sky (with 
a parachute, of course), this lesson is for you!

THe PAracHute
A parachute is a piece of fabric that fills with 
air and allows a person or object to fall slowly 
from the sky. Originally invented as a means 

of safety, parachuting has since become 
one of the world’s most sought after activities 

for extreme thrill-seekers. It is also used tactically in the army 
to strategically drop soldiers into enemy territory. Jumping out of an 

airplane with nothing but a sheet attached to your back: fun or crazy? 

While da Vinci’s model would have been a success, the first known parachute jump didn’t take place until the 
year 1617 when Croatian inventor, Faust Vrancic, jumped from a tower in Venice wearing a device he called a fall 
breaker. This early version of a parachute was actually quite similar to today’s models. However despite jumping 
first, Vrancic does not typically receive credit as being the inventor of the parachute. Instead, that honor (in most 
sources) goes to Louis-Sebastien Lenormand, who jumped from a tree in Paris in the year 1783 holding two 
parasols in his hands. Parasols are similar to umbrellas, however they protect you from the sun rather than the 
rain. The umbrella-like shape of the parasols allowed them to trap air and slow down Lenormand’s fall. After 
successfully jumping from a tree, he then jumped from a tower, showing that the parasols would slow his fall, 
even from a higher point. 

While we commonly associate parachuting with 
skydiving from airplanes, the concept of the 
parachute was actually invented long before 

planes. In fact, we have sketches from Leonardo da 
Vinci, a Renaissance period inventor, dating back 
to the late-15th century which show his concept for 
a square cone parachute. While we don’t know if 

da Vinci ever developed a prototype, scientists used 
his sketch to create a mock-up design in the year 

2000. And guess what? It worked! 
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The word 
parasol means 
“against the sun.” 

Lenormand used 
parasols for his first jumps 
and was inspired by their 

name. So he decided to call his 
new invention the parachute, 

which means “against the fall.” 

Fun Fact
Inspired by Lenormand’s discoveries, other inventors and 
scientists began creating new designs for the parachute. In the 
year 1785, Jean Pierre Blanchard invented a parachute to help 
people escape from a hot air balloon. His folded, canvas chute 
was attached below the balloon and could be released in case 
of emergency, allowing those on board to safely descend to 
the ground. In the year 1797, the first recorded stunt jump took 
place when stuntman and inventor Andre Jacques Garnernin 
leapt from a balloon that was over 3,000 feet (914.4 m) in the 
air! This one event started a centuries-long fascination with 
plummeting from the sky, and today, daredevils across the world 
can book excursions with licensed parachuting companies and 
experience the thrill for themselves. While today’s parachutes 

are far more streamlined, made from softer fabrics, and are folded up and stored in wearable backpacks, the 
concept of this invention began hundreds of years ago with a simple sketch in an inventor’s notebook. 

THe ROllER coAsTer
Thrill-seekers tend to love speed, and one way to move at very high speeds is to travel downhill. In the mid-15th 
century, rides began popping up in Russia which involved log carts flying down ice covered hills. Known as 
flying mountains, these rides could reach speeds in excess of 50 miles per hour (80 km/h) and attracted many 
adventurous thrill-seekers. 

As the popularity of the flying mountain grew, the ride was introduced in Paris where several modifications were 
made. The carriages were given wheels, and eventually, the developers added cables that pulled the carts to 
the top of the hill. Unlike today’s coasters, safety was not of utmost concern. Lacking harnesses to secure riders, 
injuries happened quite frequently. Although, this seemed to draw a bigger crowd! 

Before long, the concept of the ride reached the other side of the Atlantic Ocean with 
the first official American coaster, known as the Switchback Railway, introduced in Coney 
Island, New York in 1884. This simple, one-way coaster relied on gravity and energy to 
move the cart along a 600 foot (182.88 m) track at 6 miles per hour (9.65 km/h). The 
ride was developed by inventor La Marcus Thompson and 
was modeled after the gravity carts used to transport coal 
down mountainsides in Pennsylvania. 

Go online and find a video of the original Switchback 
Railway. What differences do you notice between the 

original US coaster and our rollercoasters today?

activity break
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While the Switchback Railway drew a crowd, it soon had competition 
when Charles Alcoke introduced a slow-moving railway tour that 
made its way around a simple loop track, returning riders to the 
station when the ride was over. However, neither of these early 
coasters provided the thrill of the newest coaster developed 
by Phillip Hinkle in 1885. Hinkle’s coaster incorporated a lift 
mechanism that allowed the cart to be pulled up the first hill, 
adding a thrill factor and increasing the speed of the ride. 

As the years went on, more great minds pondered how to turn 
the simple coaster into a genuine thrill ride. As early as 1895, 
developers began designing tracks with loops, but these were 
dangerous and very uncomfortable for the riders. In fact, the 
earliest loop coasters, such as Loop-the-Loop in Coney Island, 
did not have any type of restraint and passengers merely held on as they were propelled 
through the inversion. Drop-the-Dip was the first high-speed coaster, and its introduction caused the ride industry 
to begin evaluating its safety precautions. Buckles, harnesses, and lap belts soon became used on coasters 
around the world.

With each passing year, the roller coaster became faster and higher, and it created a greater sense of thrill 
and danger for the rider. Today roller coasters push the boundaries of speed, height, and inversions, and are 
one of the biggest draws at amusement parks around the world. Rider carts have transformed, with traditional 
seating being only one of a variety of options. For instance, many coasters have riders stand, lay down, or even 
dangle from a harness. Each seating arrangement adds to the excitement, and therefore enhances the thrill of 
the ride. However, it’s important to remember that many great scientists, engineers, mathematicians, and safety 
inspectors work diligently to ensure that each ride is not only thrilling, but also safe. 

Go online and ride a 
rollercoaster! Most 

amusement park rides 
have virtual simulations, 

so you can experience the 
ride from home! 

activity break

LUNAPArk LOop-THe-LOOP

Riders’ fEEt danglE As THEy sPEeD 
thROUGh An inverTEd lOoP.
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THe BUNgEE
Here’s another one for the daredevils of the world—bungee 
jumping! This extreme sport, which involves jumping from 
great heights with a large rubber band attached to your ankles, 
has a rather interesting story. In 1979, David Kirke was a 
member of a club at Oxford University in England known as 
the Dangerous Sports Club. Being a member of such a club, 
Kirke must have enjoyed thrills, and from this story, it seems 
he even sought them out. 

One day, he and a few friends decided to try out a 
new concept. They were going to leap from the Clifton 
Suspension Bridge with nothing but elastic cords tied 
around their ankles. Knowing this would get him in trouble, 
Kirke wore a facemask, so his mother wouldn’t recognize 
him on the evening news. Kirke plummeted to the earth as 
he leapt from the bridge. Then, just as he had hoped, the 
elastic bands snapped him back up, causing him to bounce 
in the air several times before coming to rest, suspended 
below the bridge. When his friends saw that his cords hadn’t 
snapped, they jumped as well, and the first bungee jump 
was a success. At least until the police came to arrest the 
three men!

What’s interesting is that, even though Kirke was the first 
to develop the concept and make the leap, he is not the 
one who receives credit for inventing or developing bungee 

jumping. Instead, a man by the name of AJ Hackett took the glory after making an illegal leap from the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris in 1987. The news of his jump spread quickly, and AJ soon developed the first commercial bungee 
jumping site, allowing the sport to grow in popularity and giving thrill-seekers around the world an opportunity to 
discover the rush of the free-fall. Now, over 30 years later, Hackett’s bungee company continues to expand with 
over four million successful jumps in places such as Australia, Russia, China, and France.  

How does the bungee work? The answer is elasticity, which is the ability of something to bounce back to its original 
shape or size after being stretched.  Within the brightly colored fabric, or nylon sheath, of a bungee cord is a very 
strong piece of elastic, similar to a rubber band. When a person jumps, the rubber band becomes tight and 
stretches, but then it quickly bounces back to its original shape and size, causing the person to bob in the air 
several times until finally settling into a swaying stop. Many people fear that the bungee might actually snap 
when they leap, and while there is always that possibility, many safety features are put in place to make sure the 
jumper is protected. 
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Are you a thrill-seeker? 
Do the inventions we 
learned about today 

sound exciting to you? 
Talk about this as a 

family and decide what 
level of thrill seeking you 

each enjoy. 

Inventions typically come about for three main reasons: to make life easier, to make life safer, and to help us do 
things we have never done before. Inventions that thrill certainly fall into the third category, helping us do things 
we never thought possible, such as leaping from airplanes, flying down metal tracks at incredible speeds, or 
jumping from bridges with rubber bands around our ankles. While thrill-seeking can be quite exhilarating, it’s 
important to remember that safety is of utmost concern. Like everything we do in life, we should exercise caution 
and seek the wisdom of those God has placed in our lives to care for us. 

It’s important to listen to the advice of your parents and accept their instruction with everything, including which 
activities are best for you to participate in. Keep in mind, the people who developed these thrilling inventions did 
so with years of experience and a great deal of thought placed in every decision. 

We use elastic products every day! Hair ties are 
simply rubber bands covered in fabric, so they 

won’t stick or cling to your hair. Smaller versions of 
bungee cords are found in many garages around 
the world, often used to secure loose items. 

Can you think of any other elastic items?

THe BiblE sAys: 

LisTEn tO AdvicE anD AccEpt instrucTion, THAt 
yOu may gAIn wisdOm In THe futUrE. 

Proverbs 19:20

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for 
each level and the answer 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 4

early reader + Early Elementary
NotebookingPAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 eXPeRImeNT Younger students 
will learn about inertia with an 

experiment while older ones will explain it in their 
own words.  

PAgE 3 histOry + science Students will learn the fascinating 
history of gravity road and how it worked.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about disclosure and 
why it is important. 

PAgE 5 rEvIEw Each week we close with review. Our first 
week review has a diagram to fill out with questions to help 
students reflect on all that they have learned. You could 
have students draw their answers, or you can choose to 
have them just narrate their answers, instead. 

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT thrill

Early Elementary circle: speed, 
loop-de-loops, height, quick turns, 
gravity.

PAgE
4

Disclosure
medicine: can cause headaches, dizziness, and 
confusion
Big sale: doesn’t apply to items already on sale.  
Roller coaster: back and neck injuries can be made 
worse
Toy: Doesn’t come with batteries. 

PAgE
5

Review
What are the two poles of a magnet? north and 
south 
What is inertia? the tendency for an object to resist 
change 
What kind of messages are all around us? 
slogans, tone, expressions, promises, disclosures, 
etc. 
How does flight help us? makes travel faster, 
helps us share ideas, food, resources 
Who is the author of creativity and invention? 
God

Notebooking
1. Leonardo Da Vinci: first to draw a parachute 
sketch
2. Faust Vrancic: first to jump with a parachute
3. Louis-Sabastien Lenormand: credited as the 
inventor of the parachute

PAgE
3

Gravity Road
1. Gravity carts transported coal.  
2. It was called gravity road because it used gravity 
to move the carts down the mountain.

PAgE
5

Review
How does a magnet work? They repel (push 
away) the same magnetic field. They attract (pull 
toward) the opposite magnetic field. They direct 
(align to the north and south pole of the earth’s 
magnetic field). 
What is inertia? The tendency for an object to 
resist change. 
What is the purpose of disclosure? It gives 
information or warnings about any risks. 
How has flight impacted the world? It makes 
travel faster and helps us share ideas, food, and 
resources 
How did gravity road work? Gravity propelled 
the carts down, and a steam engine and large cable 
connected to the carts would push them back up.
What is refraction? When light is bent.



Middle + High School
Notebooking
Box 1 Past Roller Coasters: Will vary, but could include: 
Flying Mountains in Russia, exceed 50mph, log carts speeding down ice covered hills
Paris included wheels and cables to pull carts up the hill
Switchback Railway introduced at Coney Island, one way ride, used gravity and energy to push cart along 600 ft. track, 
developed by inventor La Marcus Thompson
Charles Alcoke: introduced simple loop track
Box 1 Present Roller Coasters: faster speeds, higher hills, more loops, varying rider positions, safety measures
Parachute: Contributors could include Leonardo Da Vinci, Faust Vrancic, Louis-Sabastien Lenormand, Jean Pierre 
Blanchard, or Andre Jacques Garnernin. 

PAgE
1

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 4
invEnTions thAT thrill

Inertia
The tendency of an object in motion to stay in motion or an object at rest to stay at rest. 

PAgE
2

disclosure
Disclosure is the resposibility of an individual or company to make sure all the information and risks are known. 

PAgE
3

Review
What are the three main reasons new things are invented? Things are invented for convenience, safety, or to make 
something new. 
Navigational tools: past and present:  a sextant, GPS, compass, etc. 
What are the four forces of flight? weight, thrust, lift, and drag 
What types of things prompted the need for full disclosure of inventions? Answers will vary but could include: 
possible risk of use, the intended use of that product, being sued or having legal action against them, or even people dying 
or getting sick or injured after incorrectly using a product.  
How did gravity road work? Gravity propelled the carts down, and a steam engine and large cable connected to the 
carts would push them back up.
Define refraction and reflection. Reflection is light thrown back from an object without obsorbing the light.
Reflect on some of the ways that flight has impacted the world positively and negatively. Refraction is when light 
is bent.

PAgE
5
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that communicate I
We are so thankful that we can 
come to you with our innermost 
thoughts, concerns, and 
dreams. Prayer is such a gift, 
and we praise you for being a 
God who communicates with 
us. Teach us to hear your voice 
as your Spirit responds to our 
hearts and draws us closer to 
you.

Lesson

5

Have you ever had something you needed to communicate, but you just didn’t know how? Maybe you needed 
to say something that could be perceived as hurtful, so you struggled to find the right words. Perhaps you had so 
many thoughts racing through your head that when you finally spoke, it came out all wrong? Communication 
is the process of sharing information in a manner which allows the person receiving the information to understand your 
meaning. Basically, communication is how we express our ideas and how people perceive or understand them. 
This process can be complicated; it can be messy and full of hurt feelings and misunderstanding because we all 
communicate differently. 

Some of us are highly verbal. We have a lot of words to say, and they pour out of our mouths so quickly that 
others have a difficult time keeping up. Others of us are quiet and reserved, not really sharing our thoughts unless 
we absolutely must. Some people are writers—they prefer to send a letter over having a face-to-face chat. Still, 
others are processors, who need time to think before speaking, or they may even process verbally (these people 
can sometimes seem to speak in circles as they process their thoughts out loud). Some people communicate 
through physical contact—they like to hug and put a hand on someone’s shoulder to let them know they care. 
There are many ways to communicate with those around us.  

With so many different 
communication styles, it’s no wonder 
we often misunderstand each other! 

Sometimes communication styles 
are so different it’s as though the two 
people communicating are speaking 

different languages, causing hurt 
feelings and conflict. 
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God knew that He had made a diverse world with unique perspectives, opinions, and personalities. He knew 
communication would be complicated by our feelings, personalities, life experience, sin, and pride. Because of 
this, His word—the Bible—has a lot to say about communication. Take, for example, this verse from James 1:19: 

What does it 
mean to be quick 
to listen? Do you 
often find yourself 

speaking quickly and miscommunicating or hurting others with your words? What are some ways you could apply this verse within your home?

My dEAr bROthERs anD sIsTErs, 
tAKE NOTE of THIs: EveryOne 
shOulD BE quick TO lIsTEn, 

slOw tO sPeAK And 
slOw tO becOME angry. 

THe HisTOry OF cOmmunicATiOn
Throughout history, people have invented new and improved ways to communicate with each other. In ancient 
times, cities and towns were spread hundreds of miles or kilometers apart, and with no cell phones or electricity, 
they needed a way to send messages back and forth. This need led to the development of the first postal service 
nearly 3,000 years ago during the time of the Persian Empire. The postal system of 
Persia was used to transport messages between cities, but because the cities were so 
far apart, they had to set up rest stations along the way. Each delivery man would ride 
his horse to the next rest station where a new horse and delivery man were waiting. The 
message was then passed along to this new team, keeping the mail moving toward 
its destination. This postal system allowed for better communication throughout the 
Persian Empire. 

The ancient Romans and Greeks used pigeons to 
deliver their messages. Known as carrier pigeons or 
homing pigeons, the birds were fed and cared for 
in one location; then they were transported 
by cage to a neighboring location. When 
someone needed to communicate, a small 
message was rolled up and attached to a carrier 

pouch on the bird’s leg. Then the bird was set free and would naturally find 
its way back to the place where it had been fed and cared for. Carrier pigeons 
were used as a means of communication for thousands of years, and many 
were responsible for saving the lives of soldiers during World War l. 
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See if you can spell out words in Morse Code. Take 
turns tapping letters on each other’s backs and use 

this guide to determine what the other person is 
communicating. Keep in mind, the dots stand for 

short, fast taps, while the dashes stand for longer taps. 

activity break

During the 1430s, the invention of the printing press forever changed communication through the written 
word. Books could now be mass-produced, or created in great numbers, and this allowed concepts and ideas to 
quickly spread across the world, leading to more inventions and advancements in technology. It also led to the 
circulation of the Bible for the first time in history. Before the printing press, scribes had to hand write God’s word, 
so full copies of scripture were hard to find. But with the printing press, came the ability to mass produce the Bible 
and share the story of God’s love with the world.

THe TelEgrAPh AnD MOrse cODE
Four hundred years later during the 1830s, several men began working on a communication tool that would 
become known as the telegraph. This simple, yet groundbreaking device used a long wire to send electronic 
communication signals between two points. While many scientists, physicists, and inventors were involved in the 
process, in 1836 a man by the name of Samuel Morse developed a version of the machine that only required one 
wire. Before Morse’s telegraph, earlier versions had up to 26 wires, making them nearly impossible to operate! 
In addition, he had his name permanently associated with the device when he came up with the method the 
telegraph would use to communicate, known as Morse Code. Simply a coded alphabet, Morse Code is a series 
of short and long taps known as dots and dashes (or dits and dahs) that, when combined, make letters and spell 
out words. 

The telegraph machine was very simple and easy 
to operate. However, the operators had to be 
fluent in Morse Code and able to quickly tap out 
messages. In addition, the operator receiving the 

message had to accurately receive and translate the 
messages. This might sound simple, but when the code 

was transmitted quickly, only a well-trained operator 
could decipher, or figure out, the code. 
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sAMuel MOrsE
Samuel Finley Breese Morse was born on April 27, 
1791 in Charlestown, Massachusetts. His parents 
valued education and wanted him to excel in 
school. However, Morse found school quite dull 
and wasn’t motivated by the topics presented. 
Instead, he preferred to spend his time painting, 
which seemed to displease his parents. While 
he lacked motivation, he did not give up on 

school, and eventually, Morse found himself at Yale University. Unfortunately, 
he continued to find school rather uninspiring, that is, until he was exposed 
to the concept of electricity. You see, at that time, electricity was considered 
cutting-edge science, with much still to be explored and understood. Mr. 
Morse found this topic intriguing and was highly motivated to learn all he 
could. In the end, his passion for painting continued to be at the forefront 
of his mind, much to his parents’ frustration. 

After he graduated, Morse worked for a book publisher, 
but he still couldn’t shake his passion for painting. Seeing 
that their son was determined to follow his dream, his 
parents agreed to send him to England to study art with 
an American painter named Washington Allston. While 
there, he developed his skill and a style that was all his own, 
combining both American and European flare in his work. 
However, it seemed that Americans did not appreciate 
his unique style, so Samuel Morse found himself working 
privately for clients and painting portraits, rather than being 
hired for larger projects like many of his peers. Despite his 
disappointment in his own success, many art critics and 
historians believe that, during this time, Morse painted 
some of the most beautiful portraits ever composed by an 
American painter. 

Morse continued to paint, and eventually became an 
art instructor at the University of the City of New York. In 
addition, he ran for public office several times, became the 
founder of the National Academy of Design, and developed 

friendships with many well-known politicians and artists. As a devoted 
Christian, Morse’s life was full of passion, purpose, and influence. 

While working on a portrait of the Revolutionary War hero Lafayette, he received a message (delivered on a 
slow-moving horse) that his wife was very sick. Morse immediately rushed back to see her, but by the time he 
arrived, it was too late. She had died and was buried already. Mr. Morse was devastated, and the story goes 
that he decided to spend his life improving long-distance communication, so messages could be delivered faster. 
Though the concept of the telegraph existed, Morse was able to improve upon it to create a telegraph machine 
that only needed one wire. 

sAMuel MOrse

susAn walker mOrsE, “thE mUsE”
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After meeting with success through his initial invention, Morse began to focus more of his time on improving the 
mechanics of the telegraph, including creating one that could record onto a roll of paper. He also began creating 
a new code (Morse Code) to make transmission easier to send and decipher. Eventually, through hard work and 
perseverance, he was able to run the first long-distance wire from Washington, D.C. to Baltimore, Maryland in 
1844—eight years after the development of his original invention. Eight years of struggle and determination led 
to a world-changing moment when Morse transmitted his first message on March 24, 1844. 

Of course, the development of communication tools did not stop with the telegraph! In future lessons, we will 
continue exploring inventions that have changed the way we communicate with people near and far. 

What hath God wrought.

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there.  



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 5

early reader + Early Elementary
NotebookingPAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 uniT PrOJEct Students will 
do market research to continue 

brainstorming their invention, its purpose, and 
its originality.   

PAgE 3 science + histOry Students will learn about the 
Internet and the basics of how it works.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will evaluate the importance of 
good communication.

PAgE 5 ArT Students will study a painting by Samuel Morse 
and evaluate it.  

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT 
cOMmUNicAte

Early Reader circle: pigeon, horse, and letter
1. printing press
2. Bible
3. telegraph 
Need a quick fact prompt for Samuel Morse?
created the Morse Code, improved the telegraph

PAgE
3

The internet
The internet is good because we can communicate 
with people who are far away instantly. We can 
share videos and learn new things. It can be 
dangerous because we don’t know who is on the 
other side. People can steal information, and we 
don’t know what information is true or not true. 
There is also information on the Internet—videos 
and pictures—that can tempt us or fill our minds with 
things that don’t honor God. We have to be careful 
to protect our minds, eyes, and hearts.

Notebooking
1. When the printing press was invented, written 
thoughts and ideas were able to be mass-produced, 
rather than written by hand, and spread quickly to 
many people and places. 
2. The Bible was a significant book printed on the 
printing press, getting the Gospel into the hands of 
more people. 

1

Middle + High School
Notebooking
Early communication: carrier pigeons, postal system using 
horses, etc.
Forms of communication: could include verbal, written, 
body language, etc.; communication is necessary for 
understanding one another and establishing relationships and 
empathy
Printing Press: could include that thoughts and ideas were 
able to be mass-produced which meant that new ideas could 
spread quickly to many people and places 
Samuel Morse: could include that he painted but wasn’t 
famous, worked as an art instructor, devoted his life to 
improving faster long-distance communication after his 
wife died; he improved the telegraph to be a single wire and 
invented Morse Code
Telegraph: Used a wire to send electronic signals and 
messages across long distances. Early versions used 26 wires 
and were hard to operate. It provided a quicker form of long 
distance messaging. 

PAgE
1

The internet
PAgE

3
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that deflect
God, you are our protector 
and our strong defense. As we 
face the challenges of this new 
day, we ask that you would 
go before us and lead us in 
your steps. Protect our hearts 
and minds from the lies of the 
world and remind us to renew 
ourselves by turning to you. 

Lesson

6

It’s no secret that we live in an imperfect world. Because sin 
entered when Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit, the 
earth is filled with pain, hardship, evil, and death. 
Sometimes we need to defend ourselves, soldiers 
need to be protected, and countries and political 
leaders require strong security. Physical danger isn’t 
the only thing we need protection from, however; we 
also need spiritual protection. God brought this to 
our attention when He told us to put on His armor. 
This armor is a spiritual armor that protects our hearts, 
minds, and souls from sin and from the enemy. In 
scripture, the apostle Paul uses the metaphor of real 
armor. A metaphor is a description of something in a 
poetic or symbolic way that is not literally true. For example, 
we’re not actually carrying around shields, but we use our 
faith like a shield to protect us from doubt and fear. Now, 
in a more literal sense, people have constructed types of 
armor and defenses over the years to defend themselves in a 
dangerous world. Let’s study some of these physical defenses, 
and while you listen, try to find the ways that God acts like these 
defenses for us or how He provides us with the spiritual armor to 
protect ourselves.

WHAt is armoR?
When you think of armor, you most likely picture a Medieval knight covered head-to-toe in shiny metal. This is 
physical armor, which is clothing that is designed to protect. Because protection is the main goal, armor can be 
more than the typical metal suit we envision. In fact, if you think about it, civilizations of old didn’t always know 
how to mine or forge metal, so early soldiers had very simple—and not nearly as effective—types of armor. Armor 
has evolved from fabric and leather, to chainmail made of iron or steel, and finally to plates of iron and steel. Its 
most modern development is an advanced form of fabric that is as hard as metal! 
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fAbric armoR
The design of armor has changed dramatically over time, and 
its history extends back thousands of years. In ancient China, 
warriors covered themselves in five or more layers of thick, 
heavy rhinoceros skin. Imagine going into battle wearing 
something so cumbersome and hot! The early Greeks were 
known to cover themselves from neck to waist in multiple 
layers of linen or leather, and the soldiers of northern India 
wore heavy, quilted coats to protect their bodies. 

In 1974, Chinese farmers made an amazing discovery: the 
Terracotta Army. This impressive find sent archaeologists to 
the site where China’s self-proclaimed, first emperor, Qin Shi 
Huang, had the massive army built. You see, Qin believed 
that he would continue to rule his empire in the afterlife, so he 
ordered his men to construct a massive army to protect him after he died. With over 8,000 life-size 
soldiers, this site allows historians to better understand ancient Chinese culture, including its army and armor. 
Notice how many of the soldiers are wearing heavy layered fabric as their protection? While these fabric options 
provided some protection, they did not deflect, or turn away, enemy weapons as well as the metal suits that 
came later. 

cHainmAil armoR
Unlike fabric amor, the advantage of chainmail was that it was very 

flexible, allowing a soldier to move about freely. In addition, it was 
also durable and deflected the slashing strokes of an enemy sword. 
Think about it—if you were engaged in battle with metal weapons 
flying through the air, would you feel safer if your body was 
covered in fabric or covered in metal? 

It is believed Celtic people developed chainmail around 500 BC, 
and it was the armor of choice throughout the Roman Empire. 

As Rome fell, the design of chainmail spread through 
western Europe, becoming increasingly more popular 

through the Middle Ages and into the early-
Renaissance Period. While chainmail was flexible 

and protected the soldier well, it did have one 
downfall—the connected, metal rings were 
known to break apart with a strong enough 
blow, which could leave the man behind the 
mail vulnerable to attack. Because of this, the 
next advancement in armor came around the 
14th century. 

tERrAcOTTA ARmy
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Plate Armor
The next armor design was in the form of metal plates that literally covered the soldier 

from head-to-toe—with the exception of a small slit for the eyes and an opening for 
breathing. The design of this armor included flexible joints at the knees, elbows, 
and hips, so the man wearing the suit was able to move freely and wield his 

weapon. However, as weapons improved and firearms were developed, the armor 
suits were adjusted to continue protecting the soldiers. Being forced to make the 
metal thicker, full body armor was eventually abandoned because it was simply 
too heavy and cumbersome for anyone to wear. 

Kevlar®
While no one person is given credit for the original invention of armor, the adjustments 
we see in the design showcase the advancements that can be made to an invention 
over time. Perhaps one of the greatest modern advancements in body armor was 
the invention of Kevlar® by a chemist named Stephanie Kwolek. 

Originally, Ms. Kwolek wanted to pursue a career in fashion design 
because she loved sewing; her mother encouraged her to attend college 
and enter the medical field. After graduating, Kwolek accepted an offer 
to work as a chemist for the DuPont company. In just a short time after 
she started at DuPont, she decided that she loved chemistry so much 
she would no longer pursue a medical degree and instead would 
devote her life to chemistry. It’s a good thing she did, because in 
1965, Kwolek made a discovery which led to the invention of 
a new form of armor that would save countless lives. 

While working in the DuPont lab, Kwolek was tasked with 
developing new fibers that would perform well in extreme 
conditions. During this process, she discovered a new type of 
solution, that when spun at high speeds, would produce very strong, 
stiff fibers. One of the fibers Kwolek developed is known today as Kevlar®, 
and its application to repel bullets in the vests of police officers and the military has saved many lives. This tough 
material is able to withstand most bullets, and its lightweight design makes it far less cumbersome than the body 
armor of soldiers long ago. 

Reflect on the three types of armor you’ve learned about 
so far: fabric and/or leather, mail, and plate. If you had 

to go into battle, which type of ancient armor would 
you prefer? Discuss your choice, and if you don’t all 
agree, see if you can persuade everyone else to see 

your perspective!

Think about it!

mEDievAL kNight’s armOr

stepHAnie KWolEk
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The men and women who serve as police officers and members of the armed services 
have very dangerous jobs. Each day, they face the threat of violence and must protect 
themselves, and others, from harm. When officers suit up each morning and soldiers 
prepare to enter a war zone, putting on their Kevlar® vest is always part of the routine. 
Missing this one, critical step could 
mean the difference between life and 
death, so they take it very seriously. 
In the same way, we face spiritual 
battles each day—lies and temptation 
threaten to hurt our hearts and our 
minds. Like the men and women who 
suit up each day with their bulletproof 
vests, we too should suit up with God’s armor and prepare to face whatever battle lies ahead. 

The First Tank
Individual armor can protect a person from smaller weapons, but what about missiles and highly-powered 
machinery? What about groups of individuals that need to travel from one point on the battlefield to another? 
These call for a form of defense which individuals do not necessarily wear, but can climb into. Long before the 
time of mechanized warfare, Leonardo DaVinci had already conjured up, in his deep-thinking mind, the plans 
and sketches for an armored vehicle. Something in him knew mankind would only progress and eventually need 
protection from the dangers they would bring on themselves. 

KevlaR® vEsts are pRimarily usEd by Police OfficERs 
anD thE miliTAry; THEy cOme in many shAPEs, sizes, And 

DEsigNs. THe KevlaR® gOEs inTO A pOucH iN The vEst And 
Is remOvAblE sO THAt THE vEsT cAn be WAsHeD.  

insiDE thE tANK, EigHt MEn wOulD TurN 
hAnd-cranks TO spin thE WhEEls And 

mOvE alOng THE GrOund.

THe circuLAr sHAPe allowEd FOR smALl 
cAnnONs TO sTick Out in All dirEcTiONs.

at THE tOP Was A sEcTion fOr a PassEnger 
tO peek OUt and OBservE 

thE baTTleFiEld.

THe OutsiDE wAs covEred 
In metAL PlATEs.

Enemy fIrE Was EAsiLy DEflecTEd FrOm 
a slANTEd angle. 
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The military has created many different types of 
tanks and armored vehicles for combat. Take 

some time to find pictures of these vehicles and 
study their design. Do you see any flaws? What 

do you think makes them especially safe? Do you 
see any similarities or differences from DaVinci’s 

model? Find out why some vehicles are designed 
with so many sharp angles.

activity break

Unfortunately, an interesting design flaw made this tank unable to steer properly. How could such a detailed and 
brilliant artist, scientist, and inventor miss something as critical as proper steering and movement in a vehicle? 
Some wonder if DaVinci did this on purpose to discourage warfare in the first place. If only his tactic had worked!

Armored Vehicles
Fast-forward nearly 500 years, and 
Europe was now in a much uglier 
mess than in Da Vinci’s day. The guns 
and canons of World War I boomed 
across the landscape, and the concept 
of armored cars had been adopted. 
These machines looked much simpler 
than DaVinci’s UFO-like metal tank, 
however. They were simple cars that 
were equipped with armor plating. A 
man could sit at the top and shoot from 
behind a protective metal plate while 
a man seated below drove across the 
battlefield. Even tractors were armored, 
so armies could safely transport their 
supplies and artillery!

Armored cArs
The President of the United States, 
when not safely tucked in the White 
House or traveling the skies on Air 

Force One, travels in an armored 
vehicle named “The Beast.” It cost $1.5 

million to create, but the finished product 
earned it the title of one of the strongest cars 

in the world. There are plenty more armored 
vehicles that are similar to it—created for important 

political figures or even high-profile individuals. Technically the 
inventors, engineers, and creators of bullet-proof cars want to keep their 

techniques as secret as possible, but it’s common knowledge that the metal on these cars needs to be of the 
highest quality and thickness. For example, some metal on bulletproof cars is more than 0.25 inches (0.63 
cm) thick! Inventors also have to study ballistics; what happens when a person or object is struck by a bullet 
or projectile. How a bullet hits a surface and distributes its force needs to be understood, so they can design a 
vehicle that can absorb or deflect the blow. The windows are bullet-proof and made of a combination of glass 
and a strong, clear material called polycarbonate.

armOREd militARy tAnk
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If someone riding in an armored car is attacked, the vehicle needs to do more than just deflect bullets! These 
vehicles need to not explode if they’re hit from underneath, they need to be able to speed up rapidly and flee 
danger, and all their computer systems and dashboard buttons need to be protected from damage so the 
vehicles continue to work from the inside. All of these things are heavily-armored, as well! Cars are also sealed 
tightly, so poisonous gases can’t seep in. Defense is not just physical protection from a direct hit, but it’s also 
all of the preventative measures we can think of and take action on to avoid things going wrong. This brings us 
back to our spiritual armor. We can put on our defenses, but it’s also incredibly important to avoid things that will 
tempt us to sin. We need to be on the defensive and protect our minds and hearts from taking in things that are 
negative influences. Spiritual defense is all about putting on our spiritual armor, but it’s also about avoiding the 
enemy and his tactics.

fiNALly, bE strOng in tHe LOrd AnD in thE strEngth Of his might. PUt On 
thE WhOLE arMOr OF gOd, THAt yOu mAy be able TO sTand AgAiNsT tHe 

scHEmes Of THE DEvil. fOr WE DO nOt WresTLE againsT flesH ANd blOoD, 
buT AGAinst The rulers, AgAiNsT thE AUthOriTies, AgAiNsT thE cOsmic 
POWErs Over This PresEnT DARkness, AgAiNsT thE sPIriTUal fOrcEs OF 

evil In THe HEAvEnly pLAces.
Ephesians 6:10–12 

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there. 
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early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 GrAmMAr Each student has a 
grammar page. Today there is a bit 

of teaching, and then they will practice what 
they’ve learned.

PAgE 3 science + biblE Students will do a buoyancy 
experiment as an object lesson about armor.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about body language 
and what it can tell us.

PAgE 5 sOcIaL sTUDiEs + lA Students will learn about the 
people who wear this armor and write a letter of gratitude 
for their service.  

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt 
DEflect

PAgE
2

Pronouns
Day 1: 

Day 2: 

Day 3: A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun. A 
singular pronoun takes the place of a singular noun.

Notebooking
See Early Elementary answers.

Notebooking
Armor: helmet of salvation, breastplate of 
righteousness, belt of truth, sword of the Spirit—Word 
of God, shield of faith, shoes of the gospel of peace.  
History of armor: 1. fabric 2. chainmail 3. plate 

PAgE
4

Body language
Clenched fists: tense or angry
Folded arms: uncomfortable or defensive
Not making eye contact: bored, irritated, or nervous
Looking at your watch: I’m busy or don’t have time

PAgE
2

verbs

Middle + High School
PAgE

1
Notebooking
Armor of God: See Early Reader answers. 
We need the armor to stand firm against the attacks of 
the enemy and to be prepared to fight. 
Kevlar®: very strong, stiff fibers woven together into a 
fabric; used as bullet repellent vest in military and police 
forces 
Da Vinci’s armored vehicle: circular shape for 
canons at any angle, outside covered in plates of metal, 
slanted design to deflect enemy shots, look out at the 
top to observe, it was missing a way to steer the tank 
well
Armored Cars: thick-plate metal, windows made 
of strong glass, tightly sealed to protect from gasses, 
enhanced speed



Middle + High School
middle school grammar: possessive nounsPAgE

2

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 6
invEnTions thAT 
DEflect

high school grammar: hyphens, en dash, and em dashPAgE
2
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that illuminate
God, your word says that we 
are the light of the world. We 
ask that you would help us to 
shine brightly for you in all that 
we do. Help us to be aware of 
when our light is being dimmed 
by sin so that we can ask 
you to restore the light of our 
testimony.  

Lesson

7

Darkness is the absence of light. It is what happens when there is nothing to illuminate, or light up, the world 
around us. Light is so important that it was the very first thing God created. Before making planets, animals, or 
humans, God said, “Let there be light,” (Genesis 1:3). He knew that, in order for anything else to exist, in order for 
our universe to function, there needed to be light. 

Now think about your own life—have you ever been forced to stumble around in the dark? Perhaps you woke 
up in the middle of the night and fumbled your way through the dark to the kitchen for a drink. Maybe you’ve 
experienced a power outage during a thunderstorm and found yourself trapped in a dark house. Darkness is 
intimidating, because when we find ourselves in it and are unaccustomed to it, we lose our ability to function 
properly. Sure, we can slowly walk from point A to point B, feeling our way along the wall, hoping we don’t trip on 
a toy or fall down the stairs, but that’s not how we were designed to live. God gave us light, so we could run and 
work and play. He gave us light to protect us from harm, so we could grow crops to nourish our bodies. He gave 
us light to boost our spirits and help our immune systems function. Light is critical for our survival.
 

Check out these verses about 
light: John 8:12, John 4:26, 1 John 
1:5–7. Talk about what it means 
that God is light. How does the 

metaphor of darkness remind you 
of sin?

Bible Break
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At the moment of creation, God gave us light, but then He went a step further, and on day four, He placed the 
sun, moon, and stars in the sky. These added gifts gave us natural sources of light for both the day and the night. 
However, God knew the moon and stars would not be enough to illuminate everything at night. What about 
inside people’s homes? What about those wandering under the thick cover of trees? God gave humans the ability 
to imagine and create. He gave us the ability to invent so that we could use the resources found in His creation 
to make our lives a little easier and safer. And, from the beginning of time, man has worked to find new ways to 
illuminate the darkness, because we know we need the light!

TOrcHEs
Man-made forms of light to help us see in the dark were among 
the first inventions, beginning with simple torches. Made from 
branches, twigs, and moss, these flammable sticks were set on 
fire and used to cast light on a dark night. Improving upon the 
invention, it was soon discovered that if you soaked the torch in 
animal fat first, it would burn brighter. Another advancement 
came when people developed a way to hold the oil in an iron 
torch, allowing the flame to last much longer. For thousands 
of years, torches were used, both in night time travel and to 
illuminate the interior of homes and palaces. 

oiL lAmPs
While torches served a purpose, sometimes a softer light 
was all that was needed. So, thousands of years ago, people 
invented the first oil lamps. Originally made from any available 
items, such as stone or shells, oil was poured into the lamp 
and a wick, made from moss or cotton, was placed into the oil. 
The absorbent material would soak up the oil, making it easy to light. Once lit, the wick would continue to burn, 
casting a soft light just strong enough to illuminate a small space. These small lamps were so popular, that by the 
time of the ancient Greeks, they became one of the first items to be mass-produced. Originally made from clay, 
the Greeks and Romans also began producing lamps made of metal and stone, and this type of lamp remained 
in use for thousands of years.  

ancieNT wAll Of TOrches

TOrcHEs OfTeN Lined THe 
wALls Of HomEs anD casTles. WHAt 
tyPE of sAFETy thREAt WAs pOseD By 

this tyPE of mAN-MAde LighT?

THIs is An ANciEnt Oil lamP made Of clay. 
Oil WAs pOured intO THe BAse Of thE lAmP.

THe Wick  becAME sATuraTEd wiTh oiL AnD 
buRneD With a sofT flAmE.
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Over the course of time, the oil lamp improved and safety features such as glass enclosures were added. 
However, the first truly scientific advancements to the lamp came in the late-1700s when Swiss chemist and 
inventor, Aimé Argand, applied the studies of other great scientists to a new lamp design. Argand knew that one 
of the problems with oil lamps was oxygen—too much would cause the flame to blow out and too little would 
cause the flame to burn softly and eventually die. Oxygen feeds fire, so Argand wanted to develop a way to feed 
the flame of the oil lamp without blowing out the flame. He did so by adding three simple parts to the lamp: a 
glass chimney, an oil tank, and an adjustable wick. These changes funneled oxygen to the flame, and the lamp 
was adjustable—made dimmer or brighter—based on how much wick was exposed. His invention became known 
as the Argand lamp and was patented in 1784.

While oil lamps are no longer used in abundance 
the way they once were, they still find their place in 

religious and cultural ceremonies today.

You
ShouldKnow

Oil TAnk
Glass cHimney

THe HEiGhT OF The wick 
wAs ADjustAblE.
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LiGhT bUlB
If you’ve ever flicked on a lightswitch and illuminated your room, then you know how convenient light 
bulbs are. Literally, with the flick of a switch, our world can go from dark to light. Perhaps the greatest 
invention in the history of man-made light, the light bulb, has forever changed the way we illuminate 
the darkness. Although, there’s a bit of controversy behind who invented this revolutionary tool.  

For the most part, credit for the light bulb is given to American inventor, Thomas Edison. However, as 
it turns out, Edison’s design was simply an improved version of an earlier light bulb created by British 
inventor Joseph Swan. But the controversy doesn’t stop there: Swan’s invention was an improvement 
upon other inventions before his, including that of German inventor Heinrich Göbel, who many 
believe invented the first, true light bulb in 1854. 

While Swan’s design was completed and patented prior to Edison’s, there was a problem. You 
see, Swan’s light bulb would only glow for approximately 13 hours. This short lifespan meant 
that consumers had to replace their light bulbs every couple days. Edison’s improvements made 
the light bulb a far more sustainable source of light, increasing the lifespan to 1,200 hours! 
Because of this, Edison’s light bulb was easily marketed, earning him the prestige of becoming 
known as the inventor of the practical light bulb.

Needless to say, Joseph Swan wasn’t thrilled with Edison receiving the credit, and a lawsuit 
ensued for patent infringement (this is technical jargon for stealing someone’s idea). The 
British court ruled in favor of Swan, and as part of the terms of the settlement, Edison and 
Swan merged their individual companies, forming the Edison and Swan Electric Light 
Company in 1883. While sales of the original Edison bulb were not as high as expected, the 
work of these amazing inventors paved the way for future development of the light bulb. 

THomas Edison
Thomas Alva Edison, known as Al to his 
family and friends, was born in 1847 in Milan, 
Ohio. As a boy, he attended school for a short 
time, but he was not the best student.His 
mother pulled him from public school, and 
from a young age, he was homeschooled. 
The freedom of homeschooling allowed him 
to pursue the things that interested him most. 

By the age of 10, Edison had built a laboratory in his family’s basement, 
where he conducted experiments and came up with simple inventions. 
At age 12, hardship struck when Mr. Edison lost most of his hearing after 
suffering an illness. While this presented certain difficulties throughout 
his life, he was known to enjoy the quiet his deafness afforded him. Edison 
often said it allowed him to concentrate more carefully on his inventions. thOmAs EdisON
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By the time he was 20, Edison patented his first invention, an electronic voting 
machine. While the device was not a hit, it began what would become a legacy 

of inventions over the course of his life. And what a legacy it was! With 1,093 
patents, Thomas Edison held the world record for most patents until 2003. 

While many of his patents were for minor inventions, what was most 
remarkable about Edison was the number of inventions that impacted the 

future of technological advancement: the phonograph, the practical light 
bulb, and the motion picture camera. 

Edison also developed a research facility where he conducted much 
of his best work and became known as The Wizard of Menlo Park. By 
his mid-30s, Thomas Edison was known around the world as both 
an incredible inventor and a savvy businessman. But how did he have 
time to accomplish so much at such a young age? An interesting fact 
about Thomas Edison was that, according to Edison himself, he only 
slept about three hours each night. He liked to boast that his mind 
was too busy for him to rest, but in 1951, researchers uncovered many 

pictures of Edison in meetings and in his laboratory, sound asleep! 
He would sleep on benches, chairs, and even in the grass. Turns out, 
Edison was not just a genius inventor, he was a genius napper, and 
these short naps gave him the energy he needed to continue on with 
his work. Regardless of how he accomplished it all, Thomas Edison 

was certainly one of the most influential inventors of all time.

PhOnOGrapH

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there.  
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early reader + Early Elementary
NotebookingPAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 IncanDEscEnt lighT bULb 
Students will learn about the light 

bulb. They will learn how it works and which 
type is most efficient.

PAgE 3 sOcIaL sTUDiEs + biblE Students will leanr how light 
keeps us safe and that Jesus is our ultimate source of light 
in a dark world.

PAgE 4 DiscErnment Students will learn about discernment 
and how the Holy Spirit helps us know right from wrong.

PAgE 5 ArT Students will study a painting of a lighthouse 
and evaluate it. 

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt
illuMinAteilluMinAte

Early Elementary

PAgE
2

incandescent light bulb
The tungsten filament conducts heat to produce 
light. If wires are broken the circuit doesn’t complete, 
and the light bulb won’t work.

Notebooking

Thomas Edison
Early age: could include homeschooled, set up lab 
in parent’s basement by age 10
Inventions: could include first patent by age 20; 
held patent record (1,093) until 2003
Best work: could include set up research facility, 
became known as The Wizard of Menlo Park, 
known worldwide by mid-30’s

Lightbulb
1. Heinrich Gobel
2. Joseph Swan
3. Thomas Edison
Problem: Swan’s light bulb only lasted 13 hours and 
needed frequent replacing.

Thomas Edison
Early age: could include homeschooled, set up lab 
in parent’s basement by age 10
Inventions: could include first patent by age 20; 
held patent record (1,093) until 2003
Best work: could include set up research facility, 
became known as The Wizard of Menlo Park, 
known worldwide by mid-30’s

PAgE
2

incandescent light bulb
 LED bulbs are a newer technology that make light 
by the electricity going through a semiconductor 
instead of through a filament. It uses much less 
energy this way, and it doesn’t give off heat like 
filament light bulbs.



Middle + High School
PAgE

1

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 7

PAgE
2

invEnTions thAt
illuMinAteilluMinAte

Notebooking
Lightbulb
1. Heinrich Gobel
2. Joseph Swan
3. Thomas Edison
Problem: Swan’s light bulb only lasted 13 hours and needed frequent replacing.
Solution: Swan won infringement lawsuit; Edison and Swan merged their light bulb business; Edison became known as 
inventor of the practical light bulb

Thomas Edison
Early age: could include homeschooled, set up lab in parent’s basement by age 10
Inventions: could include first patent by age 20; held patent record (1,093) until 2003
Best work: could include set up research facility, became known as The Wizard of Menlo Park, known worldwide by mid-
30’s

incandescent light bulb
Incandescent
1. A tungsten filament is heated to 2,200 degrees celsius (4,000 F) to produce light. 
2. 60 watts = 800 lumens 
3. 1,000 hours

Flourescent
1. Gas is heated producing ultraviolet light; this invisible light is converted into visible light by the coating inside the bulb. 
2. 13–15 watts = 800 lumens
3. 8,500 hours

LED
1. uses solid-state light emitting diodes which produce light from the current flowing through them 
2. 8–12.5 watts = 800 lumens 
3. 25,000 hours

Most efficient
LED bulb
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that dive
Lord, you are the creator of 
our beautiful planet, and we 
thank you for giving us such a 
vast expanse to explore. From 
the highest mountain to the 
deepest sea, you have designed 
our world with intricate detail. 
May we always be curious and 
desire to know more about your 
incredible creation. 

Lesson

8

Today, we will plunge beneath the surface of the ocean into the realm of the dark and mysterious underwater 
world. But rather than study the fascinating creatures who call this habitat their home, we will instead explore the 
incredible inventions that allow us to dive below the surface and experience all the excitement and adventure the 
ocean has to offer. 

Throughout history, many great explorers and scientists have been fascinated by the ocean and have used their 
curiosity to develop new and improved research tools to help them explore the amazing unseen world that exists 
under its choppy, blue surface. Much of this curiosity stems from the fact that there is still so much about this 
underwater habitat that we don’t know. In fact, scientists believe that over 90% of ocean creatures are yet to be 
identified, and over 80% of the ocean has never even been explored! 
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Thankfully, our God-given curiosity has led many people to 
invent tools and equipment to help scientists, researchers, 
and explorers dive deeper into the ocean than ever before. 
Through their incredible inventions, we are learning more 
about this underwater world every day, and the more we 
discover, the more fascinated and curious we become! 

THe sUbmariNE
There are many different reasons to dive underwater, 
such as observing beautiful sealife, swimming among 
impressive coral reefs, hunting for treasure, or catching 
some tasty fish for dinner. However, none of these are 
the reason behind the invention of the first successful 
warfare submarine. While earlier prototypes of 
submarine-like vessels are well documented, the first 
warfare submarine voyage took place in 1776 during 
the American Revolution, and its invention had 
nothing to do with taking in beautiful ocean views. 
No, the first submarine, known as the Turtle, was 
invented by David Bushnell to provide American 
colonists with a secret weapon during their fight for 
independence against the British. 

Bushnell believed that even though the British 
outpowered them, the Americans could fight 
back with creativity and ingenuity. So, he and his 
brother, Ezra, set out to develop an underwater 
vessel that could sneak up on British ships and plant explosives in their hulls. But 
developing this vessel was no easy feat! In order to work properly, Bushnell’s design had to submerge, or go 
below the surface of the water. It had to move forward and backward and rise again to the surface safely. It had 
to support a single pilot, and both transport and attach explosives to enemy ships. In addition, Bushnell had his 
hands full with problems to solve, such as how to supply air and light to the pilot and how to navigate and gauge 
direction. 

THe sUbmariNE is AN 
unDErwATEr vEssel 

ofTEn usEd in baTTle At sea. With sUb MEANing 
“bELOW,” And mARine 
mEaninG “sea,” THE 

NAME of THIs vessEl 
liTEralLy mEans “bELOW 

thE sea.”  

You
ShouldKnow

The ocean covers over 
70% of the surface of 
our planet, yet it is the 
most unexplored part 
of it. This is because 
much of the ocean is 

contained in the deepest, darkest depths, 
making it very difficult for explorers and 

scientists to investigate. 

20% 80%

10%90%

ocEAn cREAtuREs
 Creatures we’ve 

discovered.

 Creatures we 
have yet to 
discover.

ocEAn ExploraTiON

 Ocean we’ve 
discovered.

 Ocean we have 
yet to discover.
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On September 7, 1776, Ezra launched the Turtle into the ocean and attempted to affix a bomb to a British ship. 
However, when he was unable to attach it, he abandoned the mission and detonated the bomb in the open 
water. Several other attempts were made to sink enemy ships, but the Turtle did not meet with success. Still, 
Bushnell’s invention required incredible 
creativity, knowledge, and determination, 
and earned him a great deal of respect 
among his peers. In addition, his 
design informed future inventors as the 
development of the submarine improved 
over the years. Today, submarines are still 
used in warfare but also play an important 
role in underwater exploration. 

scubA
When you think of scuba diving, you might 
picture a person wearing a special suit 
taking a peaceful swim in the ocean, but 
in reality, the sport of scuba diving can be 
quite dangerous; it requires certification 
and the use of highly technical equipment. Scuba is actually an acronym for self-contained underwater breathing 
apparatus, and it allows divers to dive deeper in the ocean and stay submerged longer. This is because part of 
their gear is an oxygen tank that provides them with the air they need to stay submerged for up to 60 minutes at 
a time. Much like the submarine, the journey to the invention of scuba equipment did not happen overnight. 

The Turtle sparked a series of updated submarine 
designs over the next 100 years. Take a few minutes 

to explore images of some of the most famous 
submarines in history: including The Nautilus, invented 

by Robert Fulton; The Sea Devil, invented by Wilhem 
Bauer; Le Plongeur, invented by Simeon Bourgeois and 

Charles Brunl; and the Argonaut, invented by Simon 
Lake. 

activity break

fillEd wiTh DETErminAtion, BUshnEll sEt TO WorK ANd designeD an unDErwATEr vEssel mADE AlmOsT enTirely OF OAk. Known As The 
“TUrtlE,” THis bulb-sHAPed sHIp wAs POWerEd by hANd cranKs anD foOT Pedals, rEqUIring THE PiLOt TO HavE A gREAt DEAl Of enDurAncE. 

BUshnEll’s BrOTHeR, Ezra, hElPed him DEvelOp THe “TUrtlE” And wAs iN BEttER Physical sHAPE, sO He BEgan TraininG as thE PiloT. 

fillEd wiTh DETErminAtion, BUshnEll sEt TO WorK ANd designeD an unDErwATEr vEssel mADE AlmOsT enTirely OF OAk. Known As The 
“TUrtlE,” THis bulb-sHAPed sHIp wAs POWerEd by hANd cranKs anD foOT Pedals, rEqUIring THE PiLOt TO HavE A gREAt DEAl Of enDurAncE. 

BUshnEll’s BrOTHeR, Ezra, hElPed him DEvelOp THe “TUrtlE” And wAs iN BEttER Physical sHAPE, sO He BEgan TraininG as thE PiloT. 

THe “tuRTlE” 
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People worked to find ways to stay submerged in the water for 
thousands of years. The ancient Greek scientist and philosopher 
Aristotle actually proposed the idea that if you used giant pottery 
and lowered it into the water upside down, it would trap air and 
create a pocket of oxygen to breathe. While this concept made 
sense and actually worked, the problem was that the oxygen was 
very quickly depleted, and the diver had to come up for air. 

After the time of Aristotle, people began experimenting with the 
idea of using tubes to help divers breathe underwater. One end of 
the tube would be on land, while the other end was in the mouth of 
the diver. The only problem with this was that a diver couldn’t go 
too deep because the pressure from the water would constrict, or 
tighten, their lungs, making it difficult to breathe. As an answer to 
this problem, German inventor Augustus Siebe designed the first 
full-body, underwater diving suit, complete with an air pump to force 
the oxygen into the diver’s lungs. The pump fed oxygen through a tube 
which was attached to the diver’s helmet. 

For over a century, Siebe’s suit was the standard for underwater exploration. But there was a problem—his suit 
was heavy, making movement in the water a challenge. Because the diver was attached to the surface by a 

breathing tube, very little exploration could actually be done. However, as we are discovering, 
whenever there’s a problem, there’s always a great mind to step in and tackle it! In 

this case, it was two great minds—those of French inventors Benoît Rouquayrol 
and Auguste Denayrouze—who determined that the solution was for divers 

to carry their oxygen supply with them. In 1863, they developed air tanks 
that were filled with compressed air. These tanks were carried on a 
diver’s back and allowed a flow of oxygen without the constraint of the 
breathing tube. 

Many other scientists began experimenting with compressed air tanks, 
and the equipment soon became known as SCUBA (self-contained 
underwater breathing apparatus). Once again, there was a problem, and 

this one was far more serious. As divers plunged to greater depths, the 
tanks would release oxygen too quickly, causing many divers to die 

from inhaling too much oxygen, too fast.

Thankfully, a solution to this 
problem was found in 1943 by 
French ocean explorer, Jacques 

Cousteau. Together with his friend 
Emile Gagnan, he was able to invent 

a special valve which allowed the air 
to be released at a rate that matched the 

surrounding water pressure. This advancement 
in scuba technology was known as the aqua-lung, and it made breathing 
underwater easy and safe. 

olD dIving hElmet

Watch a tutorial video on 
scuba safety. Does scuba 

diving seem like an activity 
you would enjoy?

activity break

arIsTOtlE’s DEsiGn, OvEr 2,000 yEArs agO, 
alLOWed A DivEr TO brEaTHe underWAter 
by stanDinG in a POckET OF air insiDE A 

suBmergEd jaR.
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THe unDERwATer rOv
While scuba equipment allows divers to explore the ocean 
uninhibited and unconfined, they are limited in their discovery 
because the pressure from the ocean causes a serious risk to their 
health and safety. The deeper they dive, the more oxygen their 
bodies absorb in response to the increasing pressure. If they dive 
too deep, their bodies could absorb too much oxygen which 
could lead to death. Because of this, the adventures of scuba 
divers are somewhat limited. 

Thanks to advances in technology and the brilliant minds of 
inventors, we have discovered ways to explore the deepest 
parts of the ocean. One of these inventions is the underwater 
ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle). This remote-controlled 
underwater robot is very useful for completing a broad range 
of underwater tasks. Able to travel to some of the deepest, darkest areas of the 
ocean, ROVs have become a valuable addition to the world of deep-sea exploration. 

The first ROV was created by French scientist and engineer, Dimitri Rebikoff, in 1953. His design inspired the 
US Navy to investigate ROV technology, leading to a dramatic increase in underwater exploration beginning 
in the 1960s. One of the biggest ways ROVs have contributed to exploration is in the area of underwater 
archaeology, or the study of items found under the sea. ROVs are able to travel deeper, explore more freely, and 
recover artifacts safely from shipwrecks, allowing us to discover pieces of history that might have otherwise been 
undiscovered. In 2004, the ROV Hercules was used to explore the wreckage of the RMS Titanic. The footage 
captured and the wreckage mapped helped scientists and historians better understand what happened to the 
“unsinkable” ship on that fateful night in 1912. 

As we continue building upon the inventions of the past, our underwater discoveries will continue to expand. 
There’s an entire underwater world just waiting to be discovered, and we need aspiring inventors, explorers, and 
scientists to lead the way!  

unDErwATEr rOv

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 8

early reader + Early Elementary
NotebookingPAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 AiR POckETs Students will learn 
about the invention of scuba diving 

and how early explorers tried diving 
under the water in a glass dome.

PAgE 3 histOry + lA Students will learn how the ROV 
Hercules was used to explore the remains of the RMS 
Titanic.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about media and how 
to use discernment to know if what is being said is truthful.

PAgE 5 rEvIEw Each week we close with review. Our second 
week review has a game show with questions to help 
students reflect on all that they have learned. 

upper elementary

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt
DivE

Self
Contained
Underwater
Breathing
Apparatus

PAgE
5

Review
1. c  2. b  3. a  4. b  5. c  6. a

Remotely
Operated
Vehicle

Early Reader: T, T, F
Early Elementary: b, a, b

NotebookingPAgE
1 Self

Contained
Underwater
Breathing
Apparatus

Inventions:
1. designed first full body underwater diving suit; problem 
was the weight and it being attached to the surface for air

2. resolved for divers to carry oxygen with them when 
diving; problem was breathing in too much oxygen as they 
submerged to lower depths

3. invented a special valve to regulate air flow according 
to the depth of the diver: invention named the aqua-lung 

Remotely
Operated
Vehicle

ROV: able to reach deeper and darker areas of 
the ocean; recover artifacts from underwater; take 
pictures and videos of ocean discoveries

Middle + High School
Notebooking
Inventions
1. Augustus Siebe: designed first full body 
underwater diving suit; problem was the weight 
and it being attached to the surface for air

2. Benoit Rouquaryrol + Augustus Denayrouze: 
resolved for divers to carry oxygen with them 
when diving; problem was breathing in too much 
oxygen as they submerged to lower depths

3. Jacques Cousteau + Emile Gagnan: invented a 
special valve to regulate air flow according to the 
depth of the diver; invention named the aqua-lung

ROV 
able to reach deeper and darker areas of the 
ocean
recover artifacts from underwater
take pictures and videos of ocean discoveries 

PAgE
1

PAgE
5

Review
1. c  2. b  3. a  4. b  5. c  6. c.  7. b



Middle + High School

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 8
invEnTions thAt
DivE

Review
1. Name three different types of light bulbs. LED, incandescent, and halogen
2. What type of diving machine explored the Titanic wreckage in 2004? A Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) 
called Hercules
3. Who invented Kevlar®?  a chemist named Stephanie Kwolek
4. Name the six pieces of the armor of God. 1. The belt of truth 2. the breastplate of righteousness 3. the shoes of the 
gospel of peace  4. the shield of faith 5. the helmet of salvation 6. the sword of the Spirit 
5. Define communication. Communication is the process of sharing information in a manner which allows the person 
receiving the information to understand your meaning.
6. What motivated Samuel Morse to improve the telegraph machine? While away, Samuel received a message 
that his wife was very sick. He immediately rushed back home, but it was too late. She had died and been buried already. 
7. In what ways do headlines try to get people’s attention? Answers will vary: by using exaggeration and appealing 
to emotion, etc.
8. What is discernment?  Why do we need it? Discernment is being able to tell the difference between right and wrong. 
We need it because right and wrong isn’t always obvious.
9. In what ways can a person’s body language tell you how they are feeling? Answers will vary: different postures 
and gestures can help you tell if someone is excited, frustrated, in pain, etc.
10. How do we live in God’s light rather than in darkness? by receiving Jesus as our savior and forgiveness for our sins 
and continuing to walk in faith
11. How old was Thomas Edison when he patented his first invention? What was it? He was 20; it was an 
electronic voting machine 

PAgE
5

PAgE
3

history
1. Southampton, England  to New York, USA—1912 
2. 2,223 people, 20 life boats
3. it hit an iceberg; over 1,500 
4. Yes, many.
5. Answers will vary
6. Many people did not believe that anything should 
be taken from the wreckage of the Titanic as it was 
disrespectful. They believed it should be left to rest.
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that clean
Thank you for our bodies, our 
homes, and our planet. Lord, 
you have entrusted us with so 
much, and we ask that you 
would lay on our hearts the 
desire to honor you in how we 
care for these precious gifts. 

Lesson

9

Let’s play a guessing game. What takes a lot of work, isn’t much fun, but is essential for the health of our bodies, 
minds, and planet? If you said cleaning, you are correct! If you really stop to think about it, keeping up our 
personal hygiene, maintaining a clean home, and doing all we can to clean up our environment can become 
quite time consuming. Afterall, many of the tasks we complete to keep ourselves and our homes clean must be 
done on a daily basis, and cleaning up the pollution that threatens the health of our planet is an enormous job! 

However, these are all challenges we should take on with great responsibility and determination. Afterall, we 
have been given one body, so it’s important to care for it well. Our families work hard to provide us with a home 
that is safe and comfortable, so it should be our pleasure to pitch in and keep it clean. Finally, God has given us 
this beautiful planet and asked us to care for it, so doing our part to keep it free of litter and pollution should be 
high on our priority list. Thankfully, many inventors throughout the years recognized what a daunting task this 
could be, so they created solutions to help us maintain cleanliness in every area of our lives.  

PersOnAl HyGiEne: THe TOoTHbrUsH
Personal hygiene is the practice of keeping your body clean. While there are many modern inventions that make 
this task fairly simple, it wasn’t always easy to stay clean. Imagine having to walk miles to a river to take a bath or 
brushing your teeth with porcupine quills! This used to be the reality for people around the world, but today there 

are many modern hygiene practices that make maintaining cleanliness a much easier and safer 
task.  
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You
ShouldKnow

While the practice of cleansing your mouth with urine sounds 
disgusting, the crazy thing is, it actually works! The Romans 

developed a method of collecting and diluting the urine which proved 
to keep their teeth pearly white. The reason urine is effective as a 
mouthwash is because it contains ammonia, a cleansing agent 

found in many household cleaners today. But keep in mind while it 
worked, it wasn’t the most hygienic method and posed many health risks, so we do 

not recommend the use of urine mouthwash today. Today we know that ammonia is 
corrosive—meaning that if inhaled or consumed, it can damage your lungs or worse! 

Dental hygiene, or the care and cleaning of the mouth,  has come a long way, even over the past century. 
Throughout history there have been many odd dental hygiene practices, including the use of urine 
mouthwash. Yes, you read that correctly . . . mouthwash made from urine! Historical documents point to 
the use of Portugese urine by wealthy Romans as a mouthwash. If you’re not grossed out by that idea, then 
you have a pretty strong disposition. This imported, or brought in from outside countries, urine was taxed; 
meaning that people had to pay the government every time urine mouthwash was bought or sold. Why 
was this so popular? Well, the Romans believed that the ammonia in the urine could disinfect mouths and 
whiten teeth, and the practice of rinsing with urine remained popular until the 18th century.  

People have also used many tools to clean their teeth. Some cultures rolled up 
cloths and scrubbed their teeth and gums with mineral powders and charcoal, 
while others would chew on the bark of trees to remove build up. By the late-
18th century, the first prototype of a toothbrush was mass-produced. Developed 
by William Addis, the concept for his toothbrush came to him while he was in 
prison. In order to pass the time behind bars, he assembled a tooth brushing 
tool from animal bones and boar bristles. Upon leaving prison, he marketed and 
distributed his invention, which sold very well, and Addis’s version of 
the toothbrush was manufactured for more than a century. 

However, in 1938 the first modern toothbrush was invented by Dupont 
de Nemours. In his adaptation, nylon bristles replaced boar bristles, 
and the production of the modern toothbrush began. During this time, 
the US Army increased its requirements for dental hygiene as a way of 
maintaining the overall health of its troops. Part of the new procedures 
required all soldiers to brush their teeth daily. Over time, the soldiers 
developed this good hygiene habit, and when they returned home from 
World War ll, they brought this new practice into American homes. 

Why is it important to maintain 
good personal hygiene? What 

habits have you formed that help 
you care for your body? Are there 
things you still need to work on?

rETrO vacUUm
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HOme cleAnliness: THe vAcUuM
Keeping a clean home is important for your overall mental and physical health. The build up of clutter, or objects 
laying around in an untidy manner, can actually produce anxiety in some people, causing them uneasiness and/or 
the inability to focus. The build up of dust and dirt can lead to increased allergies and illness. Considering these 
things, keeping a clean home becomes more than simply impressing your guests. It is actually about your well-
being! 

One staple cleaning item found in almost every household is 
the vacuum. Good for ridding the home of dust and dirt, the 
vacuum has been through many stages of development over 
the years. Prior to the invention of the vacuum, there were two 
primary ways to clean your carpets. You could sweep them with 
a broom or bang them with a stick. The problem? Both of these 
methods simply lifted the dust out of the carpet up into the air, 
creating a giant dust cloud for anyone nearby to inhale. It also 
wasn’t the most effective way and was a lot of work. People 
had to drag their heavy rugs out of their homes to hang them 
outside to beat the dust out of them. 

The solution to this problem was to create a machine that 
would suck the dirt from the carpet, and then contain it 
someplace where it could be disposed of later. While earlier versions were developed, 
the first true vacuum was invented in 1901 by English engineer Hubert Cecil Booth. Powered by oil, Booth’s 
machine used the concept of suction to create a vacuum effect. During this process the air was removed, or 

sucked out of,  a tank, creating suction that pulled dirt and dust into the machine. 

While this same concept is still applied in today’s vacuums, Booth’s invention looked quite different than 
the compact vacuum you would find in most homes. In fact, Booth’s vacuum was so large, it had to be 

pulled from house to house by horse-drawn carriage. Once it arrived, a crew would pull hoses into the 
house through the windows and doors and vacuum out the dust. As you can imagine, this was quite 

the process and having your home vacuumed was fairly expensive. Because of this, vacuum parties 
became quite popular among the wealthy, and it was not unheard of for one 

woman to invite her friends into her home to watch as Booth’s crew sucked out 
all the dirt. 

Inspired by Booth’s invention, other inventors began experimenting with 
prototypes. The problem was that the machine was simply too big to be practical 
for day-to-day cleaning. But in 1907, a man by the name of James Spangler 

developed a version of the vacuum that accomplished the same task as Booth’s but 
in a much smaller form. Made from an electric fan, a wooden crate, a broomstick, and 
a pillowcase, Spangler’s design could be moved around a room while sucking up and 
containing dirt. Shortly after designing his prototype, Spangler went into business with 
a man named William Hoover, and the two of them produced simple, lightweight 

vacuums for home use. Their company, known as Hoover, became such a hit that 
it sold millions of vacuums around the world. In fact, in some countries today, 
a vacuum, regardless of the brand, is actually known as a hoover. 

DusTiNg A rUG

rETrO vacUUm
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OcEAN cleAnuP
Cleaning up the ocean is no easy task. While you might 
think of pollution as garbage that is dumped into the 
water, pollution is anything that is not natural to an 
environment and has harmful effects. With the age of 
exploration came expansion on the seas; larger and larger 
ships were built to increase trade and conquer new lands. 
Over time, oceans have seen the negative effects: heavy 
pollution, oil spills, toxic spills, overfishing, and more. This 
has led to an increased awareness of the health of our 
oceans and the critical need to keep them clean; there 
have been some pretty cool inventions to help make this 
possible. 

Picking up a piece of floating plastic 
might seem easy, but what about 
cleaning up thick, slippery oil from 

the surface of the water? How 
would you do that? If you want, 

take an activity break to pour some 
cooking oil into a bowl of water, 
and then try cleaning it up. Can 

you scoop it? (Try using 
paper towels or some 

sort of absorbent 
material.) Is it 
easy or hard?

activity break

WHaT is IT?
The garbage pickup 
service of the ocean.

HOw DOes iT wOrK?
With steady suction,the bin sucks in water and pushes 
it out the bottom. The filter traps plastic and garbage, 
keeping it out of the ocean. It holds the garbage until it 
is emptied. It even has an absorbent pad to collect oil 
from boats! 

WHo invenTEd IT?
Andrew Turton and Pete 
Ceglinksi, boat designers who 
loved the sea, came up with 
the idea and installed their 
first model in 2016. 

WHaT dOes it DO?
With over 800 in action 
all over the world, this 
invention is placed in 
marinas or along docks, 
where the tide naturally 
pushes garbage. 

sEabiN
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WHaT is IT?
A plan to clean up the ocean through two 
methods: catching garbage at the rivers 
before it goes to the ocean and collecting 
garbage in specific garbage zones in the 
ocean where currents seem to draw it. 

WHo invenTEd IT?
The idea was first 
developed in 2013 by a 
high schooler who was 
only 17 at the time, Boyan 
Slat. It has taken years 
of planning, research, 
and gathering donations 
and support to begin to 
implement the plan.

WHaT dOes it DO?
The interceptors go to the 
rivers. They divert the water 
and draw garbage up a 
conveyor belt to store inside. 
When full, the barge is 
removed, so the plastic can 
be gathered and recycled.
The barge is then returned 
for more collection. The 
ocean cleanup is kind of like a 
floating parachute that moves 
through the ocean, following 
its currents. It is carefully 
monitored and collection boats 
come to remove garbage. 

Go to The Ocean Cleanup website or the Seabin site and look at pictures 
and/or watch any videos. If you want, you can also look up how oil spills are 

dealt with. Talk about it as a family! 

activity break

THe OceAn clEanUP

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 9

early reader + Early Elementary
NotebookingPAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 PrOJEct Students will start to 
create or build their invention.

PAgE 3 histOry + science Students will learn the importance 
of cleanliness and which inventions work best for different 
cleaning processes.

PAgE 4 lA + biblE Students will learn about why it is 
important to be a good listener.

PAgE 5 FreeWritInG Students will freewrite about something 
they learned today and use that idea to write anything 
they want: a story, a poem, a letter, or a journal entry. 

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt
clEAn

Early Reader circle: all but the modern 
toothbrush + toothpaste
Early Elementary
Ocean Clean-up: overfishing, heavy pollution, 
oil spills
Connect the dots: 1. Booth 2. Spangler

Notebooking
Vacuum
Hubert Cecil Booth: invented the first vacuum in 
1901, powered by oil and used suction to pull dust 
out of carpets; too large for most to use since it 
needed to be pulled by a horse
James Spangler: invented a smaller vacuum out of 
an electric fan, a wooden crate, a broomstick, and a 
pillowcase; able to move from room to room sucking 
up and containing dirt
William Hoover: business partner of Spangler, now a 
worldwide name connected with vacuums

Middle + High School
PAgE

1
Notebooking
Cleanliness
Inventors: Willian Addis: first toothbrush prototype 
from animal bones and boar bristles
Dupont de Nemours: replaced bristles with nylon

Seabin
garbage pickup service of the ocean; over 800 in action 
all over the world; this invention is meant to be placed in 
marinas or along docks, where the tide naturally pushes 
garbage; it has steady suction, has a filter that plastic 
and garbage can’t go through; has an absorbent pad to 
collect oil from boats; invented by Andrew Turton and Pete 
Ceglinksi, boat designers, in 2016 

The Ocean Clean-up
Two methods: catching garbage at the rivers before it goes 
to the ocean and collecting garbage in specific garbage 
zones in the ocean where currents seem to draw it. 
Interceptors divert water and draw garbage up a conveyor 
belt to store; then plastic can be gathered and recycled.
Ocean clean-up is kind of like a floating parachute that 
moves through the ocean, following its currents; it is 
carefully monitored.
The idea was first developed by a high schooler, only 17 at 
the time, Boyan Slat, in 2013. 

Vacuum
See Upper Elementary answers.
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that entertain
Thank you, Jesus, that you gave 
us humor, laughter, and joy. 
You created this entire world for 
us to grow in, learn in, and even 
play in as we discover more 
about who you made us to 
be. Fill our house with your joy 
today, Holy Spirit. 

Lesson

10

Let’s start our lesson today by sharing something about ourselves. Take 
just a moment and think back upon your childhood and all the amazing 
toys you enjoyed. For some of you, that might be years ago, while for 
others, maybe you’re still living out your toy-filled days of youth right 
now. Regardless of how long ago it was that you last played with toys, 
try to reflect on the one toy that meant the most to you. Perhaps it was a 
stuffed animal that came with you everywhere and made you feel safe, or 
maybe it was a toy that you wanted for so long, and finally received. 

For most of us, toys played an important role in our childhood. We 
had action figures to save the day, dolls to dress up, stuffed animals to 
snuggle, cars to race, and the list goes on and on. But did you know that 
children haven’t always had such variety in their toys?  Long ago, a child’s 
toy might have been a rock that they kicked about in the dirt to earn 
points or an animal made from split twigs. Very common artifacts from 
ancient cultures include clay figurines. These small creations were often 
molded and shaped as animals or people, and archaeologists believe 
they were used by children for imaginative play.

In recent centuries, toys have become increasingly more popular. This is largely because the role of children has 
changed so much over time. Long ago, a child was responsible for helping the family thrive. They would wake 
up early in the morning and walk for miles to fetch water for the family to drink or spend their day harvesting the 
fields of their family farm. Chores couldn’t be left undone, and there was always something to be washed, fixed, 

or tended. Because of this, there was not much 
time for play. However, with advances 

in technology, modern children in most 
parts of the world are afforded the luxury 
of simply being kids. No longer a crucial 

team player in the family’s survival, today’s 
children are typically only concerned 

with education and play. In addition, 
the technological advances of the past 

few centuries have made it possible to mass-produce amazing 
toys and market them to children around the world. 

 

 

Take a minute to share 
your favorite childhood 

toy with your family. 
What was it? Why was 
it so special to you? Do 

you remember where you 
got it or have a particular 
memory associated with 

the toy? 
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With all of these advancements in technology and the development of the modern world, toy manufacturing has 
become a huge market, with thousands of new toys released each year. However, there are some tried and true 
toys that seem to stand the test of time, and today we are going to take a look at three of them. 

PlAy-DOh
I bet if you looked around your house, you’d find a container of Play-Doh. The squishy, colored clay can be 
made into almost any shape, and it is perhaps one of the most common toys in schools, daycares, and homes 
around the world. For many of us, some of our fondest childhood memories involve opening the signature, yellow 
container with its colorful lid, smelling its distinct smell, and then concocting amazing creations. Did you know 
that, long before it was a child’s play toy, Play-Doh actually served another purpose?

In the early-1930s, brothers Noah and Cleo McVicker developed a groundbreaking product: a ready-made, soft, 
moldable wallpaper cleaner. When rubbed on the wall, this putty-like substance would remove stains, and it was 
a big hit! If you’re wondering why anyone would need to buy wallpaper cleaner, it’s important for you to know 
that, during this time in history, many homes were heated by charcoal stoves. As the charcoal burned, black soot 
rose into the air and left horrible, dark stains on the wallpaper. While it’s not a problem we can relate to today, 
in the 1930s wallpaper cleaner was a top seller! However, by the 1950s, most homes no longer used charcoal 
stoves, and the need for wallpaper cleaner disappeared. As you can imagine, when the product no longer met a 
need, it no longer sold. And since the product wasn’t selling, the company wasn’t making money.

It was about that time that Cleo’s son, Joseph, took over the family business. Knowing that 
he needed a new idea to keep the company afloat, he turned to his sister-in-law, Kay 
Zufall, a school teacher, who had a surprisingly simple, yet life-altering suggestion. She 
believed that the soft clay once used to clean the walls of people’s homes would make 
a marvelous activity for children. As a teacher, she could likely see the benefit 
of young children playing with the squishy, pliable concoction his father had 
made. She knew it was non-toxic and posed no threat to their health, and 
she likely understood how important it was for their little hands and minds 
to be able to touch and create. One day, Joseph visited Kay’s school 
to see the clay in action. After watching the children mold and 
design artistic creations, he immediately began reimagining 
the product. No longer a cleaning solution, his father’s clay 
would now be marketed as a child’s toy: Play-Doh!

It didn’t take long for Play-Doh to become 
popular. After meeting with success in 
elementary schools, Joseph wanted to make the 
product available to families across the country. 
As luck would have it, he had the opportunity 
to introduce his new line of Play-Doh to the one 
and only Captain Kangaroo, the main character 
of a popular children’s TV show. Captain Kangaroo 
loved Play-Doh and agreed to use it on his show. This 
visibility to a national audience led to three million dollars 
in sales the first year, and as of 2016, more than two billion containers of Play-
Doh had made their way into the hands of boys and girls around the globe! 

DiD yOU knOW THAt PlAy-DOh DiD yOU knOW THAt PlAy-DOh 
cOMEs in morE thAN 50 cOlOrs?cOMEs in morE thAN 50 cOlOrs?
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Did you know that 
even though the 
Etch A Sketch is 
intended to only 
make horizontal 

and vertical lines, 
expert users can 

actually draw 
diagonal and 

curved lines? 

THe Etch a skEtcH
This next invention is credited to the French 
electrician, André Cassagnes, who used his scientific 
knowledge of electric charges to design the classic 
childhood toy, the Etch A Sketch. One day while at 
work, Cassagnes discovered that it was possible to 
draw semi-permanent lines in metallic powder if 
the powder was electrostatically charged. This gave 
him an idea for a new toy, and he quickly worked up 
a prototype in his basement workshop. Based on the 
design of a television screen, he called his invention L’Ecran Magique or The 
Magic Screen. This simple toy used an internal stylus to move around the 
aluminum powder underneath the glass screen. This leaves behind simple 
lines which are easily erased by giving the toy a good shake.  

In 1959, Cassagnes took his invention to the International Toy Fair in Germany. While there, a company 
purchased his idea and renamed it the Etch A Sketch. The toy was heavily marketed in the US and in 1960, it 
became the must have toy for Christmas. The manufacturing company worked day and night, around the clock, 
right up until noon on Christmas Eve, making sure they had produced enough toys to fill the high demand. Just 
over 40 years after its creation, the Etch A Sketch was added to the National Toy Hall of Fame in 1998; it was 
even named one of the top 100 toys of the 20th century in 2003. Today, the Etch A Sketch remains a popular toy 
and can be purchased as a keychain or in travel size. 

 LONniE jOhnsOn
Today’s inventor spotlight features 
the brilliant Lonnie George Johnson. 
While he is most well-known for 
inventing the Super Soaker water gun, 
Johnson’s life has been filled with many 
incredible accomplishments outside 
his contribution to childhood toys. 
Born on October 6, 1949 in Mobile, 
Alabama, Johnson’s father worked 
long hours as a truck driver, and his 

mother, who primarily took care of their home and family, occasionally 
worked side jobs to make ends meet. 

From an early age, Lonnie Johnson was inspired by George Washington Carver, one of the most prominent 
scientists and inventors of the 20th century. As a young boy, with Carver as his role model,  he took a passionate 
interest in science and inventing. This passion continued to grow, and by the time he was in high school, he had 
built a robot all by himself out of scrap supplies. Named Linex, Johnson’s robot creation was so impressive that it 
won him the state science fair in 1968. 

lOnNiE JOHNsOn
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Academics were important to Johnson 
throughout his youth and into adulthood. 
Because of his hard work and determination, 
he was awarded a math scholarship to 
Tuskegee University where he earned a 
Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical 
Engineering. Just two years later, he completed 
a Master of Science degree in Nuclear 
Engineering. But his degrees don’t stop there! 
Johnson was also awarded an honorary Ph.D. 
in Science. 

Over the next few years, Lonnie Johnson 
worked for the US Air Force and several engineering companies that focused on creating aircraft for space 
exploration. After completing several important projects, including working on a space mission to Jupiter, he 
returned to the Air Force. During his free time, Johnson liked to tinker with different inventions, and one day while 
working on an unrelated invention, he stumbled upon the idea for the Super Soaker water gun.

In 1989, Johnson sold his idea for 
the Super Soaker to the Hasbro toy 
company. With their promotion and 

marketing, the Super Soaker became 
an overnight success. Boys and girls 

alike enjoyed drenching each other 
with water as they chased each other through their 

backyards, and the Super Soaker quickly became the best-
selling American toy in 1991 and 1992. To date, the Super Soaker 

has generated hundreds of millions of dollars in sales, and Johnson has not let 
that profit go to waste!  In fact, he has used his success to start several companies 
which are researching various energy-related inventions. It would have been easy 

for Lonnie Johnson to ride the wave of success and enjoy his millions, but instead, he has remained faithful to 
the development of scientific thought and discovery, much like his hero, George Washington Carver. Johnson 
currently holds dozens of patents for his various inventions.
 

You
ShouldKnow

An honorary degree is 
given when someone 

completes a great 
deal of work within 
their field of study. 
While they didn’t 

actually take the classes for their degree, 
the work they completed shows their 

knowledge in the field.

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You 
will also find the answer keys 

there.  



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 10
PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. You 
can look up more details and facts as 
a family and go down rabbit trails or 
just fill in or draw something shorter, 

depending on what your day looks like. 

PAgE 2 GrAmMEr Each student has a grammar page. 
Today there is a bit of teaching, and then they will 
practice what they’ve learned.

PAgE 3 science + hEAlTh Students will choose an invention to 
research.

PAgE 4 lA + biblE Students will learn about being a good 
listener and learnthe difference between wants and needs.

PAgE 5 eXPeRImeNT Students will make slime.

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt
enTErtAin

early reader + Early Elementary
NotebookingPAgE

1

upper elementary

Early 
Elementary: 
Then: rocks/sticks 
or ancient clay 
figures as toys, kids had to spend most of their 
time working and supporting the family

Now: kids have more time to play;
a kid’s job is to focus on education

Lonnie Johnson: Could include: inspired 
by George Washington Carver, scientist and 
inventor; built a robot, named Linex, by the time 
he was in high school; won state science fair; 
awarded math scholarship due to hard work in 
school; stumbled upon idea for Super Soaker

PAgE
2

Pronouns
Day 1: 

Day 2: 

Day 3: A singular pronoun replaces a singular noun, and a 
plural pronoun replaces a plural noun.

NotebookingPAgE
1 Then: rocks/sticks or ancient clay figures 

as toys, kids had to spend most of their time 
working and supporting the family
Now: kids have more time to play;
a kid’s job is to focus on education
Same: kids still have chores;
kids can still enjoy playing outside and using their 
imaginations to create their own fun
Lonnie Johnson: See Early Elementary 
answers.

PAgE
2

adverbs
Day 1: 



Middle + High School

middle school grammar: separate + joint ownershipPAgE
2

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 10
invEnTions thAT 
enTErtAin

high school grammar: contractionsPAgE
2

NotebookingPAgE
1 Then/Now: see Upper Elementary answers.

Lonnie Johnson: See Early Elementary answers.
Etch A Sketch: Electrostatically charged metallic powder can be used to draw semi-permanent lines under a glass screen 
using an internal stylus. 
Play Doh: Play-Doh was first invented by Cleo McVicker to clean wallpaper. Years later because charcoal stoves became 
more rare, Cleo’s son, Joseph, had taken over the company. His sister-in-law suggested it would be a good play activity 
for little hands and minds.Captain Kangaroo agreed to use it in his television show, broadcasting the invention to a large 
audience in a short amount of time. 
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for survival
“Look at the birds of the air: they 
neither sow nor reap nor gather 
into barns, and yet your heavenly 
Father feeds them. Are you not of 
more value than they?”—Matthew 
6:26. Thank you for caring about 
the survival of everything you 
have made. Help us to trust you 
to care for everything we need 
today. 

Lesson

11

Some say that survival is a skill, while others say it is pure luck. In reality, survival likely requires a little bit of both! 
For example, there are survival experts who train their entire lives for dangerous situations. The men and women 
of the military, for example, are trained to survive, not only combat, but also the harsh conditions of the great 
outdoors. Still, despite all their training, sometimes they are simply in the wrong place at the wrong time and 
none of their training matters. We can never truly be prepared for everything that could go wrong. On the other 
side of the coin, sometimes someone with no training at all can survive an extremely dangerous situation, not 
because of their planning, but because of their instinct or a random turn of events. 

 

 

suR  vi  vAl
to continue to live, despite a difficult or dangerous situation

 

As Christians, we can be at peace no matter our circumstance. 
Sometimes we might find ourselves in dangerous situations, but 

resting in Jesus means knowing that He is in control. We can trust 
that we have a time to live and a time to die, and because we know 
where we are going when we die, we don’t have to be afraid! Check 
out Philipians 4:6. What are we supposed to be anxious or nervous 

about? Do you find yourself struggling with anxiety or fear? 
What should you do with those feelings? 

(Take a look at 1 Peter 5:7, if you’re not sure.)

Bible Break
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Over the years, inventors have sought to make both the trained experts and the common man better prepared 
for all types of dangerous encounters. Through their incredible inventions, countless lives have been saved. Let’s 
jump right in and explore some of the greatest survival inventions of all time. 

MAtcHEs
It’s interesting to think that sometimes the thing that can help us survive in one scenario, might be the very thing 
that causes us harm in another. Take fire for example. Since creation, mankind has used fire as a way of surviving 
harsh climates and preparing food. When stranded in the middle of a frozen tundra, nothing would sound better 
than the comfort of a glowing fire to keep you warm and sustain your life. On the other hand, when allowed to 
burn out of control or when used for the wrong reasons, fire can have a devastating effect, burning down entire 
forests and even cities. 

One of the greatest challenges people faced was learning how to create fire easily and on demand. Because the 
creation of fire is dependent on many factors, it can often be quite difficult to produce. If the wood you are using 
is damp, a fire will not start. If you don’t have anything to cause an initial spark, a fire won’t start. If there’s too 
much wind, a fire won’t start. Therefore, over the years people have spent a great deal of time developing tools 
to help them create fire efficiently. Initially, fires were started through the friction of rubbing two sticks together or 
the spark of scraping two rocks together, but eventually, new discoveries led to the invention of the match. 

The concept of the match has developed over time, with the first matches being incredibly dangerous and 
difficult to manage. These small splinters of wood were often dipped in some type of flammable chemical and 
then dipped into another chemical to ignite the fire. Of course, having chemicals on hand was not easy for the 
common household and working with chemicals proved a dangerous task. One early match prototype, known 
as the Promethean match, was patented in London in 1828 by Samuel Jones. This match contained a glass bead 
full of acid and coated with igniting fluid. The glass bead was then wrapped in paper, and when the glass was 
broken (oftentimes by the user’s teeth), the paper in which it was wrapped would ignite in flame. Nothing about 
breaking a glass bead filled with acid inside your mouth in hopes of creating fire sounds safe! Because of this, 
inventors continued to develop new ideas. 

The first friction match—known as a Friction Light—was 
developed by English chemist John Walker in 1827. This 

prototype contained a tip that was soaked in potassium 
chloride, which ignited when scraped upon sandpaper. The 

friction, or rubbing together of the match and the sandpaper, was 
responsible for sparking the fiery reaction. While this version of the 
match was far safer and highly effective, Walker never patented 

his invention. With time, other scientists and inventors built upon his 
concept. By 1832, friction matches were well-established in 

Europe. Today matches are a common household 
item, used for lighting candles or grills. They 

are also carried by outdoor enthusiasts 
and explorers, so they can easily build 

a fire to survive a cold night 
or prepare a meal.
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You
ShouldKnow

Today, there are two types of matches: safety matches and strike 
anywhere matches. Safety matches require you to strike them on 
a specially designed surface which is coated with the chemicals 
needed to ignite the match. Strike anywhere matches already 

have the required chemicals built in, and therefore can be lit by 
striking them on any surface that creates friction. And we’ve even 

taken matches to the next level, making them waterproof!

Life jAckETs
The ocean, for all its beauty and wonder, can also be a dangerous 
environment. When a storm threatens a ship or a person falls overboard, 
it requires incredible strength and stamina to remain afloat in the 
waves. While most good swimmers can tread water for an hour 
or two, it doesn’t take long for exhaustion to kick in. In order to 
survive at sea, we need the help of a flotation device.

Before the development of iron ships, most sea vessels were 
made of wood. In the event that a storm or an enemy blast 
destroyed the ship, there was plenty of wood debris floating in the 
water for sailors to use as a flotation device. However, when ships began 
being manufactured out of iron, the pieces of a broken up vessel would sink to the bottom of the sea, leaving 
those on board to struggle helplessly against the waves. Not wanting any crew member or passenger to go down 
with the ship, Captain Ward, an inspector for the Royal National Lifeboat Institution, invented the first life jacket 
in 1854. 

crew Of fleETwOod staTiOn wEArIng corK lIfEjAckETs And sou’wEsTers; circa 1890
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PeopLE whO HavE no chOIcE buT TO dRink 
cOnTAminAted wAtER ArE ExPOsEd TO mAny 

DisEAsEs iNcLudIng malariA, TypHOID, dyseNTEry, 
anD chOLErA. Every day, THEse WAter relATEd 

DisEAsEs takE thE livEs OF nEArly 5,000 cHildren.

Ward’s original design was a vest made from cork pieces that would keep the person afloat until help arrived. 
This invention no doubt saved many lives as iron ships began to sail the seas in higher numbers. Unfortunately, 
it was not until 1913 that life jackets became a required safety measure for all ships at the first International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS). The reason for the new mandate? The previous year, the 
RMS Titanic went down in the Atlantic Ocean. A shortage of life boats and life jackets cost the lives of 1,500 
passengers and crew members on that cold, April night in 1912. As we discussed in the Lesson 1, inventions are 
often born from tragedy.

In just over 100 years, the life jacket has seen many enhancements and now comes in various forms. Check out 
how it has improved over time:

THe LiFEstraW®
Once again, we will discover that the very thing we need to survive can also be the thing that threatens us 
the most. Water is essential for life. Without it, our bodies cannot survive. The effects of dehydration, or lack 
of water, happen quickly and can cause a person to feel weak and lose their ability to think clearly. Because 
dehydration has such a quick and powerful impact on our bodies, we can become desperate to drink when we 
feel the symptoms kick in, and sometimes in our desperation, we might drink water that isn’t pure or contains 
harmful bacteria. By doing so, we can end up incredibly sick, and this sickness can even lead to death. 

1800’s

1900’s

1930’s

1950’s

1970’s

2000’s

2020
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While this might not be a problem you personally face, children in  countries around the world are threatened 
with consequence of drinking contaminated water out of desperation every single day. Because of this crisis, 
many people, including those at LifeStraw®, are working tirelessly to end the clean water shortage around the 
world. 

The LifeStraw® is a simple device with a lifesaving impact. This hand-held water filter is used like a straw and as 
water is sucked through it, the water is purified, or made clean. This is made possible by the filter which acts as 
a very fine net to catch anything that isn’t supposed to be in the water. In fact, LifeStraw® boasts that its filter 
removes 99.999% of all bacteria, parasites, and dirt. This is incredible, lifesaving news for people who live in 
countries without access to clean water. Since 2011, LifeStraw® has worked to make clean water a reality in many 
countries, including Kenya, where it has supplied over four million people with a filtration system to ensure their 
access to safe, clean water. 

Over time, the company has continued to expand, and it now offers products to the public, such as water bottles 
and pitchers to help filter the water in your home. Because of the generosity of financial contributors who believe 
everyone deserves to drink clean water today, every single filter they provide has been donated. This just goes to 
show that when people come alongside those with world-changing ideas, anything is possible! 

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 11

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science Students will do 
an experiment on the safety of 

drinking water.

PAgE 3 rEADing + cOmPReheNsiOn Students will read a story 
about Ada Blackjack and discuss it.

PAgE 4 sOcIaL sTUDiEs + lA Students will learn about truth in 
God’s word, being fickle, and judgement.

PAgE 5 ArT Students will explore the beauty of fire and 
create their own artistic expression of flames.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions fOr
suRvivAl

PAgE
4

Truth matching from God’s Word
Julie’s friends . . . Psalm 134:4
Tom is playing . . .Ephesians 1:4
Jeremy’s family moved . . . Deuteronomy 31:8

Notebooking
Inventions: Lifestraw®: Handheld water filter, 
purifying water as it is sucked up through a straw
life jacket: floatation device, keeping people above 
water until they can be rescued
safety match: piece of wood with a tip soaked 
in flammable substance, causing a spark when 
encountering friction on the strip provided
strike anywhere match: piece of wood with a tip soaked 
in a flammable substance but able to cause a spark 
when struck against any surface

Notebooking
Fire: circle/check: candles, campfire, grill.
cross-out /X out: building fire, forest fire, playing with 
matches
Inventions: LifeStraw® is a handheld water filter; life 
jacket is a flotation device; match is a piece of wood 
with a tip soaked in a flammable substance
Survival: fire and water

PAgE
4

Fickle
What does it mean to be fickle? to change your mind 
or be “wishy-washy,” easily influenced

Middle + High School
PAgE

1
Notebooking
Match: Early match prototype—Promethean match— 
was patented in London in 1828 by Samuel Jones. 
Contained a glass bead full of acid and coated with 
igniting fluid. The glass bead was wrapped in paper, 
and when the glass was broken (often by teeth), the 
wrapped paper would ignite in flame.
Friction Light developed by English chemist John Walker 
in 1827; prototype contained a tip soaked in potassium 
chloride which ignited when scraped upon sandpaper; 
friction is responsible for sparking the fiery reaction; 
far safer and highly effective but never patented; over 
time, other scientists and inventors built upon the 
concept
Life Jacket: First invented by Captain Ward, inspector 
for the Royal National Lifeboat Institution, in 1854. 
Original design was a vest made from cork pieces that 
would keep the person afloat until help arrived.
Didn’t become required safety measure until 1913, 
following sinking of the Titanic

Bible verse Truth 
circle Deuteronomy 31:8, Psalm 139:14, Matthew 5:11



Middle + High School

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 11
invEnTions fOr
suRvivAl

PAgE
1

PAgE
2

PAgE
3

PAgE
4

Notebooking Cont.
LifeStraw®: invented for developing countries with a 
lack of clean water; hand-held water filter is used like a 
straw; water is purified by the filter which acts as a very 
fine net to catch anything that isn’t supposed to be in 
the water; boasts that its filter removes 99.999% of all 
bacteria, parasites, and dirt

Safe Water
How is LifeStraw’s® microfilter constructed? It is 
a membrane made of long thin fibers that contain tiny 
pores. The dirt, bacteria, and parasites are too large  
to pass through the pores and get trapped in the fibers 
while the clean water passes through.
How does the straw work? Water enters one side of 
the straw, passes through the membrane which filters 
out the bad stuff, and enters the clean side of the straw 
for consumption.
What is charcoal’s role in filtration? Charcoal is a 
carbon; “activation’”(oxygenation) opens up millions of 
tiny pores between the carbon atoms and these pores 
trap and bind contamaments.

Safe Water
Answers will vary.
1. she probably felt scared, defensless, and lonely
2. find water and food, stay warm, build shelters, 
defend herself against wild animals
3. Yes, she probably got depressed and discouraged at 
times.
4. knowing her son was back home waiting for her
5. they teach us patience and perseverance

Fickle
1. Fickle: to change your mind or be “wishy-washy”
2. We should not judge by outward appearance.
3. Answers will vary.
4. I am wonderfully made.
5. Answers will vary.
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that protect
God, you are our protector. 
When we are weak, you give us 
strength. When we are sad, you 
comfort us. Thank you for the 
guidelines you’ve given us that 
protect our bodies and hearts. 

Lesson

12

The Bible tells us that God is our fortress and, as we grow to know Him better, 
we are able to better resist the dangers of sin found in the world around us. 
A fortress is a place of safety, protected from the outside world. Those 
inside the fortress are protected from any threat of harm because the 
strong walls of the fortress surround them. Most ancient civilizations 
built up walls around their cities in order to protect themselves from their 
enemies. This practice turned the whole city into a fortress, or place 
of safety and refuge. Throughout history, men and women have 
responded to tragic or dangerous situations by creating inventions 
that will prevent others from being hurt. Let’s explore an invention we often 
take for granted, and many of us don’t even realize is keeping us safe. 

THe Traffic LighT
Usually when someone is harmed or there is danger, people and inventors start 
brainstorming about how to make changes to protect each other. That’s exactly how the traffic light came about! 
Traffic control was needed long before cars and trucks buzzed along highways and through intersections. Even 
in the days of carriages and horse-powered transportation there were collisions; the most danger tended to exist 
around railroad intersections.

 

THe LOrd is my rocK ANd my fOrtrEss anD my DElIvErer,
    my gOd, my rOcK, in WhOm i tAKE rEfugE,

    my shielD, And thE Horn OF My sALvATion, my strOnghOlD. 
Psalm 18:2 
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Technically, the very earliest traffic signals were simply illuminated signs next to the tracks that intersected the 
busy street. Drivers would have to pay close attention to reading the stop or go text displayed. At night, it was a 
little easier to notice the red and green lights illuminating the dark street. Police officers typically manned these 
lights, monitored traffic, watched for trains, and changed the signs as necessary. When one of the officers was 
injured by an exploding gas light, however, the signals were torn down.

Trains, carriages, and people continued to criss-cross the busy streets of cities and towns. New traffic signals 
became more important than ever when about 40 years later, cars became popular and traffic greatly 
increased. Engineers and city officials knew they had to solve the problem of traffic control once and for all! Now, 
once again, we run into the issue of who invented what first. All at about the same time, several inventors created 
electric traffic lights, but only one was patented first. A man named James Hoge rose above the rest when he 
invented a traffic control system that worked! Here’s what it did:

Thanks to this invention, we can drive a little 
more safely . . . provided we obey the rules of 
the road!

THe LiGhTinG ROd
Knowing what you do about lighting 
and its dangers, what would you think if 
you saw a man chasing after lightning  
holding a kite in his hand? Well, if you 
lived in Philadelphia in the 18th century, 
you may very well have looked out your 
window during a storm and seen a man named 
Benjamin Franklin doing this very thing! Franklin was a scientist 
and inventor who was intrigued by electricity and 
fascinated by storms. He loved to study them and was 
determined to prove that the lightning bolts in the sky 
were actually electricity. He was also determined to find a way to protect people from the dangerous impact of 
lightning bolts.  

With THIs Traffic signAl . . .

• There was one post on each corner of the intersection;
• An extended arm displayed the words stop and move;
• These words were hooked up electrically;
• The signals were programmed ahead of time to keep traffic 

flowing; and
• Fire departments and police could adjust the lights if 

they had to speed through an intersection for an 
emergency. 
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He began wondering if lightning might actually be a form of electricity. He wasn’t alone—there were other 
scientists who had the same theory, or idea that hadn’t been proven. However, Franklin was anxious to prove it! 
Through his work with electricity, he knew that it was drawn toward metals such as iron. In 1752, he decided to 
attach an iron key to a kite and fly it up into the clouds of a storm. While this was a very dangerous experiment 
that we would not want to repeat, Franklin survived. Contrary to popular belief, his kite was actually not struck by 
lightning, but it did conduct a charge that shocked him when he touched the key, proving his theory.

Now that Franklin knew what lightning  was, he was determined to develop a way to protect people and 
buildings from its strike. You see, before lightning rods, the danger of your home or building being struck during 
a storm was very real; many buildings burned to the ground and lives were lost in the blaze caused by lightning. 
Franklin knew that it was his responsibility to use his knowledge to help protect people, so he began to brainstorm 
and experiment with ideas. 

Eventually, he developed an iron rod that could be placed on top of a building; the idea 
being that the lightning would be drawn to the rod, and its electrical charge would then be 

transferred down to the ground, saving the building itself from the strike. Guess what? It 
worked! 

LiGhTniNg is dRAWN TOWArD 
anD strikes The mETAl ROd. 

THe ElecTRicITy trAvEls 
DOWn thE WIrE to The 

GrOund.

elEctricTy is safEly 
DispersEd In THe grOUND, 

sAvinG The builDing anD tHe 
PEOple insIdE frOM HArM.

Today, lightning rods are found on top of structures all over the world! Take a few minutes to search for 
images or videos of lightning rods. Describe in your own words how the lightning rod is protecting the 

building and the people inside. What do you think would happen if there wasn’t a lightning rod on top of 
the building?

activity break
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Because Ben didn’t attend school, if there was something he wanted to learn, 
he had to find and read a book about the topic. Books are an incredible 
tool! Through the study of books, we can learn just about anything! What is 
something you have always wanted to know? Talk about this as a family and 
plan a trip to the library or find some books online on a topic of your choice. 
Then, share your knowledge with each other. 

bEnjAmin frAnklIn
Not only a great inventor, Benjamin Franklin was 
perhaps one of the most prominent figures in 
American history. As one of the Founding Fathers 
of the United States, he helped establish the 
US government, setting policies and becoming 
a trusted voice of reason in both politics and 
science. He was an intelligent and talented man, 
and because of the scope of his influence, it 
would be easy to assume that he must have come 

from great wealth or that he was given the best 
education. However, the opposite was actually true. 

On January 17, 1706, Benjamin Franklin entered the world and was welcomed into a very large family. Just how 
large? Well, Franklin was one of 17 children. Yes, you read that correctly—17 children! Imagine what life must 
have been like for him, being surrounded by so many brothers and sisters. While he would have always had 
a playmate, his home was likely filled with a lot of noise! While school would have offered an escape from the 
hustle and bustle inside his home, Franklin’s education was cut short when he had to leave the classroom to work 
alongside his father. While this might seem strange to you, in the 18th century it was quite common for children 
to forgo an education in order to help the family make money. With 17 mouths to feed, the Franklin family 
probably needed all the help they could get! 

As an adult, Franklin worked several odd jobs as both a writer and printer. In 1728, he went into business for 
himself, opening his own printing shop in Philadelphia. The success of his shop led to his next venture as the 
owner and publisher of the Pennsylvania Gazette, a small colonial newspaper. This new role seemed to launch 
Franklin into the spotlight as a trusted source of information, and it didn’t take long for his positive reputation to 
spread through some very important circles. By the 1750s, Franklin found himself in a position of great influence 
within the prestigious political arena of the early American Colonies.  

Over the next few decades, Franklin made many voyages across the Atlantic Ocean to represent the colonists 
in London, England. You see, at that time, the American Colonies were still under British rule, so American 
representatives would visit London to negotiate policies or to voice the concerns of the people living there. 
Franklin was one of these representatives, and his influence led to a great deal of change in how the colonies 
were run. In fact, he played a key role in America earning its independence from Britain as he acquired alliances, 
helped write the Declaration of Independence, navigated the Revolutionary War, and eventually helped 
negotiate peace. That is quite a list of accomplishments for one man in a very short period of time. It’s no wonder 
his face now appears on the US $100 bill!
 

bEnjAmin frAnklIn pOrTRAit
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There are so many other inventions that help protect us. For example, the seatbelt, 
the fire extinguisher, and the air bag, just to name a few. Before you dive into your 
notebooks, brainstorm one or two other protective inventions and research them 

together as a family. Find out who invented them and why. Then see if you can 
articulate, or put into your own words, how they protect people. Want a fun one to 

explore? See if you can discover the story of Leonardo da Vinci and 
the first fire sprinkler system! 

extension activity

While Benjamin Franklin was a crucial part of early American 
history, the reason he’s featured in this unit is because of his contributions through his work as a scientist and 
inventor. Always growing, learning, and exploring, Franklin used his knowledge and skills to develop countless 
inventions and make profound scientific discoveries. Perhaps the most inspiring thing to note about his work 
as an inventor was that he never patented any of his ideas, which meant he couldn’t make money off of them. 
Instead, he shared his ideas freely, knowing that his knowledge could improve the lives of the people around him. 
If you’re not impressed already, Franklin also started the first lending library in America, founded the University 
of Pennsylvania, fought against slavery, and established the first fire department. All of these accomplishments 
speak to his desire to use his gifts and talents to make a positive impact on the world.

Sometimes US currency 
is referred to as 

Benjamins.

fun fact

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You will 

also find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 12

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science Students will do an 
experiment to learn about static 

electricity.

PAgE 3 histOry  Students will learn more about the history 
of Benjamin Franklin.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will play a game to learn the 
importance of taking every thought captive.

PAgE 5 rEvIEw Each week we close with review. Our third 
week review uses narration questions to discuss what we 
learned this week.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt 
PrOTect

PAgE
2

Notebooking
Benjamin Franklin: See Early Elementary answers.
Traffic Light: James Hoge invented a traffic control 
system that worked; there was one post on each corner 
of the intersection; an extended arm displayed the 
words “stop” and “move” ; these words were hooked 
up electrically ; the signals were programmed ahead 
of time to keep traffic flowing; fire departments and 
police could adjust the lights if they had to go speeding 
through an intersection for an emergency

Notebooking
Benjamin Franklin
Life: Founding Father 
of USA, successful 
in science, writing, 
politics, and invention
Childhood: one of 
17 children; never 
finished formal education but loved to read
Early adulthood: publisher of newspaper Pennsylvania 
Gazette; represented colonists in London, England; 
helped America win independence from England, 
helped write Declaration of Independence, helped 
negotiate peace for Revolutionary War
Other accomplishments: started first lending library in 
America; founded University of Pennsylvania; fought 
against slavery; established first fire department

PAgE
4

science

messages

PAgE
5

review
1. People used to beat or shake out their carpets.
2. Play-Doh was originally a wallpaper cleaner.
3. Answers will vary but could include: matches allow 
you to easily create fire; they use friction; there are two 
types of matches: safety matches and strike anywhere 
matches.
4. Benjamin Franklin
5. Answers will vary.
6. lack of water
7. “stop” and “move”

pre-reader–upper elementary
Inventions: bifocals, Franklin stove, odometer for horse 
and cart; never patented any inventions; shared his 
ideas freely with others to better the lives of fellow man.



PAgE
5

review
1. The first true vacuum was invented in 1901 by 

English engineer Hubert Cecil Booth.
2. Wallpaper cleaner, Kay Zufall, Joseph McVicker’s 

sister-in-law
3. Safety matches, which require you to strike them on 

a specially designed surface which is coated with 
the ignition chemicals and strike anywhere matches 
that already have the required chemicals built in 
and are lit using friction.

4. Answers will vary: inventor, scientist, author, 
Founding Father

5. Answers will vary.
6. Answers will vary: see the Teacher’s Guide, Lesson 

9
7. aluminum 
8. Because it contained ammonia, a cleansing agent 

found in many household cleaners today 
9. There was one post on each corner of the 

intersection, an extended arm displayed the 
words “stop” and “move,” which were hooked up 
electrically, the signals were programmed ahead 
of time to keep traffic flowing. These could be 
adjusted by the  Fire departments and police in an 
emergency.

10. The previous year the “unsinkable” Titanic went 
down in the Atlantic Ocean.

11. Lightning is drawn toward it and strikes the metal 
rod, the electricity travels down the wire to the 
ground. It is then safely dispersed in the ground, 
through the ground rod, saving the building and 
the people inside, from harm.

Middle + High School

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 12
invEnTions thAT 
PrOTect

PAgE
4

messages

PAgE
1

Notebooking
Benjamin Franklin: See Early Elementary answers.
James Hoge: See Upper Elementary answers.

PAgE
2

science

PAgE
4

messages
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that GO
Lord, help us to remember that 
you have a plan and a purpose 
for our lives. As we follow the 
path you prepare for us, give 
us opportunities to go into our 
community and share your love 
with others. 

Lesson

13

Since the beginning of time, people have traveled by land, but how we get from point A to point B has changed 
dramatically over the years. The modern convenience of cars, trains, buses, and even bikes were not available 
to our distant ancestors, so they had to rely on other means of transportation. For thousands of years, land 
transportation was powered by either an animal or a person. In fact, transportation like this still exists in many 
countries around the world! 

While this people-powered mode of transportation went 
by many names (letica in ancient Rome, jaio in 
ancient China, sedan chair in 
England, and gama in 
Korea), the overall class 
of vehicle is known as a 
litter. This type of vehicle 
allowed nobles to be carried 
across the land by servants 
or soldiers who bore the 
weight of the litter upon their 
shoulders. Smaller litters 
were often constructed 
in the form of chairs or 
beds and carried by 
two men, while larger 
litters, like those of the 
Chinese emperors, were 
enclosed and designed 
like a small room upon 
a platform. These larger 
litters required a dozen 
or more men to uphold the 
weight. 
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While these forms of transportation served their purposes, they were often unreliable, as both humans and 
animals tired easily. In addition, aside from a horse galloping at full speed, none of these methods were very fast 
and were likely very bumpy, as well. Just imagine being a Chinese emperor, sitting upon your jaio, being carried 
for miles by a dozen men. It would likely take hours—or even days—to reach your destination. Even worse, imagine 
being the one doing the carrying! 

As mankind has always done, we used our God-given ingenuity and determination to begin imagining forms of 
ground transportation that could move independently, without the use of animals or people. This far-off dream 
finally became a reality in the late-17th century when one inventor discovered that steam, or simple water vapor, 
could power a vehicle. 

THe stEAm LOcOMOtivE
To understand the story of the locomotive, we must first go back over 100 years before its invention. The year was 
1679, the place was London, England, and the inventor was Denis Papin. What did he create? The first pressure 
cooker! A pressure cooker is a device that heats and cooks food by sealing in steam, causing both the pressure 
and the temperature to rise. This form of cooking is still quite popular today, but at the time, Papin discovered 
something completely unrelated to cooking. As he observed his invention, he noticed that the lid would rise as 
the pressure built up inside the pot. Realizing that the steam was causing this to happen, he imagined that steam 
might be useful in causing the piston in an engine to move, creating a steam-powered vehicle. While he never 
fully developed his idea, his concept inspired other scientists and inventors who carried on his work.   

 WHen nOt BEiNg cArriEd AROUNd by EacH OTher, pEOPlE AlsO useD 
animAls TO pOwer TheIr TranspOrTaTion. HOrses, dOnkeys, OxEn, And 
evEn GOaTs OR largE DOgs wERE POPular cHoicEs bEcAusE OF Their 

sTREnGTH ANd EnDuRAncE. 

hORse carrIAgE
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Fast forward to the early-19th century, and the work that Papin and other great scientists had done over the 
years finally came to fruition when Richard Trevithick applied the concept of the steam engine to the first steam- 
powered locomotive. In 1802, Trevithick patented his high-pressure engine and shortly thereafter, the very first 
steam-powered locomotive took a test-drive down the track. In its first trial run, the train carried a heavy load 
for 9 miles (14.48 km)  in just over four hours. While today’s trains could cover 9 miles (14.48 km) in under 10 
minutes, his four-hour time would have been quite the feat in those days! Little did Trevithick know, but his steam 
locomotive would forever change the way that people traveled. As the world entered a period of history known 
as the Industrial Revolution, the steam locomotive helped transport machinery, tools, products, and even people, 
allowing ideas and technology to advance quickly. Trains have changed dramatically over the years and have 
come a long way from Trevithick’s first engine. It’s not uncommon for today’s bullet train (one that is very fast) to 
cruise along smoothly at speeds in excess of 150 miles per hour (240 km/h)! However, we wouldn’t be where we 
are today without the shared ideas and improvements of many different people throughout the years.  

THe Bicycle
Like many other great inventions, we owe our modern bike to the work and 
ideas of several great inventors throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. The 
first instance of a bike-like creation was an invention of Karl von Drais in 1817. 
While it resembled a bike in its form, it was missing several parts that we would 
say are crucial. His invention, known as the hobby horse, was missing key elements 
such as pedals, a chain, and brakes. You might find yourself wondering how 
it operated without those parts! Well, the hobby horse, a bulky, 50 pound 
(22.68 kg) wooden contraption was propelled by the rider’s feet! Yes, 
that’s correct, much like a toddler’s training bike today, the rider would sit 
upon the seat and push himself down the road. 

Over the next few decades, several French inventors improved 
upon Drais’s design and added pedals which were attached 
to the front wheel. However, these first models offered a very 
bumpy ride and were also quite unstable, meaning they 
were prone to tipping over easily. Because of this, they were 
commonly referred to as boneshakers. Seeing a need for 
improvement, inventors such as Eugène Meyer and James 
Starley introduced updated models that sported an oversized 
front wheel. Known as penny farthings, these first bicycles were 
the must have item in the 1870s and 1880s, and they even led 
to the development of the first competitive bike races. 

 BUllET trains DO NOT run On sTEAm. in fact, many Of thEM Use 
mAgnets TO pROPel THe TrAIn dOwn THe TrAck At higH sPEeDs. 

buLlet TrAiN
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THE mOdeL T wAs a bEAuTIfUlLy DEsIgneD cAR 
tHaT sEAtED TWO AnD trAvEleD At speeDs uP 

TO 40 miles peR hOur (64.37 km/h).

PeNny farThiNg rAces 
sTill Take pLAce 
acROss EUrOPE.

Over the next 100 years, bikes continued to improve 
in design and safety. Today you can find bikes 
designed for toddlers, children, and adults. In 
addition, new designs make it possible for people 
with special needs to enjoy biking by allowing them 
to bike in different positions and even pedal with 
their hands. 

THe aUtOMObilE
While the train was developing quickly and moving heavy 
loads across wide stretches of land, and the bicycle was 
offering folks a way to enjoy a recreational activity, people 
still wanted a more convenient way to travel locally. The 
steam engine proved to be a reliable way to power a 
train, but for a smaller vehicle, another type of engine was 
required. The engine required was called an internal 
combustion engine, and it powered a vehicle by causing 
tiny explosions to occur within the engine itself. 

The first vehicles to use an internal 
combustion engine looked very 
different from the cars we drive 
today. While the ideas were 
there, it took scientists and 
inventors nearly 100 years to 
establish a safe and reliable 
design. German and French 
inventors worked tirelessly and 
perfected several models in the 
late-19th century, but the automobile 
really took off in the United States in 1908 when 
US inventor Henry Ford began producing a car 
known as the Model T. 

While some believe the German and French 
designs were superior to Ford’s, what set his 
car apart was that it was the first to be mass-
produced, making it available to anyone 
interested in sporting the latest trend. As it turns 
out, the car wouldn’t be a trend that would quickly 
fade. Like the train, this new convenience forever 
changed the way people traveled on land, making trips between cities much easier and faster than old methods 
of transportation, and like all good inventions, each year the automobile improved. It got faster, safer, more fuel 
efficient (meaning it required less fuel to travel longer distances), and it’s design changed a lot, as well.

FORd mODEl t
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Take a look at how cars have changed over time and 
compare and contrast the different models. If you were 

getting a new car, which one would you want? 

Think about it!

FORd mODEl t 1920s 1950s

1980s mODErN

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for 
each level. You will also 

find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 13

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science + lA Students will fill 
out a patent application for their 

invention project, appoint two or more people 
to their patent approval committee, and then present their 
invention to their patent approval committee.

PAgE 3 science + mEchaNics Younger students will learn 
about the mechanics of a bicycle. Middle and High 
School students will learn about the mechanics of a four-
stroke engine. 

PAgE 4 musIc + emOtiOn Students will learn about the messages in 
the music that they listen to by listening to music and writing down 
the emotions it provokes or the messages from the song. 

PAgE 5 histOry Students will learn about the Industrial Revolution. 
Younger students will present what they learned to their family; 
older students will fill out the graphic organizer.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT 
gO

Notebooking
Inspired by: inspired by steam pressure cooker 
invented by Denis Papin, England, 1679; noticed the 
steam would move the pot lid and could likely move a 
piston in the same way 
Richard Trevithick developed the idea of a steam engine 
into a steam locomotive in 1802; took a test drive 
moving 9 miles over 4 hours, carrying a heavy load
Early versions: Hobby Horse: early bicycle prototype 
without pedals, breaks, or a chain; wooden contraption 
weighing 50 pounds; propelled by rider’s feet
Other prototypes: known as boneshakers, very 
unstable, bumpy ride
Penny farthings: updated model with oversized front 
wheel, must-have bicycle in 19th century
Successful US invention: Ford’s Model T was a hit 
in the US. It could be mass-produced and offered to 
many people at a time. People were able to make trips 
between cities and around the city in quicker time and 
using less energy.

Notebooking (Early Reader)
ancient Rome: letica
ancient China: jaio
England: sedan chair
Korea: gama
Notebooking (Early elementary)

PAgE
3

How it works
1. gears 2. chain, wheel

PAgE
3

How it works



Middle + High School
Notebooking
Early Transportation: Litter—seat, bed, or small room carried by people, vehicles pulled by animals, problems: people 
and animals tire; neither method moved very fast or far 
Steam Engine: 
Originated: steam pressure cooker invented by Denis Papin, England, 1679; noticed the steam would move the pot lid and 
could likely move a piston in the same way.  Richard Trevithick developed the idea of a steam engine into a steam locomotive 
in 1802; took a test drive moving 9 miles over 4 hours, carrying a heavy load
Bicycle History: Hobby Horse: early bicycle prototype without pedals, breaks, or a chain; wooden contraption weighing 
50 pounds; propelled by rider’s feet. Other prototypes: known as boneshakers, very unstable, bumpy ride. Penny farthings: 
updated model with oversized front wheel, must-have bicycle in 19th century

Industrial revolution
Definition: A time when the production of steam powered machines that burned coal caused manufacturing to change 
from small shops to big factories and allowed goods to be transported farther and faster.  
Date: from about 1760–1840
Economy: Economies grew rapidly as manufacturers could transport and sell their products farther and faster than before.
Jobs: Many new jobs became available in the cities  because people were needed to work in the factories. 
Cities: Cities sprang up as large factories received many people to work in them.
Manufacturing: Goods went from being made in small shops by hand to being made in factories by steam powered 
machines.

PAgE
1

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 13
invEnTions thAT 
gO

PAgE
4
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that communicate ii
Father, thank you for hearing 
our prayers! Being able to 
communicate with you is such 
a gift. Help us learn to listen 
for your response—your gentle 
whisper, the nudging of your 
Spirit. We want to be in tune 
with you in all that we do!

Lesson

14

Being able to pick up a phone and call someone is a fairly modern convenience. Long before 
the telephone, people used other means of communication to send messages to loved ones 
whether they lived in the next town or on a different continent. Throughout this unit, 
you’ve learned about several of these: the postal service of the Persians, the carrier 
pigeons of the Romans, and Samuel Morse’s telegraph. While all of these methods 
of communication were effective in their own right, the invention of the telephone 
was groundbreaking! 

Like so many inventions, the development of the telephone was more evolution 
than revelation. This means that the concept developed slowly over time, with 
many people contributing, rather than being one person’s spontaneous idea. In 
fact, the telephone’s initial inspiration was the telegraph. While the telegraph 
revolutionized the way people communicated across long distances, there 
were a couple problems. First, the message had to be sent in code and 
translated. Second, it could only send one message down a wire at a time. 
With the popularity of the telegraph spreading throughout the world 
during the 19th century, scientists and inventors were in a bit of a race to 
improve upon its design and create something even better. Rather than 
transmitting beeps and codes, they wanted to transmit human voices! 

THe TelEPhONE
Have you ever watched a race where two of the racers were neck and neck as they crossed the finish line? This 
happens in foot races, horse races, and even car races. Sometimes, a race can be so close, it’s difficult to tell who 
actually won. If the race is recorded, you can always go back and watch a replay, or if there was a photographer 
snapping pictures, perhaps you can make out who crossed over the line first. 

Well, the race to create the first telephone was definitely neck and neck! At the forefront of the race were two 
men: Elisha Gray, an American engineer and Alexander Graham Bell, a Scottish-born inventor. Both men worked 
diligently to get their concepts finalized and turn in their paperwork to the patent office. You see, they both knew 
that the other was working on an invention that would change the world, and both men desired the credit and 
the profit. 
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On February 14, 1876, Bell submitted his 
application to the patent office in Washington, 
D.C. Just hours later, Gray submitted his patent 
application for the exact same invention. Talk 
about a close race! Several legal battles were 
fought over who deserved the credit for the first 
vocal transmission device. In the end, Alexander 
Graham Bell won the prize, receiving credit 
throughout history as the man who invented the 
telephone. 

aleXander graham BelL
Alexander Graham Bell was born in 
Edinburgh, Scotland on March 3, 1847. 
Originally named Alexander Bell, he 
insisted on being given a middle name 
like his two brothers, Melville James Bell 
and Edward Charles Bell. His persistence 
paid off, and at 10-years old, his parents 
gave him the middle name Graham. 
Sadly, both of Alexander’s brothers died of 
tuberculosis, leaving him an only child. 

 
Bell’s hometown of Edinburgh was full of culture and modern advancements 
which exposed him to many concepts within the world of art and science while he 
was still a young boy. This surely influenced Bell’s way of thinking and desire to create. Another influence was his 
family. His mother, who became an accomplished pianist despite being deaf, inspired Bell to tackle challenges 
with fierce determination. In addition, she homeschooled Bell throughout his younger years, instilling a sense of 
curiosity in her son which would later aid him in his inventions. Bell’s father and grandfather also contributed to 
his interests and success. Both men were experts in elocution, or the study of clear, precise speaking, and this early 
foundation in language would be one of his greatest motivations during the race to invent the telephone.  

In addition to the tenacity and determination gleaned from his upbringing, 
Bell showed a natural ability to identify a problem and develop a solution. 

While playing with a friend one day, Bell took note of the tediously slow 
process the mill workers went through to husk, or remove, the dry outer 

skin from their grain. As he watched them labor, he knew there had to 
be a quicker, more efficient way, and he wasted no time developing 
something to aid them in their task. Imagine the mill workers’ surprise 

when a 12-year old boy presented them with a tool to easily husk the 
grain! Yes, even as a child, when Bell saw a problem he quickly figured 

out a solution!

alEXANdEr GrahAm BEll’s TElepHOne

alEXANdEr GrahAm BEll
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While Bell’s parents wanted him to carry on the family business of working with the deaf and hard of hearing, 
he had other plans! In an attempt to forge his own way, Bell went to live with his elderly grandfather who had 
taken ill. However, his plan backfired when his grandfather encouraged—and eventually convinced—Bell to 
return to the family trade at 16. Working with the deaf and assisting his father, Bell learned a great deal and 
became passionate about his trade. So much so that when his father announced they would be moving to North 
America, Bell admittedly resisted as he had established himself and was doing work which he loved, studying the 
human voice and assisting the deaf. However, his father’s mind was made up, and in 1870 the family relocated to 
Ontario, Canada. 

It was in Ontario where Bell met and married 
his wife, Mable Hubbard. Mable had been 
deaf since early childhood and became 
a student of Bell’s, leading the two to fall 
in love. Bell’s interest in the human voice, 
developed through his work with his father, 
and his passion for assisting those with 
hearing loss, were both key factors in the 
invention of the first telephone. In fact, many 
say that, while Elisha Gray had the expertise, 
Bell had the passion. It may very well have 
been this passion that helped him win the 
telephone race!

The first telephones were much different than what you are accustomed to 
today. There were no buttons or dials, and they could only communicate with 
the phone on the opposite end of their specific line. However, with technology 
rapidly improving, it didn’t take long for scientists and inventors to figure out 
a way for a phone to connect to anyone. The solution to this problem was 
known as a switch board which was run by an operator. When you 
picked up your phone, an operator would answer. You would then tell 
them who you wanted to be connected to. The operator would then 
manually connect the wire from your phone line to that of the person 
you were trying to call. 

While the switchboard solved the problem of being able to 
call multiple people, the operator run switchboard was soon 
replaced by an automatic connection service. Along with 
this new automatic service, the design of phones needed 
to change. This was because, rather than an operator 
connecting you, you had to program in the number you 
wanted to call yourself. These new phones had a 
rotary dial and the user would manually turn 
the dial for each number. The problem? If 
you made a mistake, you had to hang up 
and start all over again! 

You
ShouldKnow

Alexander Graham Bell 
held 18 US patents for 

inventions, including the 
metal detector and the 
audiometer, a device 

used to detect hearing 
problems.

cAndlesTick TElepHOne
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BUlky, hEAvy, And NOT very reliAblE, THE 
FiRst cEll pHOnes werE very diFfEreNT frOm 

thOse wE UsE TOday. 

There’s a very good chance that you have never seen or dialed 
a rotary phone, but your parents likely have. Take a few 
minutes to have them share what it was like and describe 

some of the differences between these phones and the phones 
you have today.

Over the next 100 years, phones continued to advance. Rotary dials became push buttons, wired phones 
became wireless, and eventually, the cell phone was developed. No longer connected to an outlet in a house, the 
cell phone was completely portable, and this convenience changed communication in ways Bell probably never 
dreamed possible. 

THe cell PHONE
There are many differences between a landline 

telephone (one that is connected to an outlet in your 
home) and a cell phone, but perhaps the most obvious 

difference is that the cell phone is completely wireless. The 
only time a cell phone has to be connected to the wall is 
when the battery is charging, and even that technology is 

advancing every day. Because cell phones don’t have to be 
plugged in to operate, they’re portable, meaning that they can 

go anywhere with their users. 

This advancement has been a huge help with personal safety. 
Think about it—just a few decades ago, if your car broke down 

in the middle of nowhere, you would have to wait for someone else 
to pass by and help you or get out and walk to the nearest home or 

store to call for help. With the cell phone, help is at your fingertips. In 
addition, cell phones contain GPS trackers which make navigation and 

tracking easier. 

While the concept of the cell phone had been around for 
decades, the very first cell phone to be mass-produced was 
developed by Dr. Martin Cooper, an engineer who worked 
for a company called Motorola in the 1970s. Together with 
his team, Cooper made the first cellular phone call on April 3, 
1973. A decade later, the first cell phone was made available 
to the public; it weighed 2.5 pounds (1.13 kg), sported a battery 
life of about 20 minutes, and cost roughly $10,000 by today’s 
standards. While you might wonder who would want to buy such 
an expensive phone, you should keep in mind that technology 
was rapidly improving. Very quickly cell phones became smaller, 
had longer battery life, and cost much less. 
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By 1994, cEll pHOnes hAD advancEd inTO 

smartPhOnes, giviNg peopLE accEss tO, nOT 

onLy PhOne calls, buT thE iNTErneT, APps, 

tExT mEssAges, videO, And mOrE. TOday, THE 

PhOne functiOn of A cELl PhOne is merEly 

onE OF HunDrEds Of OPERAtIOns IT cAN 

PERfOrM, And evEry yEAr, THE tEchnolOgy 

bEcOmes incrEAsIngly mOre ADvAnceD. 

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for 
each level. You will also 

find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 14

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 GrAmMAr Each student has a 
grammar page. Today there is a bit 

of teaching, and then they will practice what 
they’ve learned.

PAgE 3 science + biblE Students will do an experiment to 
learn about sound waves.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about messages and 
our emotions.

PAgE 5 sOcIaL sTUDiEs  Students will think about or research 
the pros and cons of phones.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt 
cOMmUNicAte

PAgE
2

Pronouns
Day 1:

Notebooking
Invention race: Alexander Graham Bell
Timeline:

Alexander Graham Bell: 
Childhood: Born in Edinburgh, Scotland, on March 3, 
1847; knack for solving problems
Early influences: cultural world of Edinburgh; 
determination and ability to tackle a challenge inspired 
by deaf mother becoming accomplished pianist; 
homeschooled and developed sense of curiosity; 
As an adult: tried to resist joining family business, but 
returned to the family trade at 16; worked with the deaf 
and assisted his father; interest in human voice and 
passion for assisting those with hearing loss were both 
key factors in the invention of the first telephone
Other inventions: 18 US patents for inventions; metal 
detector; audiometer, a device used to detect hearing 
problems

Day 2: 

Day 3: 
mine, yours, his, hers, theirs, ours, its

PAgE
3

science
The crystals move or jump.

PAgE
4

messages
Early Reader   Early Elementary

Notebooking
Invention race: Elisha Gray, Alexander Graham Bell,
Alexander Graham Bell submitted first on February 14, 
1876 in Washington D.C., Elisha Gray submitted only 
hours after
Early phone: Earliest versions connected to only one 
phone or a switchboard and operator. Eventually 
developed to connect from phone to phone, without 
operator, by dialing direct. Changes over time included 
rotary dial to button dial, corded to cordless.
Similar: make phone calls; developed and improved 
over time and through the work of many brilliant minds
Cell phone: Completely wireless; only attaches 
somewhere to charge; making phone calls is only one 
of its abilities; includes GPS, camera, games, video, 
texting, apps, and more.



Alexander Graham Bell: See Early Elementary answers.

Middle + High School

middle school grammar: plural possessionPAgE
2

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 14
invEnTions thAT 
cOMmUNicAte

high school grammar: Apostrophes to Show PossessionPAgE
2

PAgE
4

messages

Notebooking
See Upper Elementary for answers.

PAgE
1

sciencePAgE
3

science
The cochlea is like the diaphragm of the phone and 
picks up the vibration and transmits it into an electrical 
signal. 

PAgE
4
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that explode
 Heavenly Father, we pray that 
you would fill our home with 
peace. Help us to speak words of 
love and encouragement to each 
other. When we are tempted to 
explode with anger or frustration, 
remind us of the endless love you 
offer us and help us to extend 
that same love to others.

Lesson

15

Typically when we think of explosions, negative images come to mind. Perhaps you think of war, terrorism, or 
even a tragic accident. While many explosive inventions are used to destroy, did you know that there is good that 
comes from them, as well? Like many things in life, explosives can be used for good or evil. Today we will explore 
inventions that explode and spend time examining them through the lens of both their helpfulness and the 
dangers they present. 

gUnPOwdeR
Gunpowder is a mixture of charcoal, sulfur, and saltpeter that burns 
very quickly. As it burns, it creates gases and those gases create 
pressure. Once there is more pressure than the item the gunpowder 
is stored in can contain, it explodes. Invented by the Chinese, the first 
record of gunpowder dates back to the 9th century. Did you know that 
its invention was actually a complete accident?

The quest for immortality, to live forever, has been a driving force 
of humanity since the dawn of time. The God-given desire to live 
forever is etched on our hearts because we were designed by an 
eternal God with eternity in mind. When we read the Bible, we 
learn that Jesus is the only one who can offer us eternal life, but 
that truth has not stopped people from trying to achieve it on 
their own. In their quest for immortality, ancient Chinese alchemists 
concocted many solutions which they hoped would grant them eternal life. However, during one of their 
experiments, they were taken by surprise when they discovered that the potion they had mixed burned easily and 
exploded. This highly flammable and dangerous mixture became known as huo yao, or “flaming medicine.” 

Of course, it didn’t take long for the Chinese to realize that, rather than granting immortality, this new black 
powder could actually be used as a weapon. They quickly set out to develop tools for warfare, harnessing the 
power of their new discovery. Over the centuries, gunpowder was used by people groups around the world in 
rockets, bombs, flamethrowers, land mines, cannons, guns, and even our next invention, fireworks!

eX  PlO  sive
something that violently breaks apart; volatile, combustible, erruptive
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HOw gunPOWder WAs usEd
Gunpowder was poured directly into 
early guns; this allowed the gun to shoot 
its bullets. This meant carrying around 
gunpowder, which was unstable. 

HOw gunPOWder WAs TRAnspOrteD
Gunpowder was transported in barrels in the 
back of wagons and eventually trains. There 
have been many accidental explosions over the 
years. A single spark or flame could cause a 
huge explosion.

gUNpOwder precautiONs
To stay safe, people began storing 
gunpowder in separate areas. They would 
keep fire away from it, and they didn’t wear 
any metal on their clothing so that nothing 
would cause a spark. Even with these 
precautions, accidents still happened and 
the results were catastrophic.  

is gunPowDEr sTill useD TOday?
Over time, as with all the inventions we 
have learned about, gunpowder was 
improved upon. It is still used today, but 
it is built into the bullet and much safer to 
store. We no longer use the same mixture 
of black powder, but instead a smokeless 
version called nitrocellulose.

firEWOrks
While there is some dispute over the origin 
of fireworks, most historians believe that this 
entertaining explosive originated in China around 
the same time the Chinese were developing 
gunpowder. However, here’s an interesting bit 
of history—long before Chinese alchemists 
discovered gunpowder, the Chinese people 
already had a form of natural fireworks. You see, 
they discovered that when bamboo was heated, it 
would explode and cause a startling sound! This 
explosion occurs because bamboo is filled with 
hollow air pockets that release great pressure 
(and a loud bang) when heated. 

You
ShouldKnow

There are some 
historians who 

believe fireworks were 
actually developed 

in the Middle East or 
India. Be a detective 

and investigate these claims. Can you 
find evidence to support their theory?
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 if you’vE Ever seen An AErial firEWOrks 
Display, THEn yOu knOw hOW mesMErIzing 

thEy cAn bE! have yOu evEr wOnderED WhAt 
Is lAuncheD into The sKy tO mAkE sUch 

bEautIful eXPlOsiOns? DO sOme rEsearch to 
DiscOvER How firEWOrks wOrK!

While the Chinese discovered the first natural 
fireworks as early as 200 BC, they also invented the 
first man-made version when they began stuffing 
flammable black powder into bamboo shoots. These 
explosive sticks were then thrown into fire and created 
a loud blast. Originally, these early fireworks were 
used to scare away evil spirits, but the Chinese soon 
discovered that they had other uses, as well. 

Soon, bamboo stalks were replaced by paper tubes, 
and the fiery sticks were turned into bombs or 
attached to arrows. This gave the Chinese a huge advantage 
during battle, and they eventually learned how to fire explosives 
into the air and guide them toward their enemies. While these 
advancements were significant in terms of warfare, the technology 
also led to one of the most beloved forms of celebratory 
entertainment—the fireworks display! Chinese fireworks masters 
were able to put on the first aerial displays for spectators as early 
as the 13th century, and the tradition continues in many cultures 
around the world. 

nUclEAr POWeR
While gunpowder can be used to create many different types of blasts, this next invention takes explosions to 
a whole new level. Nuclear power, first discovered by physicist Enrico Fermi in the 1930s, is a way to generate, 
or make, electricity. This type of power is created in special facilities known as nuclear power plants located all 
over the world. Before we talk about its explosive capabilities, let’s first take a look at the incredible science which 
makes nuclear power possible.
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Every physical thing in our universe is made of matter (anything that has mass and takes up space, and matter 
is made up of teeny, tiny parts called atoms. These atoms are microscopic, meaning they are so small they can 
only be seen under a microscope. Did you know that you are made up of atoms? It’s true!  Scientists believe there 
are about 7,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 atoms in the human body. Wait, that’s a whole lot of 
zeros! Do you know how to say that number? It’s seven octillion. If you were to start counting right now and never 
stop, it would take you thousands of years to count that high! That is how many little, tiny pieces make up your 
body. When you stop to ponder it, God’s design for life is so intricate and detailed, and to think, the Bible says 
that He designed, knows, and loves every last part of you—all seven octillion pieces! 

The middle of the atom is called the nucleus, and this is where the protons and neutrons hang out. They like 
to stick together while the electrons circle around them. All these parts are held together by an invisible force 
called nuclear energy. This force keeps your atoms together, and in turn, keeps you together! Now here’s the 
exciting part—through advancements in science and technology, we can now harness that energy force and use 
it to generate power and electricity. When we use the energy captured from the nucleus of an atom, it is called 
nuclear power. 

However, to produce nuclear power, you need special atoms found in a mineral called uranium. Scientists 
discovered that if you take a uranium atom and split it in two (a process called nuclear fission), heat is released. 
That heat is then used to warm up water and produce steam, which rises and turns huge blades inside a power 
plant. As the blades turn, they generate electricity, and that electricity is used to power entire cities! It’s an 
incredibly complex process, and it all stems from a tiny little atom. 

While all of this sounds exciting and positive, that’s not always the case. You see, nuclear power, though full of 
energy benefits, also comes with many risks. The first risk is that of radioactive waste. This is the waste produced 
by the nuclear power plant. Unlike ordinary waste, nuclear waste is hard to get rid of because it is radioactive. 
This means that it contains radiation which causes damage to living things, so the people who run nuclear 
power plants have to be very careful with how they manage their procedures and the waste they produce. If they 
don’t follow all their procedures exactly, accidents can—and have—happened, causing dangerous conditions 
nearby the plant. 

atOms, THE buildIng blOcks Of All mATteR, ARE mADE up Of 3 parts:
protons—these have a positive electrical charge;

electrons—these have a negative electrical charge; and
neutrons—these have no electrical charge.
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While the danger of a power plant accident is real, it is not nearly as dangerous as what was discovered next. 
During World War II, countries around the world worked to use the science of nuclear power to build a weapon. 
They believed that the energy inside the nucleus of an atom could be released in the form of a large explosion, 
essentially making the world’s most powerful bomb. Their hypothesis was correct, and the result was the nuclear, 
or atomic, bomb. 

Fearing that Germany was already working to produce a nuclear weapon and wanting to defend and protect 
his country, the President of the United States at the time, Franklin D. Roosevelt, authorized the development of 
nuclear weapons. Overseen by J. Robert Oppenheimer, this team known as the Manhattan Project, successfully 
detonated the first nuclear bomb during a test run in the middle of the desert in 1945. 

Just a short time later, the United States dropped two nuclear bombs on the country of Japan, killing over 
100,000 people. While this bold and deadly move effectively put an end to World War ll, it also ushered in a 
new wave of warfare, with countries competing to develop stronger, more powerful weapons. While the two 
nuclear bombs dropped on Japan were the only ones used in war to date, the further development of other types 
of nuclear weapons has come with a great deal of political conflict, requiring strict guidelines and agreements 
between countries around the world. 

Since the discovery of nuclear power in 
the 1920s and the development of the first 

nuclear power plants in the 1950s, there 
have only been three major accidents, 

including the Fukushima Daichi disaster 
and Chernobyl. If you want, do some 

research about one of these accidents. See 
if you can discover why it happened, what 
effect it had on the land and people, and 

how long it will take to clean up.

activity break

whEn a nuclEar bOMb eXPlOdes, iT crEaTes 
a uniquE shAPE knOwn As A musHrOOm 

clOud. THe DAnGER OF The ExplosiOn isn’t 
JusT thE PowEr anD fIrE genErAtED by The 

bOmB, buT alsO thE nucLEAr fAllOuT, Or 
rADiATion, THAt OccUrs. 
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Nuclear power has the ability to create (energy and 
electricity) and destroy (life). Today we use nuclear power 

in medicine to help fight cancer (radiation) and to help 
diagnose things in the body. Do you think the benefits of 
nuclear power outweigh the dangers? How do you feel 

about countries developing their own nuclear weapons? 
There are certainly arguments on both sides so spend some 

time discussing this topic as a family. 

Think about it!

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for 
each level. You will also 

find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 15

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science Students will learn 
about states of matter.

PAgE 3 histOry + GEOGRaPHy Students will learn about the 
atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
Japan.

PAgE 4 lAnGuAgE arTs Students will learn about messages 
designed to cause fear and how to test those messages 
with the truth of God’s word.

PAgE 5 ArT Students will create an artistic expression of a 
fireworks display.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt
eXPlOde

PAgE
4

fear messages

Notebooking
Fireworks: 1. China developed bamboo fireworks that 
would explode when heated.
2. It is debated whether the first fireworks were invented 
in China, India, or the Middle East.
3. China used gunpowder fireworks in warfare and as 
visual displays during celebrations.
List it: Answers could include: canons, pistols, rockets, 
fireworks 
How does it work: as gunpowder heats, it explodes 
causing a loud bang (fireworks) or forcing out a bullet 
(weapon)
Nuclear Power: See Early Elementary answers.
Science Diagram: See Early Elementary answers.

Notebooking

Fireworks
Early Reader: 1. T | Early Elementary: 1. a  2. a, b
Nuclear Power:
benefits: creates energy and electricity
dangers: radioactive waste or destroying life
Science Diagram:

PAgE
2

PAgE
3

Matter
Solid: jacket, hamburger, table
Liquid: oil, wave, juice
Gas: steam, helium in balloon, clouds

Hiroshima + Nagasaki
See appendix for reference map.

PAgE
2

Matter
Solid: particles packed
Liquid: particles spaced
Gas: particles far apart

PAgE
3

Hiroshima + Nagasaki
See appendix for reference map.
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• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 15
invEnTions thAt
ExPlOde

PAgE
1

PAgE
2

Notebooking
Gunpowder: Early guns needed gun powder poured 
into them to allow them to shoot the bullets. This meant 
carrying unstable gunpowder. 
How gunpowder was transported: Gunpowder was 
transported in barrels in the back of wagons and trains. 
Gunpowder precautions: For safety, people stored 
gunpowder in separate areas away from flames and 
sparks.
Is gunpowder still used today? It is still used in firearms, 
but it is built into the bullet and safer to store. Black 
powder has been replaced by smokeless nitrocellulose.
Fireworks: debate over invention (possibly China, India, 
or Middle East) 
natural version from Chinese—bamboo, exploded when 
heated
Chinese powder version—powder was stuffed into 
bamboo then paper tubes later
Used in warfare and celebrations
Nuclear Energy: Nuclear power is the invisible force 
holding all the pieces of an atom together.
Nuclear: Benefits: energy and electricity
History: It was discovered by Enrico Fermi in the 1930s, 
followed by scientific and technological advancements 
and nuclear power plants.
Dangers: radioactive waste or destroying life
History: nuclear bombs over Japan, Fukushima Daichi 
disaster and Chernobyl

Atoms
Nucleus: the center of the atom 
Protons: positively charged particles in the nucleus
Neutrons: uncharged particles in the nucleus bound with 
the protons
Electrons: negatively charged particles circling the 
outside of the nucleus 

PAgE
3

Hiroshima + Nagasaki
See appendix for reference map.
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that heal
You are the great physician. 
You have designed our bodies 
to heal when injured, and your 
Holy Spirit works to heal our 
hearts. Thank you for the great 
men and women in the medical 
field who work each day to care 
for our physical needs. 

Lesson

16

You
ShouldKnow

 Hippocrates was a Greek philosopher and physician who is 
known today as the Father of Medicine. His teachings have 

been preserved in a group of medical works known as The 
Hippocratic Collection. Within this collection of medical 
accounts, findings, and documents, is the text of the 
Hippocratic Oath. This oath, or promise, is a code of 
principles for medical professionals, teachers, and 

students to follow. There are many versions of the oath, but in its most basic 
interpretation, the doctor promises to give helpful treatments and to do no 
harm. Upon graduating from medical school, many of today’s physicians 

take this oath, showing the lasting impact of Hippocrates’s teachings. 

If you have ever been injured or experienced an illness, then you know just how fragile the human body can be. 
All it takes is a fall to break a bone, or a virus to leave us in bed with a fever for days. Thankfully, as fragile and 
susceptible to harm as we are, God has also designed our bodies to be incredibly resilient. This means that, 
given the proper care, medicine, rest, and nutrition, our bodies do a great job fighting back against the things 
that ail us. 

Since the beginning of history, mankind has been using the tools and materials found in nature, along with 
advancements in science and medicine, to create inventions and practices that help our bodies heal. In fact, one 
of the oldest medical artifacts dates back nearly 4,000 years! This clay tablet describes how to wash wounds, 
make wound dressings, and bandage wounds. Thousands of years before modern medicine, ancient civilizations 
had a pretty good grasp on how to help the body heal! 

However, not all ancient practices were quite as in line with our current knowledge of how to properly treat and 
heal. Ranging from magical spells, potions, and ointments, ancient people often relied upon superstition to help 
them make sense of what they could not see. As time went on and we began to understand the science behind 
the human body, disease, and infection, great thinkers and doctors, such as Hippocrates, set the stage for 
further advancements in the centuries to come. 
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 Inventions typically come about for one of three 
reasons: to make something easier, to make life safer, or 

to help us do something we’ve never done before. Which 
of these sparked the idea for the bandage? Share your 
thoughts with each other. Do you all agree? If not, try 

to respectfully defend your thinking, but also be open to 
hearing what others have to say!

Think about it!

BANdages
When you’re walking around perfectly healthy and injury-free, your skin 

acts as a barrier to keep out harmful germs. However when you cut yourself, 
the skin in that area is torn and can no longer do its job. Because of this, the 

inside of your body is exposed to all types of harm in the form of germs and 
bacteria. If these sneaky, invisible invaders make their way into your body, they can 

create infection, causing a great deal of pain and making your wound swell and throb. 
Even worse, if that infection isn’t treated, it can spread to other parts of your body. That’s 

why it’s important to clean and cover your wounds. When you receive a small cut that doesn’t 
require stitches, a simple bandage can protect it from infection, allowing your body to heal. Let’s 

explore the story behind the bandage, and how one woman’s kitchen mishaps led to the creation of 
the modern bandage. 

It was the year 1920, and Josephine Dickson was a newlywed living in New Jersey with her husband, Earle. 
Josephine loved her new husband and wanted to prepare amazing meals for him; however, she did not have 
much experience in the kitchen. Every night when Earle would arrive home from work, Josephine had dinner on 
the table. Earle began to notice that she also had burns and cuts on her hands! Working for a medical supply 
company known as Johnson & Johnson, Earle had access to plenty of cotton and medical tape, so each night, he 
would cover his wife’s wounds. He quickly found that the process was time consuming and not always effective. 
Finally, Earle came up with an idea. He decided to prepare some ready-made bandages so that Josphine could 
cover her own wounds as she acquired them. To do this, he placed several small, cotton gauze squares along 
a strip of adhesive tape, and then laid a thin piece of crinoline over it to keep the gauze in place. Now any time 
Josephine was injured, she could simply cut off a piece and wrap it over her wound. Not only had Earle invented 
something that would protect his wife, he had also made his own life a lot easier!

Seeing that his idea was successful at protecting his wife’s wounds, Earle mentioned it to his boss at Johnson 
& Johnson, and his boss loved it! Earle applied for a patent, and before long, the first adhesive bandages were 
being produced. Today there are many different brands of adhesive bandages, but Earle’s were the first. His 
innovative idea eventually led him to become the Vice President of Johnson & Johnson, and to this day, most of 
us keep a supply of bandages in our first aid kits; a true testament to the influence of one man’s great idea.
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PeNicillin 
Sometimes the best things that happen in life are complete accidents! 
Like when you make a mistake on an art project and it takes you in 
a completely different and totally amazing direction, or when you 
use the wrong ingredient and it winds up turning the recipe into 
the most scrumptious dish. It’s easy to get upset over accidents 
or silly mistakes, but most of the time, there’s a valuable lesson 
to be learned, or even better, something incredible that comes 
from it. This next invention was never planned. In fact, it was the 
result of what likely should have been a very frustrating accident. 
However, Alexander Fleming, a Scottish bacteriologist, saw the 
good in the mistake and ended up inventing a medication that 
would go on to save countless lives around the world. 

After returning from vacation in 1928, Fleming discovered that the petri 
dishes in his lab were covered in a green mold called Penicillium notatum. 
While that discovery was unpleasant, what made it frustrating was that 
Fleming had been growing bacteria in the dishes for observation and 
experimentation, and the green mold had contaminated all of his work. However, as he observed the dishes, 
he noticed something remarkable. The green mold was actually killing some of the bacteria. While this might 
sound like another frustrating realization, it was actually a remarkable discovery. You see, in the 1920s (and all of 
history before that), a person could die if the wrong germs, or bacteria, got into a cut and caused an infection—
this was why bandages were so important. Scientists, like Fleming, knew that bacteria was the cause of infection, 
but up until that point, they didn’t know how to defeat it. As you might imagine, any frustration Fleming had over 
the accident in his lab quickly turned to exciting scientific exploration!

Fleming immediately got to work growing 
more mold and experimenting with different 
bacteria, and what he discovered was that 
Penicillium notatum was a bacteria killing 
machine! Formally named Penicillin in 1929, 
Fleming wasn’t able to produce enough of the 
new medicine to help those in need. Instead, 
he published his research, and nearly a decade 
later, pathologist Howard Florey discovered 
Fleming’s work and expanded on it. He worked 
closely with two biochemists, Ernst Boris Chain 
and Norman Heatley, and together they  grew 
and purified Penicillin through a long process 
of research and experimentation. Finally in 
1942, 14 years after Fleming’s lab “disaster,” a 
mass-produced form of Penicillin was ready for 
the public. While Fleming watched soldiers die 
of infection in WWI, this would not be the case 
in WWII—Pencillin rescued many soldiers and 
continues to fight bacteria today!

PETri disH wiTH mOld gROWth

You
ShouldKnow

Penicillin belongs to 
a group of medicine 

called antibiotics. 
These medicines fight 
infections caused by 

bacteria. While there are 
over 100 different types 

of antibiotics on the market today, Penicillin is 
still the most commonly used to treat infection 

and illness.
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aleXander fleming
Alexander Fleming is proof that you 
can make amazing discoveries and 
accomplish huge things no matter 
your circumstances. You might 
expect that someone who made 
a medical discovery that changed 
the world received an impressive 
education and came from an 
ambitious family! That, of course, is 
just a stereotype. All it takes to do something 

great is hard work mixed with passion for a subject, and that’s just what Fleming 
had! Fleming grew up as the seventh of eight children of a poor, Scottish farmer. Growing up in the wild and 
beautiful Scottish countryside deepened Fleming’s appreciation for the natural world and strengthened his hard 
work ethic. He proceeded through many levels of schooling, but for a time, found himself working a job as a 
shipping clerk. 

Packing and delivering boxes may seem simple for someone who would make a medical discovery, but Fleming 
was ambitious! This job supported him as he pursued medical studies at a hospital. He won scholarships 
and awards as he climbed the ranks of medicine. What caught his attention, however, was not cutting-edge 
operations as a surgeon but intricate inspection of the bacterial world through a microscope. It was under 
the microscope and in little petri dishes that Fleming made his biggest discoveries. One, as we learned, was 
Penicillin. The first discovery, however, was of an enzyme called lysozyme. This chemical is a bacteria-fighting 
compound found in the natural tears produced by the human eye. Lysozyme is basically God’s natural defense 
mechanism that He has placed in the human eye to protect it from bacteria and disease. 

Like most inventions and discoveries, it took many more years, extra minds, and scientists working on penicillin 
and lysozyme to make them usable for the public. This is just one example of how, in life, we need to be humble 
and allow God to bring others alongside us whose gifts complement our own. People working together can 
often accomplish more than one person working by themselves. Lysozyme is now used in products such as infant 
formula to help break down food that is hard for delicate, little baby bellies to digest. Penicillin, of course, heals 
people of infections daily around the world! Not long after these discoveries, the world could already recognize 
the long-lasting impact of these medical remedies, and Fleming received both the Nobel Peace Prize as well as 
being knighted in recognition of his efforts.

 

alEXANdEr FlEminG

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You will 

also find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 16

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 science + hEAlTh Students will 
learn about the amazing ways that 

God made our bodies.

PAgE 3  biblE Students will learn about apologetics and 
how to defend their faith.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about honesty in 
advertising.

PAgE 5 rEvIEw Each week we close with review. Our fourth 
week review uses a crossword puzzle to review what we 
learned.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT  
hEal

Notebooking
Bandages: skin is a barrier to keep out germs; an 
open cut exposes the body to foreign bacteria; they can 
create infection and pain; it is important to clean out 
and cover open wounds to protect your body until the 
skin can repair itself 
Penicillin: he returned from vacation to find mold 
growing in lab experiment dishes; had been growing 
bacteria for observation and experiment, realized 
the mold was killing the bacteria; began growing 
more mold and experimenting with other bacterias, 
discovered Penicillium notatum was a killing machine; 
unfortunately he wasn’t able to produce it for help to 
the masses; he recorded his research for other scientists 
to use 

Alexander Fleming: 
See Early Elementary answers.

Notebooking
Bandages:   

Penicillin: Early Reader - penicillin
Early Elementary

Alexander Fleming: 
Childhood: seventh of eight children of a poor Scottish 
farmer; strong ethic of hard work
Worked as shipping clerk; job supported pursuit of 
medical studies; inspection of the bacterial world 
through a microscope caught his attention; 
Discoveries: Penicillin; when away on vacation mold 
began to grow in experiment dishes of bacteria; the 
mold was killing his bacteria; new discovery as they 
hadn’t found anything to kill bacteria yet; Lysosome 
chemical, bacteria-fighting compound found in the 
natural tears produced by the human eye; now used in 
things like baby formula to help break down food that is 
hard for little baby bellies to digest
Fleming recognition: knighted and Nobel Peace Prize

PAgE
5

Review
Early Reader     Early Elementary



PAgE
2

science
1. fight off infection
2. They stick together, cause the blood to clot, 
and form a scab.
3. They replicate the invader, and bind with it 
to fight it off.

Middle + High School

high school reviewPAgE
5

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 16
invEnTions thAT 
hEal

middle school reviewPAgE
5

PAgE
5

Review

PAgE
1

Notebooking
Bandages: See Upper Elementary answers.
Penicillin: See Upper Elementary answers.
Alexander Fleming: See Early Elementary answers.
Middle School—The Dickerson’s: Josephine 
Dickson liked to make meals for her husband, Earle, 
but often injured herself in the kitchen. Earle would 
come home from work and bandage her wounds with 
cotton and medical tape from the company where he 
worked. Because the process took so long, he started 
pre-making bandages to leave for Josephine at home. 
When the bandages worked, he decided to present 
them to his boss. The boss loved the new pre-made 
bandages, so Earle got a patent, and they began 
production on the first adhesive bandages.
High School—Hippocratic Oath: It is a promise, a 
code of principles for medical professionals, teachers, 
and students to follow. There are many versions of the 
oath, but in its most basic interpretation, the doctor 
promises to give helpful treatments and to do no harm. 
Upon graduating from medical school, many of today’s 
physicians take this oath, showing the lasting impact of 
Hippocrates’s teachings. 

PAgE
2

science
Platelets: They go to the damaged area of wounds 
and stick together, causing the blood to get thick and 
eventually clot.
Fever: Sometimes your brain might decide that you 
are sick enough to take this attack to the next level, 
so it increases your body temperature. Although 
you might feel awful when you have a fever, it is your 
body’s natural response to infection! Viruses and 
bacteria cannot live when it gets too hot, so it helps 
to kill off the infection and slow it down so that your 
white blood cells can do their job! 
Antibodies: One type of white blood cell in your 
body (called a B cell) recognizes the proteins on the 
invader and replicates them by making millions of 
antibodies that look just like the invaders proteins. 
Then they can bind with the invader and fight it. 
Once your body encounters a particular sickness one 
time, it has antibodies for it and remembers it. 
White blood cells: There are five different types 
of white blood cells: monocytes, lymphocytes, 
neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils.
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that organize
God, help us to make you the 
top priority in our home today. 
As other things threaten to take 
greater importance, remind us 
that our relationships with you 
and each other are what truly 
matter most. 

Lesson

17

For the average person, every day is full of tasks and 
responsibilities. If you’re a kid, those tasks might generally be 
centered around household chores and schoolwork. As an adult, 
the number of responsibilities expands to include a job, paying 
bills, caring for others, volunteer work, attending and serving in 
church, and so much more. With only so many waking hours in 
a day, it can often be difficult to prioritize our time in order to 
accomplish everything on our list. 

Some people are born with a naturally organized brain. 
They are able to see the tasks of the day and instinctively 
know how to tackle them in the most time-efficient manner. 
However, for others, a little assistance is needed in the area 
of organization, and out of this need, many inventions have 
been created to keep those who are a little more scattered, a 
lot more organized. 

Hindu-arabic nUmERAl sysTEm
When we think about organization, one of the first things 
we have to consider is numbers. Why, you ask? Because numbers 
are everywhere and are involved in everything we do! From purchasing something in a store, 
to navigating our way through a book, driving a car, baking a cake, playing games, assembling furniture, 
the list goes on and on. It is so easy to only think of numbers as they relate to solving math problems, but in doing 
so, we overlook all the other ways numbers help us organize, categorize, and make sense of the world around us. 

Who invented these numbers and determined how they should be used? Before today’s formal number system 
was developed, there were many different ways to communicate numbers and amounts. Early peoples such 
as the Mayans, Greeks, Egyptians, and Romans all developed their own number systems which were used 
to communicate quantities, or amounts, within their own cultures. Oftentimes, these number systems were 
composed of lines, dots, and symbols that represented different number amounts. For example, the number 
1,000 in Egyptian hieroglyphics was expressed as a single lotus flower, while 2,000 was expressed as two lotus 
flowers. Because the Egyptians did not use place value, each number became very time consuming to write. Let’s 
take a look at an example.
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usIng thE placE valuE sysTem, wE can wrITE very largE 
NuMbers in A very simpLE Way. THaT is bEcAusE thE vAluE OF 
eAch Digit cHAnGEs depEndIng ON WherE it is locaTed. fOr 

eXamPlE, in thE nUmbEr bELOW, THE vALue Of tHe 7 is sImPly 
7. THaT is bEcAusE it is In THe Ones PlAcE AnD REPrEsEnts 7 
Ones. HOwEvEr, THE vALue Of tHe 4 is nOt 4. it is 4,000! THAt 
Is becAuse iT is in thE thOusANds PlAcE anD repREsenTs FOur 
1,000s. LOok At THE rEsT of THe DigITs iN This numbER ANd Tell 

hOW mucH eacH is actuALly wOrth.

With all these different methods for recording numbers, it’s easy to guess that life was a bit unorganized! Imagine 
how difficult it would be to trade with another civilization who used a different numeral system. You wouldn’t 
know how much of an item you had received, or how much you were expected to pay. It could also be challenging 
to keep track of time and events across cultures, as numbers play a crucial role in both. However, a new number 
system began to emerge which eventually became the universal method of recording and representing numbers. 

Known as the Hindu-Arabic numeral system, this new method of representing numbers was developed by 
Hindu mathematicians in India around the 6th century and quickly spread throughout the world. What made 
this system different was that it utilized a place value system with 10 digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) which could 
be combined to represent all numbers. This meant that, each digit, depending on where it was located in the 
number, held a different value, allowing people to represent very large numbers in a very simple way. Take a look 
at the place value chart below. Does it look familiar? If so, that’s because the Hindu-Arabic numeral system is the 
same system we use today! 

How does this numeral system help us stay organized? Well, Hindu-Arabic numerals made it much simpler to 
represent large numbers in a unified way. In addition, they made it easier to complete basic math problems, such 
as multiplication and division. Just imagine having to multiply 426 x 42 using Egyptian hieroglyphics! This system 
also allowed for the speedy and organized calculations needed for tasks such as navigation, taxation, trade, 
city planning, and keeping  financial records. By making calculations easier, this new number system greatly 
contributed to exploration and the growth throughout the centuries that followed its development.
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You
ShouldKnow

The original Post-It® Notes were 
bright yellow because, at the time of 
their launch, the lab used to develop 
them only had yellow scrap paper on 
hand. Today, there are more than 26 

different Post-It® Note colors.

How do numbers help you stay organized? As a family, think 
of as many ways as you can that numbers play a role in your 

daily routine.

Think about it!

POst-it® nOTes
Sometimes in life you don’t realize you need something until you have it, and then you wonder how you ever lived 
without it. Post-it® Notes are one of those inventions for many people! It makes you wonder, long before the 
sticky little squares were strewn across the desks of homeschooling moms and CEOs of major corporations, how 
did people keep lists, leave notes, or doodle while on the phone? While not for everybody, Post-It® Notes truly 
have revolutionized the way we stay organized! Like so many inventions before them, the creation of the Post-It® 
started with a problem.

Art Fry, a scientist with a company known as 3M, was a frustrated man. You see, every Wednesday he met with 
his church choir to practice for the upcoming Sunday service and during practice he would use small scraps of 
paper to mark the hymns they had rehearsed. The idea was that, on Sunday morning, he would be able to find 
them easily, flipping to the page marked by the paper. However, without fail, on Sunday morning he’d arrive 
to find they had fallen out of the hymnal, leaving him to frantically locate the songs for worship. Art needed a 
solution, and he determined that what he needed was a bookmark which would stay in place without damaging 
the page.

Lucky for him, back at the 3M laboratory, another scientist named Dr. Spencer Silver had been tasked with 
researching adhesives. During his research years prior, he had discovered an adhesive that stuck lightly to things 
without forming a complete bond. Since his job was to develop stronger adhesives, this new discovery certainly 
didn’t meet the criteria. However, he found it interesting and wondered if there might be an application for its 
use. Being certain he would one day find a purpose for this gentle 
adhesive, Silver patented the product in 1972. 

What Silver had discovered was something called a pressure 
sensitive microsphere adhesive. This is a big fancy term that 
basically means the glue sticks when pressure is applied, but it 
only sticks slightly, allowing you to lift it and reposition it without 
damaging the paper it was adhered to. While many years had 
passed since its discovery, when Art Fry approached Silver 
with his problem, he knew right away that they could develop 
a solution. The two men became a team and started working 
on a product: the sticky bookmark. However, they found 
themselves writing messages to each other on their new sticky 
notes, and this made them realize the concept was more than a 
bookmark—it was a whole new way to communicate!
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Before long, the entire 3M office was using the sticky notes to write 
messages for each other, leave reminders, and jot down to-do lists. 
The organization and communication style of the office was evolving, 
and that’s when they knew they had a successful product. On April 
6, 1980, Post-It® Notes debuted in the US and were immediately a 
hit. Since that day, they have launched their products all over the 
world and developed new colors, sizes, and applications. Of course, 
other brands have also popped up, offering competition to the 3M 
product. However, when you’re in a pinch and need to write yourself 

a reminder, nothing does the trick quite like the original, yellow 
Post-It® Note! 

To this day, in homes, schools, offices, and businesses around 
the world, Post-It® Notes are keeping people organized! 
Preschool students use them to learn how to sort by color. 

CEOs and executives use them in their boardrooms as their teams brainstorm upcoming company challenges 
and projects. Homeschooling moms use them to keep their children’s assignments in order, and students use 
them to jot down notes. The possibilities are endless, but one thing’s for sure, with its patented pressure sensitive 
microsphere adhesive, whatever you write, a Post-It® will stay put! 

You
Should

Know
Post-It® Notes are now sold 

in more than 100 countries 

around the world! 

How can Post-It® Notes 
help you become more 

organized? Share how you 
currently use them in your 
home, or how you could 
use them if you all had your own pack! 

Think about it!

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You will 

also find the answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 17

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 lAnGuAgE arTs Students will 
spend some time brainstorming ideas 

for how to advertise their invention. They will 
plan their advertisement and make a list of supplies that 
they will need to create their advertisement tomorrow. 

PAgE 3 lifE skilLs + lA Younger students will learn about 
organization while older students will take some time 
to focus on organizing something in their life, and then 
reflect on their experience.

PAgE 4 biblE Younger students will learn about the sword of the 
Spirit while older students will discover more about the armor of 
God. 

PAgE 5 lAnGuAgE arTs Students will learn about time 
management. Younger students will plan a couple of things 
that they’d like to do today, while older students will learn more 
about various tools they could use  to manage their time.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE
4

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT 
orgAnize

Notebooking
How the Hindu-Arabic systemhelped organize 
society: The Hindu-Arabic system improved the 
ability to write large numbers and solve math problems 
and calculations such as addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. It also aided in navigation, 
taxes, trade, and keeping financial records.

The Sword of the Spirit
1. the Word of God 
2. He spoke the Word of God
3. using the Word of God or the sword of the Spirit

Post-It® Notes: See Early Reader + Early Elementary

Notebooking
Uses: quick reminders, grocery lists, sweet messages
Interesting facts: two men involved: Art Fry + Dr. 
Spencer Silver
The problem: Art Fry wanted a bookmark that would 
stick but not damage paper.
The solution: sensitive microsphere adhesive, an 
adhesive that will stick with pressure, but only slightly 
and is able to be moved.
The entire company was using them around the office 
long before they debuted.
Public debut date: April 6, 1980, immediate hit.

PAgE
4

The sword of the Spirit
1. He spoke the Word of God
2. the Bible
3. the Word of God
4. the sword of the Spirit

Early reader: Early Elementary:



Middle + High School
Notebooking
Number systems: The Hindu-Arabic system improved the ability to write large numbers and solve math problems and 
calculations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. It also aided in navigation, taxes, trade, and keeping 
financial records. 
Using Post-It® Notes: quick reminders, grocery lists, sweet messages, page marking
Art Fry: Art Fry sang in a choir and tried to keep his pages marked from rehearsal to service, but the bookmarks inevitably 
fell out.  He wanted a bookmark that would stick but not damage paper. He worked for the company 3M. He approached 
Dr. Spencer Silver with his problem. They worked together to solve the problem.
Dr. Spencer Silver: also worked for 3M; previously developed a pressure sensitive microsphere adhesive that would stick 
with pressure but only slightly and able to be moved; he was supposed to develop stronger adhesive so he set this project 
aside after getting it patented; knew this was the answer to Art Fry’s problem; the entire company was using them around 
the office long before they debuted. Public debut date: April 6, 1980; immediate hit
Adhesion: Pressure sensitive microsphere adhesive; stick with pressure but only slightly and able to be moved; stick lightly 
to things without forming a complete bond; moves easily without leaving residue or damage and can be repositioned

The Sword of the Spirit
1. The word of God
2. A sword is used to fight back against an attacker. We can use the word of God to fight back against the lies of the world, 
using verses that speak truth.
3. When Jesus said, “It is written,” He was quoting the Word of God. He was using Bible verses to battle against Satan. He 
was being tempted to do something wrong, and He fought back with the truth of the scriptures. 

PAgE
1

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 17
invEnTions thAT 
orgAnize

PAgE
4
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that transmit
Lord, thank you that we can 
come to you with our deepest 
concerns and you hear us, 
and thank you for speaking 
to us through your word and 
the people around us. Help us 
to share your love with those 
around us, that we may be 
ambassadors for you. 

Lesson

18

ElecTrOmAgnetic WavEs arE All Around 
us, And mOsT of THem Are invIsible TO THe 

huMAn eyE. HOwEvEr, THEre is a vEry smAll 
PORTion Of THE spEctruM thAT We cAn seE. 
We call THis THE visiblE sPecTrUm, And it 

InclUDEs thE liGhT WavEs thaT alLOW us to 
sEE cOloR. 

Have you ever played the game telephone? In this game, one person starts with a message and they whisper 
it in another person’s ear. Then that person whispers the message in the next person’s ear, and so on until the 
message makes its way back to the original person. This game shows us how, when messages are transmitted, 
or sent from one person or object to the next, they can often get confused or distorted along the way; sometimes the 
entire meaning or intent of the sender is changed! Throughout history, people have invented ways to transmit 
messages to each other. From the early postal service of the Persians, to our modern day text messages, the way 
we transmit information has changed dramatically. 

Prior to modern technology, there were two ways to get a message from point A to point B: speak them or write 
them down. However, that all changed in the late-19th century when people began experimenting with ways to 
send electronic messages using a new discovery: radio waves. Discovered by Heinrich Hertz in the late-1880s, 
these invisible streams of energy called electromagnetic waves were one of the most significant discoveries in terms 
of communication. 

Invisible to the human eye, these waves of energy are much like an ocean wave. Picture a wave rising and 
falling over and over again on the open sea. That’s very much what a radio wave is like. Electromagnetic waves, 
including radio waves, are measured by the distance between the top of one wave and another. There are many 
different types of electromagnetic waves: radio, micro, infrared, light, x-ray, and more. Each of these waves have 
different distances between their peaks.
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THe RAdIO
The discovery of radio waves led to some 
pretty incredible inventions in the late-1890’s 
as scientists began experimenting with 
sending sound through the air on invisible 
waves, rather than through wires. One man in 
particular, Guglielmo Marconi, heard about 
the work of Heinrich Hertz and began his own 
experiments. Marconi was already familiar 
with the invention of the telegraph, which at 
the time, could send and receive messages in 
the form of electric signals. The problem was, 
it needed wires to do so. Marconi imagined 
a better way! He believed that radio waves 
might be able to do the same thing but 
without the use of wires. Sure enough, he was 
right! Marconi created the first telegraph that 
could send electric signals through the air 
using radio waves, and in 1897, he started the 
first wireless telegraph company in England. 

While Marconi’s radio wave telegraph 
used clicks and sounds much like the wired 
telegraph, soon other inventors began 
building upon his work, and before long, they 
were able to transmit voices, and even music!  
Just a short time later, in 1920 the first radio 

station began broadcasting in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Within two years, there were hundreds of radio stations 
transmitting news, music, and entertainment. This new invention allowed families to stay connected to what 
was happening in the world around them, and it also provided entertainment in the form of radio broadcast 
shows. The discovery of radio waves by Hertz, and the application of using them to transmit sound wirelessly by 
Marconi, changed the way the world communicated. 

Wi-fi
It’s important to note that it’s not just sound that can be 
transmitted. Information, or data, can be transmitted, as 
well. As technology advanced from the radio to the TV and 
eventually to the computer, the need to transmit different types 
of data developed. In an effort to maintain a wireless system 
and transmit data via radio waves, a complex system known as 
Wi-Fi was developed in the late-1990’s, and it is one of those 
inventions that owes its creation to a number of great minds. 

BeFORE thE iNvEntIOn OF The Tv, THE rADiO was THe 
PrimAry wAy PEOPlE recEived inFORmATion. it ALsO 

opEneD up a MArkET for in-hOme EnTerTainmeNT. LOOk 
up An OLd rADiO bROADcast sHOW sucH As “LitTLE 

OrPhan annIE” And lisTeN TOgeTHEr. imagine lOOkinG 
FORwArd TO THE brOAdcAsT alL WeEK ANd sitTing As A 
FAMily in thE lIving rOOm TO tunE in! THerE ArE Also 
mODErN vErsiOns sucH As “advEnTUrEs iN OdyssEy” 

whicH ARE GrEAt fOr lOng rOadtriPs!

olD radiO
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You
ShouldKnow

While many people get them confused, Wi-Fi and the 
internet are two different things that work together 

to transmit information. The Internet is the data that 
needs to be transmitted, and Wi-Fi is like the highway 

that carries the data from place to place.

One of the people originally associated with the earliest Wi-Fi concepts was 
an actress by the name of Hedy Lamarr. While she is primarily remembered 
for her on camera performances, Lamar was also an inventor! During 
World War ll, she and her partner George Antheil, developed a way for 
radio messages to hop from one signal to another. This allowed them 
to transmit wartime messages without the messages being intercepted 
by the enemy. Lamarr and Antheil filed for a patent for their Secret 
Communication System in 1941 and to this day, the US military publicly 
acknowledges her contributions which eventually led to the development 
of modern Wi-Fi technology. However, she never received any public 
recognition or financial compensation for her contributions. Wi-Fi, as we 
know it today, came about after years of study and contributions by many 
different people. However, it wouldn’t be possible to transmit without a 
router. 

ROuteR
The router is a crucial piece of technology for a Wi-Fi network. 
This small box is used to connect, or route, different devices 
to each other, allowing them to communicate, or transmit, 
information to and from the internet. In simple terms, the router 
receives data from the internet and then transmits it to your 
device. Then, just like Morse Code, once transmitted, the data 
must be decoded. The final step is the data being displayed 

on your screen in the form of pictures, video, or text. The most incredible 
part is that this all happens in a matter of seconds! A truly incredible device, the router is another one of those 
inventions that is filled with controversy regarding who invented it, with credit going to several different men and 
even entire organizations. 

While we might not be able to pinpoint a single person who invented it, we can likely all agree that Wi-Fi has 
changed the world. It has literally put the world in the palm of our hands as we are able to access the internet 
and immediately receive information on any topic under the sun. Gone are the days of the library being the only 
form of information. In today’s world, everything you need to know is just the click of a mouse or swipe of the 
phone away. All of this is made possible through the Wi-Fi network which transmits data to your device. 

hEDy lAMArr

rOuTer
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studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference the 

Day at a Glance to see what is 
happening for each level. You will 

also find the answer keys there. 

You
ShouldKnow

While information being available is a good thing, 
the accessibility to it means that not everything on the 

Internet is reliable. Anyone can post anything, true 
or false, and we have to make sure that what we are 

reading comes from a reliable source. 
Talk about this more as a family! 

nikOLA Tesla
We have learned that sound and data can 
both be transmitted across invisible 
electromagnetic waves, but did you know 
that power can be transmitted, as well? The 
electricity that powers your home is transmitted 
through wires, either buried in the ground or 
hung upon large poles. However, power can 
also be transmitted wirelessly, and one of the 
earliest inventors to discover this was a man by 
the name of Nikola Tesla. Consumed with the 

idea of distributing electricity worldwide through a wireless system, he became 
one of the most successful inventors in history. 

Born on July 10, 1856 in Smiljan, Croatia, Tesla’s mother was an inventor and ran 
the family farm, and his father was a priest. As a child, he developed a love for science that lasted into adulthood 
when he began his studies at the University of Prague. At the age of 28, Tesla decided to travel to America to 
fulfill his dream of becoming an inventor. His dream was soon realized when he began working with the famous 
American inventor, Thomas Edison. Working together, the two men tried to improve upon Edison’s inventions. 
However, Tesla and Edison did not see eye-to-eye on everything, and Tesla eventually struck out on his own. 

In 1895, Tesla gained worldwide fame and recognition when he created the world’s first hydroelectric power 
plant. This plant brought electricity to the city of Buffalo, New York using the energy of moving water—the 
famous Niagara Falls. His design and invention were so innovative that hydroelectric power continues to be used 
to supply electricity around the world. In addition, he is known for developing the alternating-current electric 
system (AC) which is the primary electric system used around the world today. 

NiKOla TEsla



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?
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early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 GrAmMAr Each student has a 
grammar page. Today there is a bit 

of teaching, and then they will practice what 
they’ve learned.

PAgE 3 PrOJEct Students will plan advertising to promote 
their invention.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will blearn that God is 
omniscient and how to use the sword of the Spirit  to speak 
truth.

PAgE 5 science Students will learn about radio waves 
and the different things that operate using them. Older 
students will also learn about wavelength, frequency, and 
hertz.

upper elementary
PAgE

1

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt 
transmit

PAgE
2

Pronouns
Early Reader—Day 1: 

Notebooking
Data: Internet—data that needs to be transmitted from  
device to device, router—small box used to connect 
different devices to one another so they can 
communicate and transmit data, Wi-Fi—the highway 
transmitting different data on a wireless system

Notebooking
Data: Internet, router, Wi-Fi
Inventors:

Nikola Tesla:
He discovered that power can also be transmitted 
through waves. Born on July 10, 1856 in Smiljan, 
Croatia; at age 28 traveled to America;
worked with Thomas Edison; in 1895, Tesla gained 
worldwide fame and recognition when he created 
the world’s first hydroelectric power plant; this plant 
brought electricity to the city of Buffalo, New York using 
the energy of moving water;known for developing the 
alternating-current electric system (AC) which is the 
primary electric system used around the world today

antecedents
Early Elementary—Day 1: 
1. Joe
2. Parker and Henry
3. Mary

Early Elementary—Day 2: 

Day 3: An antecedent is a word that gets replaced with 
another word. A pronoun is a word that replaces a noun.

PAgE
4

messages PAgE
5



Middle + High School

sciencePAgE
5

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 18
invEnTions thAT 
transmit

Notebooking
Data: Internet—data that needs to be transmitted from device to device, router—small box used to connect different devices to one 
another so they can communicate and transmit data, Wi-Fi—the highway transmitting different data on a wireless system
Inventors: See Early Elementary answers.
Nikola Tesla: See Early Elementary answers.

PAgE
5

science
1. Electromagnetic waves 2. by the distance between the top of one wave and another 3. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
4. Answers can include: remotes, Wi-Fi, walkie-talkies, cordless phones, garage door openers, RC (radio-controlled) 
cars,etc.

PAgE
1

Notebooking
Data: See Upper Elementary answers.
Inventors: See Early Elementary answers.
Nikola Tesla: See Early Elementary answers.
Wi-Fi: actress and inventor; discovered that radio messages are able to hop signals; used it in WWII; transmitting messages 
without the enemy hearing them; patent for Secret Communication System in 1941; US military publicly acknowledges her 
contributions; eventually led to the development of modern Wi-Fi technology

Wavelength:  One wave cycle is the total rise and fall of a wave before it repeats 
itself; this is called a wavelength and is measured by the distance between the top of 
one wave and another.
Frequency: The frequency of a wave is determined by how many 
wave cycles are repeated in a second. 
Hertz: Hertz is the measure of frequency.

    

reviewPAgE
2 Once upon a time, there lived two brothers—their names were Bill and Bob. Bill and Bob did 

everything together. They even owned a horse together; the horses name was Chocolate. One 
day, Chocolate jumped the fence. It seemed that the sun dappled hay growing in the field next 
to her pasture was too much for her to resist. They tried everything to get her back: treats, 
calling her name, and they even ran out into the field to try and scare her back. The brothers 
efforts were all in vain; Chocolate wouldn’t come back. Finally, night fell and the coyotes 
began to howl. Once Chocolate realized that she wasn’t safe, she jumped that fence again 
and found her way to the barn she called home.
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that build
Lord, thank you for this 
beautiful world you’ve designed 
for us. You are an incredible 
architect and creator, having 
designed all that we see. We 
ask you to remind us of your 
greatness as we explore the 
world around us. 

Lesson

19

From the beginning of time, people have been building things. Today we build homes, towers, factories, 
monuments, schools, furniture, arenas, and so much more. However, during ancient times, people built things 
primarily out of necessity. For example, early homes were constructed to protect people from bad weather, 
hungry animals, or even other humans, and these simple structures were often made using whatever resources 
were available. 
 
Over time, tools were developed to make building easier and as these tools progressed, so did the building 
projects. Before long, people went from constructing simple huts to designing sprawling cities filled with temples 
and government buildings, surrounded by towering walls. Today, skyscrapers line nearly every metropolis around 
the world, and our homes, no longer just practical shelters to offer protection, are often beautifully constructed 
havens for us to escape and unwind. 
 
The art and science of building these structures is known as architecture, and the men and women who build 
them have many titles including contractors, carpenters, and engineers. These professionals use math, science, 
and a whole lot of tools to construct the incredible structures we see all around us. 

On every construction site, there are some basic tools to help get the job done. Let’s explore some of these by 
digging into a tool bag, and then go on an adventure to discover how and why several of them were invented. 

Level—a tOOl usEd tO Tell 
If sOmEThiNg is pErfecTly 
hORizonTAl OR verTicAl

MeasurinG TAPe—a tOOl 
usEd tO measure lEngth

Wrench—a tOOl usEd fOr 
GripPIng ANd TUrning

sAw—a tOOl usEd fOr 
cuTTiNg mAtERiAls

Drill—a POWEr TOOl THAt 
mAKEs hOles

HAmmEr—a hAndHelD tOOl 
usEd FOR drivinG nAils

scrEWdrIvEr—a tOOl 
usEd FOR tIgHTeNing Or 

lOOseNing scREWs
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THe Level
When constructing a building, or a piece of furniture, it 
is very important that everything is straight, or level. In 
order for something to be level, it must line up perfectly, 
or be parallel with, the horizontal plane of the Earth. 
A good way to picture this is a frame on a wall. When 
you hang a frame, you typically try to make it straight 
because if it’s crooked, it will likely bother you a lot! How 
does our eye know that it’s crooked? Well, our eyes send 
a message to our brain that helps us perceive the level 
plane of the Earth, and when something doesn’t appear 
to line up with that, we see it as off, or crooked. 

Another important thing to consider when building is 
making sure that your structure is plumb. This means 
that it is perfectly vertical or perpendicular to the Earth or the base of your structure. This comes in handy when 
using beams to support walls in the construction of a home or when putting posts in the ground to build a fence. 

People have always known how important it is for building projects to be level, and as far back as ancient Egypt, 
methods and tools were developed to assist with this 
process. When building the pyramids, the Egyptians 
had to ensure that the large blocks they used were 
both level (straight on the top and bottom) and plumb 
(straight up and down the sides), so that other blocks 
would fit perfectly in place around them. To accomplish 
this, they were known to use an A-frame tool that 
allowed them to measure angles and make sure things 
were both level and plumb. This tool, shaped like an A, 
had a string with a weight attached in the middle and 
when the legs of the A were placed on the surface, the 
position of the string would alert the builders to whether 
or not it was level.

Do you keep a toolbox in your home? If so, with a 
parent’s help, pull it out and explore the tools inside. 

How many can you name? Do you know their 
purpose and how to use them?

activity break

Why is it important for every part of 
a building to be level and plumb? 

What problems could arise if 
something wasn’t level or plumb?

Think about it!
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In ancient Rome, barrels were filled with water and placed on the surface being 
constructed. If the water in the barrel sat flat across the top, they knew the 
structure was level. However, if the water slanted, they knew the structure 
was not level. This method was effective but quite burdensome as the 
barrels were heavy and difficult to maneuver.

Like most inventions, the level has seen great improvement over 
the years, but perhaps the most important advancement 
came in 1661 when a French man by the name of 
Melchisedech Thévenot invented the spirit level. This 
new tool for leveling a surface was originally made from a glass vial filled with water and an air bubble. When 
placed on a surface, the position of the air bubble within the tube would let you know if your surface was level. 

Known today as the spirit or bubble level, it is the most common type of level, and it can be found in most homes. 
It comes in handy both on construction sites or when trying to level a simple picture frame. No longer filled with 
water, most vials now contain either oil or alcohol, both of which allow the bubble to move around freely. In 
addition, most modern spirit levels can easily measure plumb as well. 

THe Wrench
If you’re going to try to build something, odds are at some point 
along the way, you’re going to need a wrench. A wrench is a tool 
that is used to turn things, such as nuts or bolts, and it comes 
in handy when something needs to be tightened or loosened. 
Oftentimes, it’s difficult for our fingers to do the twisting if the bolt 
is hard to reach or has been tightened too much. In these cases, a 
wrench acts like a lever and gives us the strength we need to get the 
job done.

While people have used tools similar to wrenches for over a 
thousand years, the first patent for a wrench was filed by a man 
named Solymon Merrick in 1835. Since that time, the wrench 
has undergone many improvements. The original wrench 
was a simple device that featured two notches at the 
top for gripping the item that needed to be 
turned. Then using the handle, 

the person operating the wrench would apply a small amount of force and 
effectively turn the item. 

buBble LEvel

Do you have a level in your home? 
If so, take it out and experiment 
with different surfaces. Is your 
floor level? What about your 

picture frames? What about 
the TV that’s mounted on 

the wall? If you don’t have a 
level, try experimenting 
with a cup of water 
on different 
surfaces. 

activity break

squAre LEvel
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A cubit is a common form of 
measurement found in the 
Bible. God instructed Noah to 

build an ark that was 300 cubits long. To measure a cubit, 
people would use the length from their elbow to the tip of their finger, 
or on average, about 18 inches (45 cm). See if you can figure out how long 
the ark would have been using your measurement system.

THe MeasurinG TAPe
Measurement has played an important role in our history 
from the beginning of time. After all, it was measurement 
that allowed ancient people groups to build, travel, create, 
and trade. Without a form of measurement, none of 
those things would have been possible. Ancient forms of 
measurement were not always as accurate as those we have 
today. For example, in countries that use the Imperial System 
of measurement, a foot is exactly 12 inches long. However, 
before this system was developed, a foot was simply the 
length of a person’s foot. 

The problem? People’s feet come in all different sizes, so the measure 
was never accurate. A yard, or three feet by today’s standard, was the 
length of a man’s belt. Once again, the problem was that each man’s 
waist was a different size, so no two yards were the same. 

Thankfully, we no longer rely on our feet, arms, or belts as the main tools of measurement (though many people 
still estimate measurement through their strides), and instead have developed both systems and tools to keep 
our measurements accurate. One such tool is the measuring tape. Developed in the early-19th century, the 
original measuring tapes offered a huge advantage to those working on a job site as they were able to carry a 
long piece of measuring material in a very compact design. The original measuring tape, patented in England in 
1821 by James Chesterman, was a simple leather case containing 100 feet (30.48 m)of slender fabric which was 
marked at certain intervals, allowing people to pull it out and measure. Later, Chesterman went on to develop a 
spring that would wind the tape back into the case, and he eventually developed a bendable form of steel tape 
which made the tool more durable. However, his invention was expensive. In the late-1800s a measuring tape 
would cost you on average $17.00, which is equivalent to $300.00 today! 

The monkey wrench got its name from 
a purposeful misspelling of its 
inventor’s last name, Moncky.

Go online and watch a video about 
the science behind how a wrench 

works. See if you can explain what 
torque is and how it plays a role 
in helping you turn things with a 

wrench. 

activity break
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In the late-19th century, a man by the name of Alvin Fellows filed a patent for an improved measuring tape. 
He acknowledged that all of his adjustments, while not significant on their own, worked together to create an 
entirely new device. One of the major improvements he made was the addition of a locking mechanism which 
kept the tape locked at a certain length until the retraction spring was engaged. This adjustment proved quite 
monumental, and although Fellows did not invent the measuring tape, he certainly improved upon its original 
design. 

activity break
Do you have a measuring tape in your house? How about a ruler? With a parent’s help, use both 
tools to measure various items or locations around your home. Which tool takes longer to use? 

Which is easier for measuring long distances? How could a measuring tape come in 
handy when building something?

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there. 



wHaT’s
hAPPENing?

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • Lesson 19

early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 lAnGuAgE arTs Students will 
use yesterday’s brainstorming page to 

create an advertisment or commercial for their invention.

PAgE 3 science Students will learn about levers + torque. 
Younger students will experiment with tools while older 
students will define some terms and label a diagram. 

PAgE 4 biblE Students will wrap up their studies on the messages 
that surround us with a final page on the sword of the Spirit. 

PAgE 5 mATh Younget students will focus on measurement while 
older students will learn about what it means for things to be 
level or plumb. 

upper elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE
3

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAT 
BUilD

Notebooking
Measurement: measuring a foot with a human 
foot, feet varied in size; measuring a yard with a belt, 
belts ranged in size; ancient Rome barrels of water, 
very heavy for lifting up onto large projects; ancient 
Egyptian, more complicated design than spirit level
Tools: measuring tape—earliest forms of measurement 
were based on a human foot or belt, which could vary in 
size; unified measurements helped unify; but measuring 
tape allowed builders to carry something compact, 
with a spring pulling the tape back in, and eventually a 
lock to hold the tape in place; originally made of fabric 
but eventually made of bendable steel (Chesterman or 
Fellows)
Level: ancient forms were unreliable or extra heavy and 
awkward (Roman water barrel); the spirit level made 
the tool consistent with a bubble in a small vial of liquid; 
still used today (Thévenot)
Wrench: original wrench helped give leverage for 
loosening and tightening nuts and bolts with two 
notches at the top; new monkey wrench design had 
an adjustable notch for different sized nuts and bolts 
(Merrick or Monky)

Levers + torque
1. Levers reach and tighten nuts our fingers can’t reach, 
and they can tighten a nut more because of torque.
2. Torque focuses our energy on one spot, tightening 
more efficiently.

Notebooking
level: ancient forms were unreliable or extra heavy and 
awkward (Roman water barrel); the spirit level made 
the tool consistent with a bubble in a small vial of liquid; 
still used today
wrench: original wrench helped give leverage for 
loosening and tightening nuts and bolts with two 
notches at the top; new monkey wrench design had an 
adjustable notch for different sized nuts and bolts
measuring tape: earliest forms of measurement were 
based on a human foot or belt, which could vary in size; 
unified measurements helped unify; but measuring tape 
allowed builders to carry something compact, with a 
spring pulling the tape back in, and eventually a lock to 
hold the tape in place

PAgE
4

The sword of the Spirit

PAgE
3

Levers/Torque
1. false 2. true 3. true



Middle + High School
Notebooking
Toolbox: See Early Reader answers.
Wrench: turns things like nuts and bolts, loosening and tightening; first patent by Solymon Merrick in 1835
featured two notches at the top for gripping the item that needed to be turned 1858; Charles Moncky invented the monkey 
wrench; one adjustable notch at the top to adjust the size based on size of bolt
Measuring tape: measuring tape in early-19th century: long piece of measuring material in a very compact design
original measuring tape; patented in England in 1821 by James Chesterman; original design: 100 feet of slender fabric 
which was marked at certain intervals; allowing people to pull it out and measure; Chesterman improvements: develop a 
spring that would wind the tape back into the case; and eventually developed a bendable form of steel tape which made the 
tool more durable; main problem: too expensive; late 19th century; Alvin Fellows filed a patent for an improved measuring 
tape acknowledged that all of his adjustments worked together to create an entirely new device; major improvements: the 
addition of a locking mechanism which kept the tape locked at a certain length until the retraction spring was engaged
Level: measuring whether something is level vs. crooked; also measures plumb (perpendicular to the earth or base—like a 
cross beam), ancient levelling tools: Egypt A frame or Roman barrels of water; major improvement in 1661 when a French 
man by the name of Melchisedech Thévenot invented the spirit level; Spirit Level: glass vial filled with water and an air 
bubble, when placed on a surface; the position of the air bubble within the tube would let you know if your surface was level. 
This is the most common type still used, often with different liquid inside (alcohol or oil)

The Sword of the Spirit—Middle School ANswers
1. There is a spiritual battle happening; power and evil from an unseen spiritual realm that exists around us.
2. It gives us the power to stand against the devil’s plans and evil.
3. Pray in the Spirit, be alert, and pray for others.

The Sword of the Spirit—High School ANswers
1. There is a spiritual battle happening; power and evil from an unseen spiritual realm that exists around us.
2. It gives us the power to stand against the devil’s plans and evil.
3. Pray in the Spirit, be alert, and pray for others.
4. I don’t have to get hurt or offended; instead, I can pray for them and forgive them, rather than responding in flesh with 
hurt feelings or anger.
5. Our weapons are spiritual and have the power to demolish things that are evil, to destroy lies, to take our thoughts 
captive, and obey Christ.
6. Answers will vary: speak scripture aloud, pray, compare it to what the Bible says.

PAgE
1

• D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E • 
cOntiNUEd . . . 

•  A N S W E R S •

Lesson 19
invEnTions thAT 
BUilD

PAgE
4
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that discover
Lord, we are so thankful for the 
journey we’ve been on as we 
studied some of the greatest 
inventions and ideas in history. 
Thank you for giving us a desire 
to learn, grow, and discover. 
We ask that you would keep 
our spark of curiosity alive, and 
that you would help us to use it 
to bring you glory. 

Lesson

20

The world we live in is vast and full of wonder. Simply stepping outside on a summer day immediately bombards 
our senses with all the wonders of God’s creation. We hear the birds chirping in the trees, smell the sweet scent of 
honeysuckle, and feel the breeze wash over us, providing relief from the warmth of the sun. If you live someplace 
cold, being greeted with a shiver from the brisk morning air, seeing your breath float upon the sharp wind, and 
following the little tracks you discover in the fresh fallen snow can all be experiences that remind you of our 
Creator’s incredible imagination. 

Perhaps the most amazing thing about our world is that there’s so much more to it than meets the eye. Take for 
example, the tiny cells that come together to form your epidermis (skin) or the microorganisms all around us. 
What about the galaxies filled with planets and teeming with stars burning billions of light years away. How 
about the invisible waves that carry light, sound, and information? Finally, consider the great expanse of ocean 
that holds incalculable creations. When we pause and realize that there’s more to our world than that which we 
see directly in front of us, our imaginations run wild with endless possibilities. This imaginative excitement is what 
leads many inventors and scientists to keep pressing on, creating new tools with which to discover the greatness 
of God’s design. Today we will wrap up this unit with two inventions that help us discover—that which is far away 
and that which is right beneath our nose. 
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THe TelEscOPE
Prior to the 16th century, mankind was only able to 
accurately observe what was directly in front of them. 
People knew there were stars in the sky, but how many, 
what they were made of, and just how far they expanded into 
the vastness of space was still a mystery. That was, until an optician 
named Hans Lipperhey discovered that if you combined several lenses 
used for glasses, you could make things that were far away appear larger, 
making them easier to observe. 

There are several stories surrounding this discovery, but one story suggests that 
Lipperhey noticed two boys playing outside his eyeglass shop using old lenses 
to magnify objects. Intrigued by their childlike curiosity, he began to tinker and 
explore himself. He designed a housing for the lenses and experimented with 
placing them at different lengths to achieve a magnified, or zoomed in, effect. 
Eventually, he was able to magnify objects to three times their original size, and 
he decided to apply for a patent in 1608 for his invention which he called a 
looker. 

Unfortunately, the government did not grant Lipperhey a patent, stating 
that his invention was too simple and easily reproduced. Instead, they 
offered him a great deal of money and a contract to create several lookers 
for government use. However, word of Lipperhey’s invention quickly 
spread across Europe, until the concept of his discovery made it into 
the hands of a man who would use it as a stepping stone to forever 
change the way we see our universe.

gAliLEO gAliLEi
Born in Italy in 1564 during the Italian Renaissance, 
Galileo Galilei was a proficient musician who enjoyed 
school and all the intellectual challenges it afforded 
him. Originally wanting to become a doctor, he 
enrolled in the University of Pisa to study medicine. 
However while attending school, physics and math 
both struck a chord of interest with the young Galileo 
as he began noticing things in the world around him 
which seemed to be in contradiction to the beliefs of 
the great thinkers of his day. 

Intrigued by all he was discovering, Galileo decided to become a teacher and began experimenting, always 
trying to explain his observations with mathematical equations. Unlike other scientists of his time, who merely 
studied and believed the works of those who came before them, Galileo thought it was important to challenge 
the beliefs held by others and to prove things through scientific experimentation. This was a radical new way of 
thinking, as most people at the time simply took the word of those who came before them. Galileo’s desire to test 
and observe changed much about the field of science and even laid the groundwork for what would eventually 
become the scientific method. 

GALileO gAliLEi
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Because Galileo was willing to test new ideas, he became increasingly more 
interested in the work of an astronomer named Nicolaus Copernicus who lived 
during the 16th century and held some controversial views. You see, at that time, 
people generally believed that the Earth was the center of the universe and that 
everything in space revolved around it. However, Copernicus used his own studies 
and observations to come to a different conclusion. He believed that the sun was 
actually at the center, and Earth revolved around it. 

This was a radical idea and was dismissed by most, but Galileo was intrigued, 
and in 1609, when he heard about the magnifying invention of Hans Lipperhey, 
he quickly set to work producing his own with the intention of turning it toward 
the stars. Galileo improved Lipperhey’s original design which magnified objects 
three times and developed his own telescope which magnified objects up to 20 
times! 

This improvement allowed him to begin observing the universe, and what he 
very quickly discovered, was that Copernicus’s theory was correct—the Earth did, 
indeed, revolve around the sun! While a discovery of such magnitude should have 
been celebrated, instead, it landed Galileo in prison. At the time, religious leaders 
felt that his views went against the views of the church, so punishment was in 
order. While he only spent a short time in jail, Galileo was sentenced to house 
arrest for the remainder of his life. 

Though during that time period he was punished for his discoveries, today 
Galileo Galilei is considered one of the most influential inventors and scientists 
in human history. His willingness to discover and explore laid the foundation 
for incredible advancements in both technology and our understanding of the universe. It also sparked a new 
excitement about exploring the vast expanse of outer space!

Did you know there is a telescope in outer space? That’s right! We 
weren’t satisfied with viewing space from Earth, so in 1990, 

we decided to get a better view by launching a giant 
telescope into space on the shuttle Discovery. Known as 

the Hubble Space Telescope, this enormous device is able 
to capture incredible images of galaxies and stars. Because 

it is outside Earth’s atmosphere, it has a much better view! Go 
explore and find images taken by the Hubble telescope. 

Fun Fact

3x MAgNificaTiOn

20x MAgNificaTiOn
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ObsERvAtORies all OvEr THE wORld 
hOuse EnOrmOus tELEscOPEs capAble 
of gAthEriNg incrEdiblE AmOunts Of 

light, ALlOwing obsErvERs tO view THe 
universE iN a Way THaT isn’t POssiBle 
wiTh thEir EyEs ALOnE. fiNd OUt if yOu 

hAvE an ObsERvAtORy NEar yOur hOME AnD 
Plan a TriP TO viEw thE sTArs!

GriffITH ParK consErvATOry TElescOPe

lighT
small mirror reFlEcts 
light + iMAge into EyePiEce

lARge mirrOr 
GAThers AnD
rEflecTs lIgHT

HOw a TelEscOPe WOrks
You have learned that a telescope 
makes it easier to see things 
that are far away, but how is 
this possible? In order to work 
properly, a telescope must be 
able to gather light. This is it’s most 
important function, so understanding how 
light is gathered is crucial to understanding 
how a telescope works. 

In order to help you view objects like stars 
and planets, a telescope must be able to bring 
in a great deal of light, and the amount of light a 
telescope can gather determines how much you will be able to 
see. In many telescopes, like the one in the image to the right, 
the light from the night sky is gathered using mirrors, also 
referred to as optics. The larger the mirror, the more light can be 
gathered, and the more light, the more you are able to observe! 
However, in order to house these giant mirrors, you need a 
giant telescope. This is why, when you purchase a small 
telescope from the store hoping to view the planets, your 
view will not be as impressive as the one given by a large 
observatory telescope such as the one found at the Griffith 
Observatory in Los Angeles, California. 
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You
ShouldKnow

When the telescope was first invented, lenses like those you find 
on a pair of glasses, were used to gather light. However, over 

time, mirrors became the optic of choice because of how easy it 
was to make them perfectly smooth, and they could be designed 
to be just the right weight, shape, and size. If the optics had any 

imperfections, they would not gather light as well, and the image 
wouldn’t be as clear. Because mirrors are easier to perfect, they are most commonly 

used. A telescope that uses a mirror is called a reflecting telescope, while one that uses 
a lens is called a refracting telescope. 

THe MicrOscOPe
While the telescope allowed us to look out into the universe, making things that were far away 
appear close, around the same time another invention was being developed which would 
allow us to look in—magnifying tiny objects right in front of us that we could not see with our 
eyes alone. It was discovered that, when you take two lenses and place them at opposite ends 
of a tube, you could actually magnify very small objects. However, there was a problem: 
the lenses of the original microscopes were not of good quality, and while they magnified 
objects anywhere from three to nine times, they were not able to enhance the objects, or 
make them clear. Because of this, most of what was viewed through early microscopes was 
quite blurry, keeping inventors and scientists from making any groundbreaking discoveries.

However, that all changed in the late-17th century when lenses were improved 
and their magnifying power increased to over 200 times the size of the original 
object. With these breakthroughs, scientists like Robert Hooke were able 
to observe the tiniest parts of objects such as plants. In his book called 

Micrographia, Hooke described the tiny parts of these 
plants as cells because they reminded him of the cells, or 

separate rooms, within a monastery. 

Then in 1676 came one of the most important 
discoveries in human history—a Dutch scientist 
and cloth merchant named Antony van Leeuwenhoek 
improved upon the microscope even more in order 
to observe the fabric he was selling. However, while 

examining his cloth under the lens, he stumbled 
upon something that would open the door to modern 
medicine—bacteria. 

vinTAGE micrOscOPe

usIng A microscOPE, HOokE WAs 
abLE tO ObsERve bOTH pLAnts AnD 
bugs liKE this flea, discovErinG 
thE iNTRicaTE deTail wiTH wHich 

thEy wERE DEsigneD.
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While it took some time to understand the role of these tiny organisms, nearly 200 years later Louis 
Pasteur, a French chemist and microbiologist, would discover that bacteria, commonly referred to 
as germs, was the cause of many diseases. This discovery was groundbreaking and changed how 
people approached medicine, leading to the development of treatments and vaccines, saving 
countless lives along the way. 

WHAt We’ve LearnEd
We have learned that, through our God-given traits of discovery, imagination, creativity, and 
exploration, we are able to develop ideas and invent new creations to improve our lives. Some 
of the greatest inventions in history were stumbled upon accidentally, while others were built 
upon by great thinkers over the course of many years. These inventions and ideas have served 
the purposes of making us safer, making life easier, and helping us explore the world around 
us. 

As you think back upon this unit, reflect on an invention or two that really stood out to you. 
Take some time as a family to marvel at the feats of mankind and thank God for instilling in 
us a sense of wonder and curiosity. Without these traits, none of these incredible inventions or 
ideas would have been developed. 

studEnts
Open up your notebooks 

and complete today’s 
assignments! 

TeacHErs
Don’t forget to reference 
the Day at a Glance to see 

what is happening for each 
level. You will also find the 

answer keys there.
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early reader + Early Elementary
PAgE

1

PAgE 1 NOteBoOkInG Students will use 
prompts and targeted activities in their 
notebooking pages to help them take 
notes and/or reflect on what they are 
learning about in today’s lesson. 

PAgE 2 PrOJEct Students will present 
their final invention projects today.

PAgE 3 science Students will learn about lenses and how 
they help us see things both close up and far away.

PAgE 4 mEssages Students will learn about using the 
spiritual armor that God gave us to help us fight messages 
and feelings that are wrong.

PAgE 5 rEvIEw Each week we close with review. Our final 
week review uses narration questions to review what we 
have learned.

•  A N S W E R S •

invEnTions thAt 
DiscOver

Notebooking
Telescope: makes it easier to see things far away  
Microscope: magnifies tiny objects so we can see them 
Mysteries: stars, planets, bacteria, cells , galaxies
Galileo Galilei: born in Italy in 1564; Italian 
Renaissance; musician who enjoyed school and 
intellectual challenges; originally wanted to become 
doctor; started noticing things in the world that were 
different from what was being taught in his day;
decided to become a teacher and begin experimenting;
thought it important to challenge beliefs of others and 
prove things through scientific experimentation; radical 
new way of thinking; desire to test and observe changed 
the field of science; Galilei impressed by Copernicus 
and magnifying invention of Hans Lipperhey; set 
to creating his own magnifier; discovered that 
Copernicus’s theory was correct; this discovery landed 
Galilei in prison, seen as going against the church’s view 
of the Earth being the center; short time in jail, then 
house arrest for the rest of this life; today considered 
one of most influential inventors and scientists

PAgE
5

review
1. Answers should include one of the following: 
- to make life more convenient 
- to make life safer 
- to help us do things we have never done before 
2. Answers will vary. 
3. An invention must be unique, not previously 
disclosed to the public, and something that can be 
made or produced. 
4. Answers will vary.
5. Answers will vary.
6. Answers will vary. 
7. Answers will vary
8. Art Fry and Dr. Spencer Silver
9. invisible streams of energy called electromagnetic 
waves used for communication
10. The original measuring tape was patented by James 
Chesterman, and was a simple leather case containing 
100 feet of slender fabric.
11. bacteria

pre-reader—High school



upper elementary
PAgE

1
Notebooking
Telescope + Microscope: See Early Elementary answers.
Mysteries: Hans Lipperhey: discovered that if you combined several lenses used for glasses, you could make things that 
were far away appear larger, making them easier to observe; Galileo Galiei: improved telescope and observed that the 
Earth revolves around the sun; Robert Hooke: book titled Micrographia, observed smallest parts of plants and called 
them cells; Antony van Leeuwenhoek: 1676, Dutch scientist and cloth merchant, improved microscope even more, wanted 
to see cloth closer, discovered bacteria; later Louis Pasteur, French chemist, discover that bacteria causes many diseases
Galileo Galilei: See Early Elementary for answers.

PAgE
3

science
Lens: a curved piece of glass
Myopia: Myopia is nearsightedness: things can be 
seen well up close but not far away.
Hyperopia: Hyperopia is farsightedness: things far 
away can be seen well, but not up close.
Astigmatism: It is hard to see things up close and far 
away.

Middle + High School
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Lesson 20
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DiscOver

PAgE
1

Notebooking
Microscope: Created by placing two lens at opposite ends of a tube; Problem: magnified up to nine times, but not 
clear and didn’t enhance objects; late-17th century, lens improved, magnifying power over 200 times original object; 
Discoveries include: Robert Hooke: book titled Micrographia, observed smallest parts of plants and called them cells; 
Antony van Leeuwenhoek: 1676, Dutch scientist and cloth merchant, improved microscope even more, wanted to see 
cloth closer, discovered bacteria; Later Louis Pasteur, French chemist, discover that bacteria causes many diseases
Telescope: optician named Hans Lipperhey, discovered that if you combined several lenses used for glasses, you could 
make things that were far away appear larger, making them easier to observe; experimented with placing them at different 
lengths to achieve a magnified, or zoomed in, effect.  Eventually, he was able to magnify objects to three times their original 
size, and he decided to apply for a patent in 1608 for his invention which he called a looker. Unfortunately, the government 
did not grant Lipperhey a patent, stating that his invention was too simple and easily reproduced. instead, they offered him 
a great deal of money and a contract to create several lookers for government use. Galileo Galiei: improved telescope to 
20 times magnification and observed that the Earth revolves around the sun
Galileo Galilei: See Early Elementary for answers.
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ID 133336743 © Kitsada Wetchasart | Dreamstime.com (hanging lightbulb)
ID 113148234 © Vladimir Vinogradov | Dreamstime.com (phonograph)
ID 35053205 © Anna Om | Dreamstime.com (ocean)
ID 161336881 © Razihusin | Dreamstime.com (submarine)
ID 14285816 © Fabiofersa | Dreamstime.com (diving helmet)
ID 6089067 © Olga Khoroshunova | Dreamstime.com (diver)
ID 131289502 © Sven Bachstroem | Dreamstime.com (ROV)
ID 147339274 © Jevanto | Dreamstime.com (toothbrush)
ID 151132592 © Serenzniy | Dreamstime.com (toothbrushes)
ID 6879583 © Tikta_Alik | Dreamstime.com (mint leaves)
ID 33000549 © Spettacolare | Dreamstime.com (rug dust)
ID 104905617 © Milkovasa | Dreamstime.com (vacuum)
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Loop the Loop: See page for author, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lunapark_Loop-the-Loops_modified.jpg
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Samuel Morse: Unknown author, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/04/Samuel_Finley_Breese_Morse.png
Susan Walker Morse painting: Samuel Morse, Public domain, via Wikimedia 
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Morse_%28The_Muse%29.jpg
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Thomas Edison: Unknown photographer, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, 
[[File:Thomas edison glühbirne.jpg|Thomas edison glühbirne]]
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Crew of Fleetwood station wearing cork lifejackets and sou’westers circa 1890, Credit:
Photo: RNLI, Used with permission from rnli.org
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Benjamin Franklin portrait: After Joseph Duplessis, Public domain, via Wikimedia 
Commons, https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cc/BenFranklinDuplessis.
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Alexander Graham Bell, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/Alexander_Graham_Bell%27s_Telephone_Patent_
Drawing_and_Oath_-_NARA_-_302052_%28page_2%29.jpg 
Alexander Graham Bell: Moffett Studio, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, https://
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Alexander Fleming: Calibuon at English Wikibooks, Public domain, via Wikimedia 
Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alexander_Fleming.jpg
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Hedy Lamarr: Unknown author, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hedy_Lamarr_Publicity_Photo_for_The_Heavenly_
Body_1944.jpg
Nikola Tesla: Unknown author, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, https://upload.
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/N.Tesla.JPG

Lesson 20
Galileo Galilei: Justus Sustermans, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Galileo.arp.300pix.jpg
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ImAGE creDiTs
ID 181100323 © Zakalinka | Dreamstime.com (pollution)
ID 28890098 © Tescha555 | Dreamstime.com (clay toys)
ID 85009780 © Nbvf | Dreamstime.com (play doh)
ID 105852745 © Niphon Subsri | Dreamstime.com (play doh speech bubble)
ID 52805621 © Photo2008a | Dreamstime.com (etch a sketch)
ID 10292665 © Omers | Dreamstime.com (water gun)
ID 41507521 © Brett Critchley | Dreamstime.com (explosion)
ID 88818540 © Viktoriya Kuzmenkova | Dreamstime.com (matches)
ID 176462164 © Nitsuki | Dreamstime.com (dirty water)
ID 177766866 © Mykhailo Polenok | Dreamstime.com (money)
ID 117986045 © Releon8211 | Dreamstime.com (lightning)
ID 63385186 © Cebas1 | Dreamstime.com (carriage)
ID 54436277 © Hulv850627 | Dreamstime.com (train)
ID 6768865 © Taborsk | Dreamstime.com (bike)
ID 10631044 © Dvmsimages | Dreamstime.com (Model T)
ID 36167191 © Amichaelbrown | Dreamstime.com (sports car)
ID 42507119 © Shanesabin | Dreamstime.com (1950 car)
ID 34541015 © Bright | Dreamstime.com (1920s Minerva car)
ID 66998986 © Anton Sokolov | Dreamstime.com (1987 Chevy Silverado)
ID 12520109 © Anastasia Sukhonosova | Dreamstime.com (voice)
ID 40811719 © Dvmsimages | Dreamstime.com (bell telephone)
ID 4594471 © Holly Kuchera | Dreamstime.com (candlestick telephone)
ID 51994605 © Everett Collection Inc. | Dreamstime.com (switchboard)
ID 27535056 © Hayati Kayhan | Dreamstime.com (rotary phone)
ID 54473193 © Thapokorn Tawornnurak | Dreamstime.com (vintage mobile phone)
ID 68562835 © Vladimir Stanisic | Dreamstime.com (mobile phone)
ID 49015814 © MartinBergsma | Dreamstime.com (revolver)
ID 3097398 © Vossphoto | Dreamstime.com (traffic light)
ID 39685382 © Adam88x | Dreamstime.com (gunpowder)
ID 48371176 © Woverwolf | Dreamstime.com (gunpowder barrel)

ID 55285850 © Porfang | Dreamstime.com (fireworks)
ID 3930065 © Marius Droppert | Dreamstime.com (fireworks tube)
ID 83655575 © Prasit Rodphan | Dreamstime.com (nuclear power plant)
ID 35543225 © Curraheeshutter | Dreamstime.com (nuclear explosion)
ID 27715534 © Photopal604 | Dreamstime.com (bandages)
ID 39996286 © Eleni Seitanidou | Dreamstime.com (petri dish)
ID 17342268 © Cloki | Dreamstime.com (post it)
ID 38634290 © Ojogabonitoo | Dreamstime.com (post its)
ID 41004364 © Dvmsimages | Dreamstime.com (old radio)
ID 171251733 © Minaret2010 | Dreamstime.com (router)
ID 55553835 © Nattstudio | Dreamstime.com (laptop)
ID 114300477 © Orijinal | Dreamstime.com (wifi symbol)
ID 55421456 © Rik Trottier | Dreamstime.com (crooked painting)
ID 82592239 © Anton Starikov | Dreamstime.com (bubble level)
ID 159874860 © Imyme | Dreamstime.com (wrench)
ID 136196473 © Andrey Kuznetsov | Dreamstime.com (monkey wrench)
ID 6641044 © Shariff Che\’Lah | Dreamstime.com (measuring tape)
ID 184346928 © Aekkorn Poomseetana | Dreamstime.com (measuring tape)
ID 137171058 © levgenii Tryfonov | Dreamstime.com (night sky)
ID 60976368 © Tananuphong Kummaru | Dreamstime.com (telescope)
ID 136623947 © Nerthuz | Dreamstime.com (Hubble)
ID 115460124 © Atosan | Dreamstime.com (Griffith park telescope)
ID 1387751 © Zsolt Horvath | Dreamstime.com (vintage microscope)
ID 574467 © Carolina K. Smith M.d. | Dreamstime.com (flea)
ID 115128623 © Sripfoto | Dreamstime.com (galaxy)
ID 76417422 © Iamohm | Dreamstime.com (lens)




